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ABSTRACT
The management of man-computer dialogues involves
policies, procedures, and methodologies that enable users
and designers to control, monitor, and enhance the
user-computer interface.

Effective dialogue management can

be facilitated by a' computer-aided work-bench of dialogue
management tools that integrate pertinent environmental
attributes into executable dialogue forms.

Consequently, a

methodology for generating dialogue designs is required.
This research presents a framework for modeling
user-computer interactions, or dialogues.

The approach

taken herein focuses on analysis of task, user, and
information technology attributes.

This analytical

framework isolates dialogue entities and entity groupings.
Together, these entities and their groupings suggest a
language for information presentation and elicitation in the
user-computer dialogue process.

As a result, alternative

dialogue models can be specified independent of hardware and
software technologies.

Furthermore, these models can be

evaluated to ensure completeness, consistency, and
integrity.

Under this framework, various dialogue mangement

functions can be integrated into a generalized dialogue
xiv
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management environment.

Such an environment facilitates the

transformation of task, user, and information technology
attributes into executable dialogue definitions.

The

architecture of this environment is characterized by
functionally layered and modularized software tools for
dialogue management.

The implementation of the proposed

methodologies and the dialogue management architecture
results in a set of dialogue management design facilities.
These facilities foster effective management of dialogues
within organizations and lead to a better understanding of
the dialogue process.

CHAPTER 1
CRITICAL NATURE OF
INTERFACE DESIGN IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The advance of technology has been a primary force
driving our society from slow, manual activities to highly
automated and productive activities.

It appears that most

of the technological developments driven guided by a simple
objective:
ind~s~rial

improvement in the economic

pe~formance.

The

Revolution brought more efficient production, the

introduction of computers reinforced the control over the
information critical to business operations, and they in
turn have influenced every aspect of our society.
While the society might have been effective in
coping with the technology, an even more dramatic change is
emerging.

The advances in man-computer interaction and

computer-computer communication technology could soon
influence our society in more depth and scope than any
previous technology has.

The ideas of a wired society and

computerized office, house, automobile, etc, are not far
from realization through our current technology.
Integrating the computer system into the human world is both
necessary and sufficient to bring the ideas to reality.
1

2

Computer professionals today are facing the most complicated
design issues in order for the computer users to generate
satisfactory results to meet the organizational and personal
needs.

These issues include economic, social, cultural, and

political factors.

Among them, the economic concern is most

critical to contemporary business enterprises.
In the past, the costs and benefits associated with
a computer system have centered around the development and
savings generated by the system.

Today, however,

interactive systems are being employed by computer users
directly in performance of their jobs.

The cost associated

with the personnel operations and the profits generated
through better use of computers are difficult to account
for.

Technology has failed to address the issues of human

roles in the total computer system until recently, and thus
has resulted in the failure of computer systems (Keen 1978),
reduction of the savings/profits produced, and
job-dissatisfaction.

It is therefore imperative now, that

the computer professionals and researchers have to study and
pay special attention to the man-computer interaction
technology.
1.1 Interactive Computer Processing

During the age of batch processing,

interactive

processing was never a significant factor in computer
systems design and utilization.

However, the interactive

systems did not lag far behind the introduction of the first

3
computer.

In late 1950's, SAGE (Semi Automatic Ground

Environment) was designed to assist military personnel in
performing queries, and IBM and American Airlines worked
together to develop SABRE to facilitate airline
reservations.

But it was not until the 1970s that

interactive systems received more attention from engineers,
and not until the late 1970's that the Management
Information Systems designers became

serio~s

in the use of

the interactive systems to assist computer users to
manipulate more efficiently, the computer resources
available to them.
The most interesting phenomenon in engineering was
the use of graphic devices, taking advantage of the three
dimensional display and color, to assist engineers in
designing products and control the real time production
process.

During this period, the emphasis was on the

functionality of display devices to facilitate job
functions, with few focus on human communication attributes.
Programmers at this time also became aware of the utility of
interactive programming and started investing more efforts
in supporting this type of computing environment.

The

issues studied and exploited were such as expressive power
of command language and text editor construction.
Application of interactive systems in a business
environment started early but progressed very slowly.

Most

interactive systems in the early stage are limited to single
purpose and simple operations.

It was the emergence of the
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idea of using the computer system to support problem solving
that focused the attention of information system researchers
to more aggressively utilize the interactive display
devices.

Figure I portrays the idea of management terminal

systems by Scott Morton (1967).
The idea of using computer systems to assist problem
materi~lized

solving finally

and was then named Decision

Support Systems (Keen and Morton 1978).

In the early

implementations of decision support systems, the focus was
on the normative views of business problems and manipulation
of computer power to generate the solutions based on the
solution models.

The designers, however, soon realized the

limitations of normative models in the human decision making
process.

Researchers then emphasized the utilization of

decision support systems to support the decisioning process
for ill-structured problems, not to replace decision makers

or to merely support already-made decisions.

The

significance of the experience with decision support systems
is not

re~ated

to the hundreds of products produced, but to

the recognition of the multiple aspects of support they
might have to the organizations and individuals that use
them.

The support can only be achieved through an well

designed environment which supports the interaction between
the computer systems and their users (Sprague and Carlson
1982).

The information systems have since become essential

to facilitate more unstructured operations such as portfolio
management other than data processing for sales, payroll,
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and manufacturing.
1.2 Dialogue Management in Information Systems
The success of Interactive Financial Planning System
and similar packages reside in the ability to allow their
users to inquire into "What if" type questions.

The

limitations, however, are its failure to incorporate "why"
types questions and the inadequacy of communicating all
aspects relevant to the financial modeling process.

The

computer has been an excellent resource to both reduce the
human memory load and to increase human reasoning power.
Giving all the power of manipulating the computer resources
to the computer users is the sole way to increase the
utilities of computers.
Our goal is to allow computer users to be able to
fully utilize the computer power without long and elaborate
instructions.

Just as drivers do not spend long time to

learn to "use" a car, the computer users should also be able
to learn to use computers and apply their knowledge with
minimal efforts.

One of the most critical factors to

reaching this goal is the interface design.

The issues of

interface design are certainly complicated, and become more
complicated when more computing power are available and more
varieties of applications are demanded.

7

In 1980, the division of computer functions into
data management, model management, and dialogue management
was proposed and soon adopted as the method of designing
information systems (Sprague 1980).

The term, Dialogue

Management, has an important role in every aspect of the
whole information system.

It is only through the dialogue

functions that the computer will offer access to available
resources, and the users can exploit the computing power.
Dialogue Management is the management of available interface
resources by computer systems so that the interactive users
can accomplish their task in the most effective and
efficient manner.

MAN-COMPUTER SYSTEM
COMPUTER! SYSTEM

USER

DIALOOUE
SUB-SYSTEM

MODEL & DATA
SUB-SYSTEMS

Figure 2. The Functional overview of information systems
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to access the data is enhanced through well architectured
and modualized software system.

On the other hand, dialogue

designers have suffered the lack of equivalent knowledge and
support in designing the dialogues in information systems at
both the conceptual and the physical levels.

This research

is intended to study various issues of man-computer dialogue
and the generalized dialogue management environment in
information systems:
1.

To study the concepts involved in dialogue modeling.
Dialogue modeling is a process of creating a computer
dialogue model based on the understanding of problem
domains.

A framework of concepts for dialogue modeling

will increase the understanding of the computer dialogue
design process and becomes the fundation for devising
methodologies to deal with the design process.
2.

To study the engineering of a generalized dialogue
management environment for information systems.

An

ideal environment facilitates concentration on
conceptual dialogue modeling, the reduction of the
effort required in implementing the dialogue model, the
support of the structured system design, and to an
increase of the adaptability of the information systems
to different and changing dialogue requirements.
3.

To investigate technological alternatives to create a
general dialogue management environment and a
methodology to assist in information systems dialogue
design.

The objective is to build a body of knowledge
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of computeL technologies fundamental to the Lealization
of effective dialogue design in information systems.
1.3 Research Methodology
The evolution of scientific methods has changed the
pace of human history and continues to have an impact on the
future.

Modern society, including automated electronic

appliances, faster and faster transportation mechanisms, and
even journeys to outer-space, are made possible through the
knowledge that scientific methods have produced.

One

specific type of realized knowledge, the computer, has made
a profound impact on all aspects of society in the last
thrity years.
While the construction of components of computer
hardware and system software is in accord with
well-disciplined scientific methods, the methodologies for
business software construction have been quite different.
For computer hardware and system software such as operating
systems, natural sciences such as physics and chemistry
coupled with the richness of mathematical algorithms have
made it possible to optimize the design under a precise
knowledge reference scheme.

For interactive business

programming, however, the same type of coherent scheme does
not exist due to the wide variety of factors, and the
complexity associated with these factors.
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scientists pursue the invention of new concepts,
discovery of relationships between or among concepts,
recognition of patterns, and developement of theories.
Scientific findings are obtained through the process of
scientific inquiry, quantitative research, and analysis.
The results of scientific research provides a precise
paradigm for systematic interpretation of existing phenomena
and prediction of the system's behavior.
Although the history of Managment Information System
is brief, well recognized research methodologies have been
employed by our research community.

However, there are

fundamental problems in the sense that frequently adopted
research methodologies do not guarantee sound scientific
research.
1.

There are two reasons for this:

The science of Management Information System involves
more complicated factors than many other fields.

The

study of Management Information System includes a study
of any potential application domain, such as Accounting
or Marketing or Management, the computer systems, and
the human participants.

Research in Dialogue

Management, in general, fails to incorporate determining
variables of all the influenced domains in the model.
2.

There is little consideration of generalizability of
research findings within or across fields.

When

research conducted, it tends to be oriented toward data
gathering and facts reporting, but does not always
increase our understanding of the significance of facts.
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Workbench design philosophy is adopted for the
research conducted in this thesis, with focus on a
generalized dialogue management architecture.

The beginning

effort is directed to study what constitutes man-computer
dialogue and to define a framework for modeling dialogue in
information systems.

An architecture is developed to

facilitate design issues suggested. by the framework.

Some

existing dialogue management configurations and normative
views proposed by various researchers are also examined for
the definition of this architecture.

A methodology for the

design of information system dialogues is developed.
Dialogue definition constructs and dialogue manipulation
functions are then implemented and validated through
different projects which are now led by Dr.
Dr.

Konsynski and

Nunamaker at the University of Arizona.
The next chapter covers the concepts of man-computer

dialogue in information systems.

Chapter three reviews the

previous research conducted in dialogue management.

Chapter

four is devoted to the framework proposed for dialogue
modeling at both the semantic and the syntactic levels.
Chapter five expands the discussions in chapter four into a
generalized dialogue management architecture which can be
further divided into three levels of support:
design, and execution.

analysis,

Several existing dialogue management

tools are evaluated in chapter six.

In chapter seven,

dialogue profiling definitions and functions are exploited.
Along with disussions of a methodology for realizing
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computer system dialogues in information systems, chapter
eight includes a review of the design implementation of
MASH, Mail Access Supporting Heterogenity, an electronic
mail system to facilitate homogeneous user interface and
access in heterogeneous workstations, communications, and
main-frame computers environment.

The future of the

intelligent dialogue is discussed in chapter nine, and the
last chapter reviews the contribution of this research
activity and highlights the expansion of the current
research to future research activities.

CHAPTER 2
MAN-COMPUTER DIALOGUES
Scientists have taken different approaches in
studying the dialogue between the computer systems and the
human users.

At one extreme, cognitive psychologists and

artificial intelligence engineers have tried to inject
knowledge and reasoning power to the computer systems so
that they can simulate the human-human dialogues.

On the

other hand, there are computer engineers trying to apply our
experience with man-machine dialogues to this relatively new
area.

2.1 Human to Human Dialogues
Communication is a fundamental necessity of our
human society.

Characteristics of human conversations

include the following:
1.

meanings of words are inconsistent, and many words may
have the same meaning,

2.

there are innumerable unstated and unconscious
assumptions during the conversation, and
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3.

meanings of the dialogues depend to a great extent on
immediate contexts.
Due to these characteristics, the research findings

have stated that it is inappropriate to have man-computer
dialogue fully compatible to the human-human dialogue.

The

natural language, for instance, can only be effective when
it is domain specific and context sensitive.

But

restricting the reference scheme of the conversation is
seldom natural to human beings.

The effect of the natural

language may be negative if the restrictions of the
conversation are not made clear since the computer users may
have illusions of what the system can understand and do.
2.2 Man-Machine Dialogues
Unlike human beings, most conventional machines are
single purpose and reactive systems.

Among the

characteristics of machine operations are:
1.

most conventional machines are oriented toward a single
purpose,

2.

form follows function, that is, scrutiny of the form
leads to conjectures about what the machines do and how
they operate,

3.

there is usually one-to-one mapping of controls and
operations,

4.

the operation of machines is direct and physical, not
symbolic,
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5.

the feedback following the operation is immediate, and

6.

the control of operations relies on the presence,
labels, types, the clustered, arrangement, conventions
to move, the status, and graphics.

Conventional

machines, however, are inflexible.

The interface is

also confusing when the complexity of the functions
increases.
2.3 Man-Computer Dialogues
Computers are,

in a way, similar to conventional

machines, but they are also very different in their ablities
to become multi purpose systems.

Communication between the

computer system and their users can also be symbolic such as
voice input, or manual such as mouse input.
potential to program computers for

The major

diffe~ent

applications,

and the availablity of a variety of input mechanisms have
made man-computer dialogue process much more complicated
than the traditional man-machine dialogues.

Not only

concepts of man-machine dialogue but also those of
human-human dialogue are necessary to facilitate our
understanding of man-computer dialogues.

Figure 3 is used

to portray the attributes critical to man-computer system
dialogues.
In man-computer dialogues, both the user and the
computer systems are pJrposeful entities.

Purposeful

systems are systems making decisions based on the
circumstances with a set of criteria, and then taking
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actions to fulfill their goals.

Generally speaking, the

goal structure and decision criteria of the human users are
much more complicated than the computer systems'.

However,

the determining factors of decisions and actions for both
are the same:

the task, user, and information technology

environment attributes.

A full discussion of such

attributes will be presented in chapter four.

Those

attributes are contributing factors to the user's goals,
assumptions, and actions.

The information system designers'

abilities to investigate those attributes and incorporate
them into design will also affect the system's behavior.
The dialogue process between the computer systems
and users can then be best understood by the objects
generated by both parties as well as methods used to
manipulate those objects.

Objects here are defined to be

entities that can be represented on the computer, and to
which actions, concepts, and physical characteristics can be
attached.

Examples of dialogue objects are graphs generated

by the computer system and the data entered by the user.

A

dialogue object is created to reflect the attributes of the
task, user and computer system.
Any object in the dialogue would carry attributes
such as goals and assumptions.

In the case of the system

generated objects, their goal may be requesting data entry,
instructing the user legal actions, or presenting results to
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the user.

The goal structure varies based on the

pre-programmed assumptions of the situations, such as
providing help if the user makes five consecutive mistakes,
or the user is at a certain stage in the decision process so
that the results displayed in certain formats will ait the
user's decisioning process.

On the other hand, the user

will only enter the data (creating an object) when he
assumes that the data entered will be processed by the
system which will in turn generate meaningful results to
reduce the uncertainty.
An object is usually created through a certain
pattern of steps, by either the user or the computer system.
Man-computer dialogues may consist of a series of objects,
which means generation of objects are triggered by the
existence of previously generated objects.

Internal actions

triggered by the these objects are of many varieties.

For

the computer system, they may be data retrieval or model
calculation.
evaluation.

For human Iisers, they are mental planning or
Internal operations in turn lead to generation

of further dialogue objects.

The effects of the computer

system may go beyond the actual interaction session.
Although the discussions here are limited to man-computer
dialogue, the originating and resulting objects and actions
which could be associated with the man-computer dialogue
process mayor may not be generated during the interaction.
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Only concrete objects can be used for man-computer
dialogue.

These objects must possess physical attributes

for the computer system to process.

Interface devices are

developed to facilitate generation, display, manipulation,
and disposal of objects.

Commonly used devices include

devices such as a CRT with keyboard and a graphic monitor
with a mouse.

Physical characteristics of dialogue objects

are designed by information system designers and are
determined by conventional expression mechanisms and devices
employed.

The use of conventional means to express computer

system dialogues is useful as they exploit the years of
education, experience, and conditioning that the user has
undergone.

The selection of proper representations depends

on attributes of the user, the task, and the computer
environment.

Interface devices influence both the available

ways of representation and operational methods.

One of the

more important factors to good man-computer dialogue design
is that objects generated by the computer system exhibit the
concepts held by the user.

Understandable and appropriate

physical designs and easy operation methods are necessary to
achieve user friendliness.
The objects can be classified into types, based on
the concepts, actions, physical characteristics, and/or the
types of devices used.

Thus, it is possible to define the

objects by inheritance.
between the objects.
grouped or clustered.

There also exists dependency

Strongly related objects can be
The man-computer interaction process
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is a process of exchanging objects.

Grouping the

semantically related objects will increase the understanding
for both parties.

During the interaction, the states of the

objects, the user, and the computer system can be either
explicitly displayed or implicitly incorporated.

States

reinforce the assumptions held under certain situations.

To

aid the communication, states are important because both the
computer system and the user rely on them to formulate
alternative courses of actions.
The inter-exchange may occur in different ways for
many times before the user can finish his job.

The need to

provide a homogeneous dialogue shell for mUltiple purposes
application systems causes the necessary coexistence of
different dialogue processes.

The difference between the

human-human dialogue and man-computer dialogue is widened
because heterogeneous interface devices have to be used,
depending on the requirements of the applications and the
state of art of current technologies.

The complexity of

interface devices affect the effectiveness of both
designated objects and the programmed process.

When the

user has to switch from one application to another, the
consistency of dialogue design becomes important.

The user

has to rely on those consistent patterns to learn to use the
system.

There are many other factors influencing the user's

performance.

Among those, the dialogue style is probably

the most important.
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There are four possible man-computer dialogue
styles, computer-guided and user-forced-choice,
computer-guided and user-free-choice, user-guided and
user-forced-choice, and user-guided and user-free-choice.
The division is determined by the right to initiate the
dialogue and the freedom of the input.

Style is a

determining factor to man-computer dialogue process.

While

inexperienced users may prefer computer-guided dialogue,
experienced users will feel it over-determined and thus
inflexible.

On the other hand, freedom of input can be

restricted by the requirements of the task.

The advance in

interface technology has made more versatile/inter-changable
styles possible.

As a result, we have seen computer systems

exhibiting more flexible dialogues.
Man-computer interaction can be divided into two
levels:

syntactic and semantic.

In the syntactic level,

both party exchanges informative objects through agreed
symbols on which the structure is imposed.

Lexical usage of

the symbols is treated as a part of the syntactic level
here.

In the semantic level, both parties interpret the

information associated with the objects and determine the
corresponding courses of actions.

For the computer system,

the actions may be with respect to data, model, or dialogue.
Traditional computer systems assumed static situations and
incorporate restricted actions only.

Today's expert

systems, on the contrary, allow more intelligent reasoning
based on both the knowledge acquired and the progress of
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dialogues between the user and the system.
One necessity in man-computer dialogue process is a
friendly computer interface.

User friendliness is a concept

prevailing in current micro-computer software design but
with little consensus on what it really implies.

Generally

speaking, user friendliness is achieved if the interface
design promotes a.

usability, b.

high quality of results, d.

people compatibility, c.

user satisfaction, and e.

ease

of use, in the context of organizational and personal needs.
2.4 Roles of Computer Systems in Man-Computer Dialogues
Although the computer system is a purposeful system,
its structure and behavior are disparate from those
possessed by human beings.

Effective man-computer

communication is achieved through objects of different roles
by both the computer system and the user.

Since we are

studying the computer dialogue management, the emphasis is
on the roles of the computer systems.

The roles of dialogue

objects generated by the computer system can be classified
into 1.

attraction, 2.

presentation, 5.

instruction, 3.

control, and 6.

input, 4,

adaptation (in figure 4).

2.4.1 Attraction
A Computer system helps to serve human users in
processing information.

However, the characteristics of

this "product" may not be apparent to the users.

The

dialogue objects thus have to attract or to draw targeted
users to approach and use the system, and to catch the
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figure 4.

Roles of computer dialogue objects
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use~'s

attention when there

a~e

changes in the system.

That

is, the computer system has to market itself to the users
about what it can contribute.

Attraction is the use of good

message (copy) writing and good screen layout to raise the
targeted user's

inte~est

in using the system.

The role of

attraction has been neglected in the past, but the recent
success of business graphics systems proves its necessity in
the man-computer communication process.
2.4.2 Instruction
During the man-computer interaction sessions, human
mistakes are unavoidable.

The purposes of instructions

a~e

to communicate the concepts such as goals and assumptions,
physical requirements or limits, states, and legal actions
to the user.

The on-line, interactive instructional objects

are necessary to guide the user to accomplish the
computerized activities.

Instances of such objects are help

messages, diagnostic messages, status for current computer
operation, and currency of data.
2.4.3 Input Processing
Input processing consists of well defined steps
which allow the user to enter required information.

The

dialogue system has to communicate with its user by using
the proper language to infor.m the user of what, when, and
how to specify the information.

The results, of course, are
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user-created objects which will trigger further actions.
2.4.4 Presenting Outcome
The computer system is used to support an activity
or a task, and will generate at least one outcome.

Dialogue

objects, such as a table or a chart, are created to
represent results.

Repr.esentation is critical to the user's

value of the whole computer system.

Flexible representation

mechanisms allows the user to evaluate the results in the
most suitable manner.
2.4.5 Control
Since the structure of a computer system is
complicated, there must be methods for the user to control
the system's behavior.

Commands issued by the user to

change the applications or abort applications are instances
of dialogue objects to fill this role.
2.4.6 Adaptation
Change is a dual process, by both the user and the
system.

Needs to change may come from an improper design, a

changing environment, and/or the user's better knowledge
about the device and the task.

There must be dialogue

objects created for this purpose, such as request for
feedback and why, so that the computer system can be
adaptive to the changing environment.
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2.5 Problems in Managing Man-Compute Dialogues
To the organization and the individual, the computer
system is an important vehicle to realize goals.

Computer

systems have to be designed and directed to meet both
economical and psychological needs.

Broader and more

accurate data collection coupled with efficient data base
management systems, more powerful computational models, and
reasonable and easy-to-access dialogue functions are
necessary elements to meet more sophisticated information
system demands.

Although the issues involved in dialogue

management are seemingly too complicated to be studied, they
can be effectively investigated through attributes possessed
by the task, the user, and the computer system.

The

structure of assumptions, goals, actions, data, and states
of dialogue process and objects could be obtained if
critical attributes are understood and incorporated.
In previous sections of this chapter, man-computer
dialogue are described from both conceptual and physical
points of view.

The computing history has been replete with

instances of poor dialogue designs resulting in
implementation failures of computer systems.

Poor

man-computer dialogues usually result from invalid
assumptions made by both the systems and users, poor
understanding of the opposite purposeful system in terms of
goal structure and knowledge and etc., poor instructions
from the system and poor skills of the users, poor design of
physical

cha~acteristics

of objects, and poor design and
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utilization of interface devices.

To address the problems

associated with poorly designed dialogues, a new design
philosophy and methodology must be considered.
Dialogue design should be a part of the overall
information system design.

But designing the man-computer

dialogue becomes a complicated process to be managed
separately.

It includes 1.

studying the user, the task,

and the environmental attributes, 2.

transforming from

these attributes into dialogue objects and grouping in such
ways that the corr.ect concepts, such as assumptions and the
goals, are incorporated, and 3.

applying available

technology to design the dialogue management portion of the
computer system.

The important issues of dialogue

management are summarized in the followinq:
1.

The human user remains one of the most unknown domains
where tremendous questions could be answered for better
man-computer dialogue design.

2.

The expressiveness power of different schemes to
represent thoughts and mechanisms to generate the
dialogue objects are critical.

3.

The issues of dialogue requirements definition process
are relatively new to the information system designers.
Questions such as what are important attributes to be
studied and how to study them need to be answered.
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4.

The design transform, from the requirements definition
to final dialogue design, has to be studied to produce
guidelines.

Heuristics involved in dialogue style

selection, object representations, dialogue object
grouping, etc, would not only promote better design but
also lead to automated or computer aided design
methodologies.
5.

We also need to study what technologies are available to
represent the abundance of data in the data base and how
they influences the values of the information system.

6.

Our objective is to understand what constitutes a good
man-computer interface.

What are those systems

considered as a good interface design?
7.

And finally,

how

cur~ent

technologies are applied to

build the generalized dialogue management systems, and
what should such systems be in order to support general
software construction?
2.6 Summary
In summary, information systems are purposeful
entities created by computer system designers.

The ability

to designate the system to exhibit goal-seeking behavior in
a consistent fashion is acquired through an understanding of
the environmental attributes, dialogue modeling, and the
architecture of the dialogue sub-system.

In this chapter

the concepts of man-computer dialogues have been discussed.
The concepts are fundamental to later discussions of
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modeling computer system dialogue and protocols proposed for
the architecture of dialogue management systems.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH IN DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT
Inte~est

gained in

in

popula~ity

~esea~ch

only in

on dialogue management has
~ecent yea~s

personal workstations has been adopted by

as the concept of
ou~

society.

Increasing computing power and more capable interface
devices, which relate to the trend of cost reduction and
productivity enhancement, heighten our interest in
engineering modular software functions to support the
developement of user-friendly

info~mation

systems.

Efforts

have been made in various areas of human behavior and
advanced technology.

In the last section of the previous

chapter, different issues involved in dialogue management
were described.

The same framework is used in this chapter

to discuss prior research, with emphasis on its contribution
to design computer system dialogues.
3.1 Human Behavior in Man-computer Interaction
An important topic in the research of dialogue
management resides in the behavioral aspect of the
man-computer interaction.

Although a computer system is a

simplified purposeful system, it still retains goal seeking
32
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abilities and could create confusing phenomenon to the users
if the goal structure and problem solving mechanisms are not
well programmed.

Ackoff's research on the purposeful

systems serves as a classic framework for studying the
behavior of a purposeful system (Ackoff 1972).
Kieras and Polson (1982a) have presented an approach
to analyze the issues of user complexity in the computing
environment.

They have also examined the knowledge required

in the human operation of a computer system.

Their efforts

are devoted to the identification of important properties of
user complexity in order to provide guidelines for
minimizing user complexity by optimum device designs and
documentation.
Bailey and Pearson (1983) developed a tool to
measure and analyze user satisfaction.

Thirty eight

influencing factors in areas of (1) time required for new
developments,
flexibility,

(2) processing of change requests,
(4) integration of the system,

(3)

(5) degree of

training and (6) top management involvement were identified.
Carroll (1982) studied the difference between the game and
business programs, and proposed to inject gaming features
into business programs.

Benbasat and Dexter (1980) were

interested in the relationship between dialogue style and
performance.

Although the experments were carried out in a

class environment, they were able to identify some features
of dialogue design, such as the use of abbreviation,
representation of data, and dialogue style (Benbasat and
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Wand 1982).
GADS, Geo-data Analysis and Display System, is a
computer program with a graphic interface to aid the problem
solving process for geographic division Observations of the
user's performance with this system has led to some
interesting findings such as language usage and control
transfer for designing decision support systems (Carlson,
Grace and Sutton 1977).

Wixon et ale

(1983) proved the

existence of common words for a specific task, and proposed
the possibility of user defined language interface.
et ale

Robey

(1981) believed that the manager's perception and

job adaptation changed when and after the computer system
was introduced.

Allen (1982) researched the relationships

among cognitive styles and language tools employed.
(1982) and Shneiderman (1982), respectively, were
more communicative

compute~

Dean

wo~king

on

messages.

3.2 Language Power
Computer languages have been studied for years, but
these studies have been primarily restricted to their
applicability to professional computer programmers.

Novice

computer users need easy-to-use interactive languages to
access the same computing facilities.

While the field of

programming languages is well-known, it is becoming more and
more important to study methodologies to create an equally
powerful but less complicated language for noice users.
goal of research in artificial intelligence and natural

The
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language is such.

As was summarized by Feigenbaum and Barr

(1981), natural languages such as SHRDLU by Winograd, MARGIE
and SAM by Shank have employed different approaches to
resolving conversational ambiguities, and LIFER by Hendrix
is intended to be a "natural language front-end" tool to
build application dependent natural language.

In summary,

research in artificial intelligence and natural language has
made the development of easy-to-use languages possible if
the domain of reference is limited and well understood.
As the data base management systems became more
popular and even essential to a company's operation, the use
of a data base query language also becomes an important
factor to the overall system design.

Vassilou (1983)

investigated the language power, especially data base
language, to manipulate the computing facilities.

The

so-called fourth generation languages for database access
has proven to be successful to both novice users as a tool
to inquire, and to system designers as mechanisms of
prototyping (Konsynski 1982).

Recently, the use of first

order predicate calculus has been applied to data base query
(Roach and Nikeson 1983).

Foley and Wallace (1974) also

discussed the expressive power of the interface language for
a graphics system.
The definition of "language"

is restricted to

conversational English in most of the research mentioned
above.

Its definition, however, should be extended to

incorporate all usable symbols and the structure imposed on
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them.

p~ocessing

The

"syntactic level
~esea~ch

a~e

above in

te~ms

te~med

of these types of symbols is

ope~ation"

complementa~y

Pa~ts

in this thesis.
to the

ea~lie~

~esea~ch

ope~ational

of achieving both

of this
mentioned

efficiency and

effectiveness at the syntactic level.
Regui~ement

3.3 Dialogue
pu~pose

The

c~itical

identify

~esea~ch

of

facto~s

Definition

in this field has been to

in dialogue design and

methodologies that should be used in dialogue analysis.
The~e

has been little

dialogue managment.
the

ove~all

lite~atu~e
The~e

system analysis

is no

dedicated to analysis

fo~

~eason

f~om

effo~ts.

~equi~e

new and special attention to

~elated

issues.

p~ovide

ext~a

and

The

insights into

compute~ized

st~uctu~e,
compute~

it does

man-compute~

dialogue

info~mation

methods,

fo~ms

between office
system.
used,

ta~geted

Issues such as

deg~ee

use~s,

gene~ate

wo~ke~s

the

of

p~oblem

and the
~equi~ed

design (Konsynski & Kuo 1982), all have to be

the dialogue
inte~action

the system analysis stage in

~equi~ements.

A model of

is studied (Carey 1982).

that the design

requi~ed

p~oblems

skill level of the

du~ing

st~uctu~e

Howeve~,

it

advocated office studies could

system's capabilities to

inte~face

studied

office

ope~ational

existing

~ecent

sepa~ate

to

sta~ted

o~de~

to define

use~-system

This model emphasized

with a study of the

use~

task

to define the conceptual system model and then the
functions and commands

befo~e

the

info~mation
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system is built.
The Star project by Xerox represents one of the most
rigorous system analysis efforts (Lilkie 1982, Bewley,
Roberts, Schroit and Verplank 1983, Snoggrass 1983).
Findings through this research has set the standard for
current work station design.

Systems such as Star and Lisa

all adopted the concept of desk-top analogy and the use of
advanced interaction devices and windowing software which
have proved to be very successful.

The methodology employed

for this task obviously gives us the directions of what to
study and how to accomplish dialogue programming.
important design suggestions are 1.
conceptual model, 2.
and typing, 3.
commands, 5.

familar user's

seeing and pointing versus remembering

what you see is what you get, 4.
consistency, 6.

interaction, and 8.

The

simplicity, 7.

universal

modeless

user tailorability.
3.4 Design Transform

Design transforms involve the study of transforming
the given requirements definition into actual system designs
(Nunamaker and Konsynski 1982).

The research in this area

is further divided into general guidelines, dialogue styles,
design heuristics, graphics, and formal approach.
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3.4.1 General Dialogue Design Guidelines

Bennett (1976)

, as one pioneer and system architect

in studies of dialogue design for Decision Support Systems,
perceived the importance of questioning 1.
see, 2.
taken.

what must a user know, and 3.

what does a user

what actions must be

His philosophy has led to his proposal of three

principles for interactive system design:
guides user action, 2.
design, and 3.

1.

presentation

representations provide a focus for

provision of explicit framework promotes the

user control.

In his research, Gaines (1981) was concerned about
the general rules of programming for interactive systems.
For system analysis and design, he proposed four rules:
introduce through experience, 2.
design never ceases, and 4.

1.

use the user's model, 3.

log the activities.

Norman

(1983) approached the problem through analysis of human
errors during the interaction session.

By doing so, he

believed that interface can be designed to minimize both the
occurrence of errors and effects.

He concluded that 1.

designers have to be forced to become aware of users, 2.
methods and guidelines should be provided to the designers,
3.

computer aided tools are necessary, and 4.

separate

interface design from the other programming efforts.
Since information systems are intended to facilitate
users to accomplish tasks, Carey (1982) emphasized the
importance of studying the task structure in terms of
initiation, input, output, process, aids, location, and
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schedules.

In addition, he also proposed the incorporation

of personal characteristics and factors such as job
satisfaction in the design process.

Bannon et ale

(1983)

proposed the idea of workspace as an environment of task
performing, and recognized that the critical issues of
design were 1.

reducing mental load when switching tasks,

2.

suspension and resumption of task, 3.

activities log,

4.

functional grouping of activities, 5.

multiple

perspectives on the work environment, and 6.
interdependencies among items in different workspaces.
3.4.2 Dialogue Styles and Dialogue Techniques
In the previous chapter, four man-computer dialogue
styles were described, Computer-guided and user-free-choice,
computer-guid~d

and user-forced-choice, user-guided and

user-free-choice, and user-guided and user-forced-choice
(Miller and Thomas 1977).

Dialogue styles are important

because the advantages and disadvantages of different styles
in carrying information of assumption, action, etc.

are not

the same.
A total of twenty two techniques for the input
dialogue between the user and the computer, such as
English-like statements, menu selection, form filling, and
etc, was proposed by Martin (1973).

Sprague and Carlson

(1982) also proposed question-answer, command language,
menu, input/output form, and input-in-context-of-output as
dialogue styles available in DSS environment.

Carlson).
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These lists do serve as quick guidelines for designing the
dialogue, but are not complete and might be misleading if
the selection is not done through rigorous investigation of
the requirements.
Selection of styles for the targeted application is
not a trivial issue.

Benbasat et ale

(1980, 1982) has

performed several experiments to examine the effects of
different dialogue styles on persons with differing
abilities.

Other research suggested that a natural language

interface might not be necessary for a data base environment
(Vassiliou, Jarke, Stohe, Turner, and White 1983).

Carey

(1982) emphasizes the individual differences in their styles
such as learning and accommodation of the individual model
in the dialogue model.

Monzeico (1982) extended the four

learning stages developed by Treu (1976) and incorporated
the help facilities for users of different stages.

Carroll

(1982), however, emphasized that the interaction environment
should be motivating as computer games so that the users can
be self-initiated to learn to deal with the problems.

These

research activities suggest that the user should be an
important entity in the dialogue design process and his/her
own characteristics should be reflected in the ultimate
design.
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3.4.3 Design Heuristics
Designing dialogue management, however, is more
complex than merely selecting the appropriate styles.

Dean

(1982) has pointed out how psychological principles can be
used to generate general guidelines regarding the design of
error and help messages.

Miller and Thomas (1977) discussed

several different aspects about the dialogue, including
keyboard, alpha-numeric displays, speech input/output, and
graphics.

Jones (1978) found that predictability,

implication, experimentation, and motivation as the four
principles of the man-computer dialogue.

Gaines (12)

examined seventeen rules of dialogue programming.

Those

rules were grouped into one of the following categories:
system analysis and design, user adaptation to the system,
minimizing the mental load on the user, and error detection
and correction.

McDonald (36) emphasized the principles of

visual programming:

"what you see is what you get".

Thimbleby (1980) used the degree of determination to
distinguish the performance of dialogue design on an
individual under different conditions.

Morland (1983)

provided some simple, but practical, guidelines for terminal
interface design.

System design principles can be derived

from the classes of human errors.

One particular class of

errors, slips of actions, is examined to demonstrate some of
these principles (Norman, 1983).

The findings of research

in this field offer simple heuristics to be followed in
different stages of the dialogue design.
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3.4.4 Formal Approach
Some theoretical approaches have also been taken in
specifying dialogue management.

Benbasat and Wand (1982)

proposed a dialogue generator approach for interface design:
Interaction Event Model.

In this model, dialogue elements

are classified into prompt, input, escape, help, check,
next, and action (Benbasat and Wand 1982).

Kieras et ale

(1982c) discussed a framework, ISAD, including user
analysis, task analysis, dialogue selection, and dialogue
design, to facilitate dialogue design.

In a separate

article, they proposed state transition diagrams as the
formal representation mechanism (Kieras and Polson 1983).
Formal specifications are employed to describe the
rules of interaction.

The state transition diagram is used

to represent the man-computer interaction in the graphic
forms.
imp~oved

Augmented transition diagram (Woods 1970) is
from STD.

definitions.

Both STD and ATD allow recursive

The Bacus Normal Form is used to represent the

grammer of the interaction.

Resisner (1981) provided an

example of how BNF can be used to describe the user
interface of two graphics systems.

Jacob (1983) used BNF

notations in his design of a military message system.
A specific computer command language structure, the
Command Language Grammer, is proposed as a representational
framework for describing the user interface aspects of
interactive

compute~

systems (Moran, 1981).

CLG partitions

a computer system into a Conceptual Component {task and
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abstract concepts), a Communication Component (command
language), and a Physical Component (display, keyboard r
etc).

The components are further divided into distinct

Levels- a Task Level, a Semantic Level, a Syntactic Level,
and an Interaction Level- each Level being a complete
description of the system at its level of abstraction.

Each

Level's description contains procedures at that Level.

That

is, the system is described by the progressive refinement.
CLG is discussed from three points of view:

the

Linguistic View sees CLG as elaborating the structure of the
system's user interface and of the communication between the
user and the systems.

The principal goal of CLG in this

view is to layout the space of command language systems.
The Psychological View sees CLG as describing the user's
mental model of the system.

The main concern in this view

is with the psychological validity of the CLG description.
The Design View sees CLG as a series of representations fro
specifying the design of a system.

CLG proposes a top-down

design process in which the conceptual model of the system
is frist specified and then a command language is created to
communicate with it.
Research in natural language has also exploited this
issue in great detail.

Not only are the use of various

knowledge representation methods important in processing the
natural language, they are also especially suitable in
representing the dialogue models and rules of interaction.
Whinston, Bonczek, and Holsapple (1981) examined the use of
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logic as mechanism for interaction between the dialogue
component and the other components of an information system.
Chen, Fedorowicz, and Henschen, on the other hand, preferred
the first predicate calculus as the mechanism for reasoning
process to determine the models and data requested (Chen,
Fedorowicz and Henschen 1983, Chen and Henshen 1982).
Konsynski and Dolk (1983) held a similar view to the use of
first predicate calculus but suggested the frame as the
knowledge representation method for model knowledge base.
Blanning (1983) used a simple and very domain dependent
natural language as the vehicle between the user and the
models.
3.4.5 Graphics
The research on output representation, except those
in the graphics, has been limited.

Ives (1982) discussed in

general the use of graphics in business applications and
presented a list of guidelines for graphic display.

Foley

and Wallace (1974) examined the language and psychological
principles as well as the action language in the design of
graphics.

Very intensive research has also been done in

computer aided design for engineering tasks.

Graphics has

been thought of as a critical element of output dialogue,
although its contribution to decision making has yet to be
proven by empirical research (Zmud, Blocher and Moffie
1983).
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3.5 Spatial Data Base Management
There has been interest in representing data stored
in the data base in graphics format.

Spatial Data Base

Management Systems were designed to suit this purpose (Herot
1980;

Friedell 1982;

Frank 1982).

The systems were

designed to represent the data in data base in a variety of
ways on graphic monitors.

Managing graphics is itself a

complicated process and should be treated as a dialogue
management function.

This type of application systems

signify representation issues in the interface design.

It

also shows that separation of display functions from
semantic level operations, data retrieval, could result in
highly flexible interrace design.
3.6 Realization of Good Interface Design
Simulating the desk top has been the major trend in
today's office work station design since the Star project
was initiated by Xerox.

Both Xerox Star and Apple Lisa

personal computer have portrayed user friendly interface
designs based on the desk top analogy.

One of the key

factors in the success of these products lies in the use of
object oriented software design technology.

Advantages of

this programming technique are the use of message objects
between application and flexibility of attaching attributes
to objects.

The actions are spawned depending on the

attributes of the object received by the application.

This

technique offers opportunities to programmers to concentrate
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more on non-procedural relationships, and is close to the
script or frame approach proposed by research in Artificial
Intelligence.
Both Star and Lisa are not generalized dialogue
management system, however, because of their limited
functionality in supporting interface programming for
additional applications, and failure in addressing business
application programming requirements.

Their successful

implementation with the object oriented technology is
nevertheless exciting, as it proves the feasibility of a
good interface design through currently available
technology.

There are now more and more similar products,

such as OFFICEWARE and OPENACCESS, which are available and
all have the similarities to the ones described above.
3.7 Technology and Architecture for
Dialogue Management
Although a generalized dialogue management system is
a relatively new concept, all programs need dialogue
management functions.

In the survey by Sprague, the

percentage of code dedicated to interface were shown to be
above sixty percent (Sutton and Sprague 1978).

Traditional

programming, however, does not address properly, the issues
of functional division within software.

The history of data

base management should provide an analogy for dialogue
management.
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The experience in the design of Star and Lisa, and
spatial data base management systems provided insight into
how this division of functions might be achieved and what
the elements of a generalized dialogue management system
might be.

Efforts should be directed not only to the

development of such a general dialogue management system,
but also to the integration with data base management and
model management functions.
Different technologies and approaches can be used
for dialogue programming.

Rowe and Robson (1983) use the

higher level language approach in Screen Rigel.

The

dialogue functions are embedded in PASCAL function calls.
In their implementation, field definitions for dialogue
descriptions can be obtained from the data dictionary.

This

eliminates redundancy and design overhead significantly.
Kasik (1982) used a similar approach for TICCL, Tiger
Interactive Command and control Language, for the graphics
system Tiger.

With TICCL, programmers specify the interface

descriptions in a way similar to schema for data base
systems.

In TICCL, run time support is obtained through an

interpreter.

Figure 5 shows the TICCL's architecture.

There are other graphics dialogue management systems
designed to reduce application programming efforts.

Systems

such as FLAIR and UIMS have used different technology to
support graphics programming.

FLAIR (Wong and Reid 1982) is

a user interface design tool that allows programmers to
rapidly prototype a system's man-computer interface.

In
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addition to its graphics capabilities, FLAIR also
facilitates production of menu hierarchies so that the
dialogue process can be observed before the program is
written.

UIMS (Tannerr and Buxton 1983) consists many

dialogue modules for both the design support and run time
execution facilitation.
UIMS.

Figure 6 shows the architecture for

The office automation product by DEC, ALL IN 1,

represents one of the more complete set of dialogue
management functions desired.
3.8 Summary
The objectives of the research described above are
related to increasing the understanding of man-computer
dialogues and the ability to manage computer dialogue
functions.

The objectives of generalized dialogue

management systems are, to facilitate a variety of dialogue
capabilities as well as modularized software construction.
The concept of business shell, to facilitate the initiation
of computer illiterate business users'

into the world of

computer, can prevail if a well-established dialogue
management system exists.
We are not precluding the significance of model and
data management in the search of this shell, but good
dialogue management is a necessary condition.

Well-designed

dialogue objects and dialogue processes will make both the
capabilities and the limitations of the system clear by the
user and provides easier dialogue methods for different
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classes of users.

Research has to be directed to design of

more effective computer system dialogues.

Behavioral

studies and research on proper language tools will help the
designer's ability to program more communicative computer
system dialogues.

Better requirements definition

methodologies promote better definition of dialogue context
for any specific application under specific circumstances.
Ambient computing power and interface devices are utilized
to their best extent through better design heuristics and a
flexible architecture.

Finally, the end user programming

will be possible when our experience with and computer
technologies for data, model, and dialogue management become
mature.
This is why the study of environmental issues
related to the task, user and information technology, as
well as the architecture of dialogue management are
important in helping our research community to achieve these
objectives.

However, efforts have been diversifed and lack

of central direction.
to be integrated.

Research of different interests need

In the next chapter, a framework is

proposed and discussed iri great detail.

CHAPTER 4
A FRAMEWORK FOR DIALOGUE MODELING
Dialogue modeling is the process of studying the
attributes of a problem domain, followed by an investigation
of alternative conceptual dialogue models, and lastly, the
realization of the selected dialogue model.

The framework

to be presented in this chapter includes a detailed
discussion of concepts involved in this process.
The human user is obviously an important element in
the informati8n system.

A user is an aggregate entity.

The

different attributes which can be associated with a person

are used to distinguish the different types of people in
terms of experience, knowledge, personality, cognitive
styles, etc.
The primary entity supporting the operations of an
information system is the computer system.

Differences in

information technologies also determine the types of
functions performed by the information system.

From the

perspective of dialogue design, differences in interface
devices, supporting software, and mainframe or micro
computer will all have impact on the usage of information
systems.
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The most significant impact, however, is from the
task imposed by the environment surrounding the people and
the computer system.

The hierarchical structure of the

tasks (from the organization's long term strategies to the
personal calendar maintenance) and the data flow among
different tasks/activities are two distinct features to be
studied.
Attributes of the task, user, and information
technology are used to define alternative dialogue models.
The study of dialogue management must tnen begin with an
understanding of the task requirements, the information
technologies, and the user.
4.1 Task Environment
Both the long-term and short-term objectives are
critical to an understanding of the operations of any
organization and the individuals working for it.
Information systems are employed to facilitate various tasks
for the purpose of realizing the goals and objectives of
both organizations and individuals.

A task is defined to

have at least one purpose (Konsynski, Hackthorn, Roger and
Keen 1980), to consist of at least one elementary activity
or other tasks executed by a goal-seeking system (Ackoff
19872), to have a control structure (Konsynski, Hackthorn,
Roger and Keen 1980) imposed on the sequence of activities,
and to be associated with at least one goal of the
individual's or of the company's.

Operational strategies
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(Kottemann and Konsynski 1984) are the highest level tasks
whose purpose is to achieve the goals of the system.
Examples of tasks executed by the decision-maker include
allocating corporate resources, coordinating and supervising
projects to ensure progress, searching for information
critical to the decision maker's as well as the company's
success, etc.
A task has at least one outcome, and so does an
activity.

Such activities as using a calculator

(information processing) or making a phone call (information
transfer) have no imbedded purpose.

Various activities are

tied together by one or more purposes, where they are said
to belong to a "task" such as locating the problem when the
value of a portfolio falls (eg.

the task is to identify the

problem), and figuring out what can be done (eg.

the task

is to design alternatives to solve the problem).

The tasks

again form a higher level task whose purpose is to improve
the value of a client's investment.

The process can be

performed iteratively until it reaches the highest level
task;

its purpose may simply be to elevate the position of

the portfolio manager.
The task of problem solving may consist of three
phases:
Simon.

intelligence, design, and choice as classified by
Mintzburg (1973) has also classified a CEO's tasks

into ten roles:

figurehead,

leader, and liaison which are

interpersonal, monitor, disseminator, and spokesman which
are informational, entrepreneur, disturbance handler,
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resource allocator, and negotiator which are decisional.
Another classification according to the level of
organization is strategic, managerial, and operational.

In

the evaluation of tasks, some are more important than
others.

The Critical Successful Factors (Rockart 1978)

method is used to determine priorities.

An understanding of

these classifications will aid in defining the purpose of a
task.
Activities related to information handling transferring, transformation, and storage - are of concern
here.

The relationships between activities are determined

by defining the information flow.

An elementary activity is

defined to be any procedure taking place within the system,
and is a potential producer of another elementary activity
(Ackoff 1972).

An activity can be said to belong to a

structural class or to a functional class.

For example,

using a TI calculator and a LISA calculator belong to the
same functional class because they produce the same results,
but they are two different activities because the changes
(movements to use the calculator) are structurally
different.

A step is a physical movement necesary for the

activity to be completed.

For example, retrieving

information can include alternative steps such as:
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a: 1. select an item from a menu,
2. confirm the selection,
3. enter the key value, and
b: 1. type in a SEQUEL language statement.
c: 1. move the mouse to the selected category,
2. further move the mouse to the right folder.
Steps can be classifed into initiation, termination,
interruption, and selection.

The more similar the steps are

to conventional methods, the easier computer system
dialogues are to the user.

As numerous steps may be

involved in the computerized application activities, there
is ample opportunity for confusion.

The state variables of

the computer system are critical in interface design to deal
with this issue.

These variables are currency, mode,

operation status, etc.
Critical attributes in the design of man-computer
dialogues include (1) task completion time,

(2) task

frequency, and (3) duration and frequency of the activities
comprising the task.

They affect dialogue design decisions

in the areas of of facilitating user memory operations and
learning/relearning, and enhancement of user familarity.
For example, an activity may become fragmented due to
unexpected interruptions (Mintzburg 1973).

In this case,

the dialogue design needs to facilitate memory operations,
such as having the system trace-back and signal the state.
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At some point in the task, decisions are made.
Decisions to select alternative activities in a choice state
implies that there is a control structure over the
occurrence of activities.

The structured-unstructured

classification provides an insight into the nature of
control.

An activity is always structured, although the

outcome may not be certain.

The decision with regard eto

the next activity is governed by a set of selection rules.
The rules, quantitative or qualitative, are affected by the
knowledge of alternative courses of activities and the
relative values associated with the outcome of the
activities.

For the so-called rational approach, the rules

are to select the activity which can maximize the utilities
or minimize the regret of the decision maker.

Since the

utilities of the outcome generated by the alternative
activities, deterministic or probabilistic, cannot be
explicitly defined, a strict definition of rules may become
impossible.

The objective of interface design in an

unstructured situation is to allow flexible dialogue methods
and multiple representations of the resulting information,
which have been identified as important criteria in the
design of Decision Support Systems.
In a computerized environment, information is
generated by the system to contribute to decision-making
(uncertainty-risk).

Introducing a computer information

system thus changes the alternatives as well as the control
structure.

The information system designer has to study the
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goals
strategy
(highest level task)
tasks

measurable attributes
measurable results
Purpose(s)
Control over the activities
structured or unstructured
Completeness checkSimon: intelligence
design
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Has input/outcome
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level of detail
accuracy
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Step

figure 7.

Minimum physical operation
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The task environment attributes
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relevant attributes so as to know the control structure for
alternative dialogue forms in order to facilitate
man-computer communication and evaluate the degree of
change, the degree of learning, and costs/benefits of each
alternative.

For example, choosing the next activity in an

unstructured task can be facilitated by permitting various
representations of the information (Carlson 1977).
Data may be the outcome from or the input to some
activity.

It can be hierarchically structured or associated

with other data entities according to the relationships
between them.

These type of data relationships have long

been studied in the DBMS literature (Codd 1970, 1971,
Canning 1972).

The semantics of data have also been studied

intensively in the field of artificial intelligence.

For

example, the IS-A links are used to represent relationships
between data objects and their associated roles.

Critical

attributes of the data to interface design include the level
of detail and accuracy of information, the scope of
information, timing, and the type of information (Keen and
Morton 1978) required by or generated by the activities.
4.2 User Environment
The user tdecision maker) has an understanding of
the tasks.

The user's knowledge however, may be only a

subset of the actual task structure.

The degree of

knowledge can be measured if the optimal task structure and
the state of the user's knowledge are known (Ackoff 1972)
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Introduction of a computer system may not necessarily change
the user's knowledge of the outcome of a task, but will
definitely entail the user acquiring additional knowledge:
knowledge of the computerized system and its use in
promoting task completion.

Kieras and Polson (1982a) have

defined the former as device-independent knowledge, and the
latter as device-dependent knowledge.
Device-dependent knowledge can be further classified
into four categories:

task-relevant knowledge is knowledge

concerning the usage of the device to facilitate the
activities, device-layout knowledge is knowledge of the
physical layout of the device, device-behavior knowledge is
knowledge about the external behaviors (responses) of the
device, and the how-it-works knowledge is knowledge
concerning the internal structure of the device (Kieras and
Polson 1982a).

The level of experience can be defined as

the degree of the user's knowledge weighted against the
actual knowledge.

Facilitating the acquisition of knowledge

is an essential part of designing ir.formation system
dialogues.
Familiarity is defined as the probability of
choosing the same activity among available alternatives
which are used to generate one dominant outcome among a set
of possible outcomes (Ackoff 1972).
to the memory capacity.

Familiarity is related

The intention of a person for any

particular activity is defined as the relative value
associated with the efficiency with which a particular
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outcome is generated.

In the case of using the

decision/personal support system, this intention is
translated into the willingness of the user to utilize the
system.

Belief is related to obtaining a certain response

without actually perceiving the environment.

A misleading

error message may then affect the user's belief.
Satisfaction can also be measured as the state of the
relative value in different conditions.

The designer of

computer system dialogues has to carefully consider the
user's personal attributes:

knowledge, familarity,

intention, belief, and satisfaction.

Careful selection of

the information communicated to the user in different stages
of the user's learning (Monzoico 1982) for instance, proved
to be a good strategy to initiate a new user.
Personality, and risk propensity may be indicators
of the type of learning:
(Konsynski et al.

1980).

convergent vs.

divergent

Convergent and divergent learning

can be defined by considering both the knowledge and
familiarity of the user as well as the computing environment
such as challenging vs.

static (Carroll 1982).

Personality

can also be classified as objective internalizer (other-self
adaptation), objective externalizer (other-other
adaptation), subjective internalizer (self-self adaptation),
and subjective externalizer (self-other adaptation) (Ackoff
1972).

This characterization indicates that the user-system

interface is critical to various issues:

what are the

appropriate interfaces for each type of user, what are the
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proper methods of communicating to the user, the outcomes
generated by the system, and what styles are suited to the
user's preference.
To adapt to the environment is to learn to use
available instruments and to understand their causal
effects.

The style of learning can also be classified into

four types:

concrete experience, reflective observation,

abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation.
Treu (Treu 1976) also divided the learning life cycle of a
computer user into four stages:

learning the basics,

progressing towards independent usage, probing into more
subtle or difficult features, and producing high quality
results.

In addition to the four stages, relearning

indicates the need for repetition of the learning process,
and presents additional problems in interface design.
A person's ability to absorb the resulting
information conveyed may be relevant to the forms of
representations (aggregate vs.
et ale

detailed) of data.

Kieras

(1982b) has defined the following categories of

ability for computer related operations:

typing, language,

learning capacity, reasoning capacity, and physical
limitations such as the ability to operate a computer
system.

The learning capacity and reasoning capacity,

however, are very difficult to measure.

Intelligence

Quotients have long been used as an indication of mental
ability, but their validity has also been questioned.
Another method of categorizing ability into heuristic and
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User Personal Attributes
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figure 8.
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analytic is obtained by the use of GEFT (Witkin 1971).
There has been a tremendous debate on how people acquire
knowledge.

Research in cognitive styles of people in

forming knowledge and creativity, however, has been unable
to provide guidelines for the design of information systems
(Huber 1983).
4.3 Information Technology Environment
A computer system consists of both hardware and
software.

Hardware has its own structural characteristics,

such as the speed of the CPU and the brightness of the video
equipment.

The software is programmed to produce outcomes

such as the calculation and retrieval of data.

In more

recent developments, computer systems are capable of
exhibiting a fair degree of knowledge, such as a linear
programming program and an expert system.

Analyzing the

information technology environment implies then, to
understand its structural properties and the functions it
can be .programmed to have.

The attributes which can be

sensed by the user and which may affect the performance of
the system are primary concerns in the design of computer
system dialogues.

A list of attributes is presented in the

following.
1.

Speed:

speed is affected by the algorithm used, the

time slicing imposed by the operating system, and the
limit of the hardware.
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2.

Regular video display:

ambient level, illumination,

contrast, brightness, character size, normal/reverse,
blinking, half-intensity underline,
foreground/background, scroll/page, programmable
function keys, and cursor addressing.
3.

Graphic display:

resolution, addressable picture cell,

and color.
4.

Specialized input devices:

mouse, light pen, and sketch

template.
S.

Advanced interface devices:

voice, various picture

animation, and multichannel communication.
Software tools are critical to the development of
information systems in terms of maintainability and
performance.

The tools are listed below.

1.

Primitive tools:

sorting, searching, etc.

2.

Data base tools:

file manipulations, DBMS.

3.

Data/model dictionary tools which records the "where",
"how", and "what" information regarding data and models.

4.

Relationship recognition tools:

various statistical

analyses.
S.

Computational tools:

linear projection, cross

projection, simple heuristic algorithms, sophisticated
optimization models.
6.

Screen manipulation tools:

cursor addressing, erasing a

line/page, reading a string/strings of data, window
manager, screen manager, question/answer generator.
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7.

Graphic manipulation tools:

graphic editor, graphics

generator (from source data supplied), and icon
management.
8.

Communication tools:

transmission of voice, data, and

graphics, local area network system, long haul network
system.
9.

System analysis/design tools:

automated data flow

diagram, PSL/PSA, SREM, and etc.
10. The natural language processors such as LIFER.
In existing computer systems, tools are used
passively~

their usage relies on the system designer's

knowledge and ability to incorporate them into specific
functions.

In future generations of computer systems,

knowledge of the environments will be supplied to and
utilized by the computer system.

In the short term, the

knowledge will prove to be an aid to the system designer in
analysis and design such as a checklist of available tools
and answering the types of functions required in any
application.

In the long run, it may become an automated

application generator, which generates application systems
dynamically based on a series of high level descriptions of
the environments.
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Towa~ds

4.4

Gene~alized

Dialogue Modeling

The above discussion describes a tedious but
necessa~y

process to define the

st~uctu~es

of basic

attributes involved in modeling information system
dialogues.

They value-add the traditional design
compute~

methodologies, which have focused on the task and
aspects of design.
To be specific, dialogue modeling involves
att~ibutes

study of the

~ules

the

of the task, the user, and the

technological environment.
goals,

fi~st

Attributes, such as purposes,

of selection, user skills,

use~

computer speed, display devices, and others

knowledge,
a~e

then used to

formulate a dialogue model which is later codified
(implemented)

into the

info~mation

system.

The design

workbench is used to facilitate both dialogue modeling and
implementation.

The

deg~ee

of the

ove~all

success of the

dialogue design depends upon the completeness of
inco~porated

wo~kbench.

att~ibutes

in the model and the capabilities of the
Dialogue modeling is intended to systematize the

design process and is key to the

~esulting

perfo~mance.

In

consequence, dialogue modeling concepts will be fundamental
to the design of an architecture
management support.

fo~

gene~alized

dialogue
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4.4.1 Investigating Requirements for Dialogue Modeling
Requirements definition has been the most difficult
part of the system design.

Most existing business systems

do not exhibit consistent behavior.

In addition, the

analysis may be biased due to the system analysts' knowledge
and ability, and the techniques used.
Nevertheless, techniques such as interview,
questionnaire, observations, and job function studies have
been used.

There are also specific techniques available for

studying the goals and strategies.

They include Critical

Successful Factors by Rockart, several brain-storming
methods for defining goals, and the SAST by Mason (1982).
One interesting approach being studied is the use of
knowledge enginering for knowledge elicitation to aid in
studying and surfacing environmental attributes.

The lower

level tasks and activities can be studied by using various
office study techniques.

The user attributes are obtained

by several psychological tests or interviews.

The basic

framework proposed by Ackoff to study the human behavior is
admirably suited to this purpose.

The attributes of the

information technology can be obtained through more
structured methods, since a computer system is usually
constructed based on certain known production processes.
Formal specifications are necessary to determine
completeness and consistency.

There have been languages

proposed to state the requirements non-procedurally.
Various charting techniques such as DFD and DIM charts are
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useful, although decisional situations cannot be expressed
in charts.

The PETRI net has been used in the study of

office activities, but OR decisions cannot be included.

The

lCN nets can be used to describe office activities, but not
complete enough to fully incorporate all task attributes
such as selection rules, information requirements, and
duration.

Grouping the activities into different

hierarchical levels is critical to reduce the complexity if
the activities are too numerous.

Recent development in

knowledge representation has employed charting techniques
although the two-dimensional charteristics limit their use.
There have been few charting techniques available for user
attributes except those in knowledge representation.
4.4.2 Case Study:

FlNGAME

FlNGAME is a financial simulation game used at the
University of Arizona as an instructional tool for teaching
MBA students various concepts in Finance.

The most

important goal encountered by the student is to maximize the
profits of the firm managed by him/her.

There are twenty

possible decisions that the students have to make.
Strategies required to achieve this goal are to maximize the
sales and to reduce the costs;

the activities involved are

cash flow control, capital budgeting, sales forecasting,
project financing, short-term investments, dividend
distribution, equipment acquisition, and others such as
disaster and strike handling.

While the issues can be very
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complicated in the
by giving

~ough

~eal

world, the simulation is simplified
othe~

eBtimates of the sales and

figures

such as the cost of future investments in manufacturing
equipments.
p~ocess,

Supporting the decision making during the

however, is not the intent of FINGAME INTERFACE project.
The instructor of this course required an interactive
interface

p~ogram

on the VAX

compute~

~eplace

to

the old

methods, in which the students had to punch the decisions
onto

ca~ds

st~ict

in a

sequence according to the format

defined in the manual.
very simple:

a~e

The system requirements

an interface

p~ogram

enter decisions interactively.

to allow the players to
impo~tant

It is

compute~

that the boundary of the

to remember

system does not include

supporting software for finding the solutions.
att~ibutes

significant to dialogue modeling

in the following
1.

TASK:

obtain the

~epo~ts

task is to

ente~

a~e

a~e

identified

~eport

of the company's

co~rectly

inte~actively.

The

so as to

pe~fo~mance.

decisions made based on the

The

p~evious

impo~tant

concepts

the twenty decisions (data), decision entry

(activity), and the
2.

The

pa~agraphs:

The goal is to enter decisions

qua~te~ly

then

~eport

computer environment:

(data).

The system is to be implemented

on VAXll/780 with DEC terminals VT100 and VT52,
terminals of compatibility.

The terminals

fo~m

o~

the

basic computing environment for business students at the
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University of Arizona.

The important factors are the

RUN TIME libraries and QIO tools of DEC to support
screen manipulation programming.
3.

User:The targeted users for this simulation system are
primarily MBA students with little experience in
computing.

The level of Their knowledge in FINANCE is

also limited.

The important attributes are the low

degree of knowledge of both task and computer system,
and the memory limit in general.
4.5 Modeling Computer System Dialogues
When the attributes of the task, the user, and the
computer system are determined, alternative man-computer
dialogue models can be developed.

In chapter two, concepts

involved in the man-computer dialogue and their
relationships have been discussed.

At the stage of

conceptual dialogue modeling, heuristics are applied to
transform the known attributes of the influencing domains
into the realizable forms for computer systems, which will
later be capable of generating the dialogue objects and
carrying out the dialogue processes.
From the design perspective, Dialogue Modeling is
necessary as a preparation for programming concepts,
actions, styles, and inter-exchange processes into the
computer system.

Traditional programming has been "reliant

on unsystematic craft skills passed on erratically through
fortunate apprenticeships •••

no production techniques for
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dialogue engineering on a specified, scheduled, quality
controlled, reliable basis (Gaines, 1981).

On the other

hand, Dialogue Modeling will require the designer to make
decisions systematically based on solid facts and explicit
assumptions.

The objective is to obtain interface

specifications which are complete and consistent, and lead
to user-friendly dialogue implementation.

Important

decisions to be made are:
1.

Given that the purposes and functions of the computer
system are determined, what are the dialogue entities
necessary to fully represent the concepts that the
system shall represent?

What are the alternative forms,

in terms of manipulation efficiency and communicative
power, available to represent the entities?

If the

designated entities fail to represent all concepts, what
extra entities are needed to explain the limits of the
system?
2.

What type of dialogue process grouping is appropriate,
with the trade-offs being the flexibility of the
interaction and the degree of instructiveness?

What

extra entities are needed to reduce the complexity
introduced by the grouping?
the user?

What styles are best for

What and how are the states of the system

operations and the values of the data being processed to
be presented in the dialogues so as to reduce user
confusion?
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3.

Is consistency achieved

ac~oss

different dialogue

processes, and even applications?
inte~face

Are the interactive

devices used in th8ir best capacities?

What

are the common denominators that will promote
consistency across various

hete~ogeneous

devices?

necessary to sacrifice the capabilities of

mo~e

Is it

powerful

devices to achieve homogeneous access methods, or is it
approp~iate

more

to

rest~ict

applications to some
natu~e

specific classes of devices due to the
4.

What is the estimated learning effort
user?

of usage?

~equired

What are the overall energies to use?

the dialogue model facilitate learning?
facilitate acquisition of new knowledge
the computer, so that the

use~

of the
How does

How does it
int~oduced

by

will eventually benefit

from the computer system so as to

inc~ease

his or her

decision efficiency and effectiveness?
5.

What

inte~faces

between the dialogue functions and data

functions, and between the dialogue functions and model
functions, are
gracefully?
system

necessa~y

What is the best

pe~formance,

cohesion?
hardwa~e,

for the system to
a~chitecture

ope~ate

in terms of

module coupling, and module

What are the technologies,

softwa~e

and

available for implementation?

Dialogue modeling occurs at two levels:
(conceptual) and syntactic.

semantic

In the semantic modeling stage,

dialogue entities a~e selected and g~ouped into dialogue
procedures.

In the syntactic modeling stage, the semantic
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model is mapped into syntactic model consisting of visible
objects and interaction methods.
4.6 Semantic (Conceptual) Dialogue Model

A conceptual dialogue model is a set of dialogue
procedures of certain dialogue styles.

Each dialogue

procedure is further composed of various dialogue entities
with which invocations of certain functions can be
associated.

The basic issues in semantic dialogue modeling

are decisions of valid entities to represent concepts
identified during analysis, grouping of entities into
alternative dialogue procedures and models, and lastly
comparison and selection of the most appropriate dialogue
procedures and models.

The advantage of semantic dialogue

modeling is that it provides not only an explicit model for
software design but also a framework for the user to
formulate his own mental model.

The concept of mental

model, although not discussed here, refers to the
abstraction of the user's knowledge about the behavior of
the computer system.
4.6.1 Conceptual Dialogue Entity

A conceptual dialogue entity is the basic semantic
primitive used to address any specific issue that may occur
during the man-dialogue process, in which the user interacts
with the computer system to fulfill his tasks.

According to

the purpose of the dialogue entity, each entity at the
semantic level can be one of the following types:
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a. command
type

corresponds to one or more than one model
management function or data management
function, or another level of dialogue
procedure (recursive definition).

b: data type:

corresponds to one or more than one data
object, or more than one entity corresponds
to one actual data object which has to be
generated by either the system or the user.

c: help type:

how-it-works mGssages to describe the
purposes and functions of the commands
and data required, as well as
the relationships between them;
why-not messages explaining the limits
of the system and the difference
between the user's knowledge and the
system's behavior;
what-to-do messages regarding how to
operate (about device dependent knowledge);
the help entity may be of certain levels
of complexity designed for different classes
of users (learning stage, cognitive style),
so that it may be hierarchical;

d: error

why-not-work messages explicitly stating

handling

constraints in the intended working context;

type

how-to-correct explicitly stating
alternatives to correct, redo, or undo the
operations;
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superstitious mental model.

It is thus extremely important

for interactive systems to incorporate the help, error
handling, and status/currency entities in the dialogue
process.

Although at the dialogue modeling stage, the

operational (syntactic) aspects of some entities such as
how-to-correct type entities are not clear, it is necessary
to "reserve" these types of entities as parts of the
dialogue model.

More command type entities may have to be

added due to the complexity of manipulation introduced by
these types of entities.
Each dialogue entity or a group of dialogue entities
have to assume certain roles, which were described in
chapter two.

Roles have to be carefully designed in order

to facilitate the man-dialogue process, since they reduce
the confusion and give clues to the direction of the
dialogue.
roles.

The type of the dialogue entity may suggest

For example, a command type entity can assume the

role of control.

The designer can dedicate more than one

role for any dialogue entity.

For example, a requesting

command may be given both instruction and control roles
through a combination of instructions and system prompts.
The prompt of a command language has the roles of control,
input requesting, and even instruction since it represents
the readiness of the system.

Understanding the roles

necesary for the man-computer dialogue is very difficult,
but scheduling the roles ahead of implementation is key to
the success of dialogue design.

When the necessary roles
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are not fully supported by the entities designated, the
designer has to consider incorporating new entities to
facilitate the man-computer dialogue.
It should be realized that the designation of
dialogue entities is an iterative process, not a one-step
procedure.

It is possible that more entities have to be

added when the grouping into procedures and the styles are
determined, or even when the syntactic level design is being
carried out.

The number of iterations can be reduced

through the use of an intelligent design workbench.

The

design workbench is used to predict the exact interaction
process and to design appropriate dialogue entities.
4.6.2 Condition: Dependency, and Operation Invocation
Each dialogue entity has certain system operations
associated when conditions permit.

A dialogue entity can

serve as the data unit to interface with data management
functions and model management functions.

There have to be

entities serving these functions since the dialogue
management is the front end for the user to invoke the data
and model operations.

However, the model and data

management functions are treated as black boxes which
receive the data from and send the data to the dialogue
management functions.

Most data and model management

functions can operate only on data of some valid intervals
or types.

Thus only the conditions under which the

operations are allowed are of concern to dialogue modeling.
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An entity can become a valid data or command unit only when
it satisfies the constraints required by the data and model
functions.

These constraints must be stated in the system

analysis stage, and are associated with the dialogue entity.
In addition, there is a need for introducing more dialogue
entities if the associated operations are damaging and
irrecoverable.

They are data entities for the system to

request confirmation.
The relationships between the dialogue entities can
be classified into two types:

those that are functionally

dependent and those that are procedurally dependent.
Dialogue entities can become active only when certain
conditions are satisfied.

Procedural dependency is that in

which the activation of one dialogue entity is under the
mandate of the results of operations associated with the
preceding entity.

The error-handling type entities, for

instance, are procedurally dependent on the syntactic
operations of data or command entities.

Functional

dependency, on the other hand, is that in which both the
entities have to co-exist in order for the system to meet
the goals of the user.
To better understand the dependency between dialogue
entities, the concept of dialogue context has to be
introduced.

The context for man-computer dialogue is a set

of events directly relevant to the particular situation
where the specific job function is to be carried out.
Events have procedural and functional relationships.

Unlike
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the human-human conversation, computer systems perform
better when the dialogue contexts are restricted to those
relevant to the specific situation.

Dependencies between

dialogue entities thus have to be carefully classified in
order to support an unambiguous and consistent
inter-exchange of information belonging to a specific
context.

The activation of a dialogue entity will then

depend on either the particular value of the preceeding
entity or wholly on the existence of the other entity.
4.6.3 Conceptual Dialogue Procedures and Styles
Once the dialogue entities are designated, they are
grouped based on their dependencies.

A dialogue procedure

is a set of dialogue entities, with which operations and
conditions are associated, and which are arranged in a
manner that allows a feasible representation on the computer
system.

The objective is to group the dialogue entities

according to their functional properties so that the use of
these dialogue entities will lead to the fulfillment of the
user's task, and according to their procedural dependencies
so that operational efficiency can be obtained.

The results

of groupings are a set of dialogue procedures with which
better communicative power is realized within the designated
dialogue context.
The formation of a dialogue procedure is better
understood through evaluation of the task attributes, which
suggest the sequences in which the functions are to be
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fulfilled, the user attributes, which suggest the preferred
style and degree of knowledge of the user, and the computer
attributes which suggest feasible arrangements.

A dialogue

procedure may consist of sub-dialogue procedures of the same
or different dialogue styles.

Division and combination of

the dialogue procedures are dependent on the complexity of
the attributes involved.

A dialogue procedure may also have

a dead-end point, that is, the user may be "stuck" at some
point of the dialogue procedure.

The computer system should

temporarily assume control in order to break the dead-end.
For instance, a data entity can be used to allow the user to
access the help entity or abandon the current operational
entity.

The flexibility of any dialogue procedure can be

increased if the following three special dialogue entities
can be attached:

the UNDO entity to abandon the current

procedure, REDO entity to repeat the previous operational
procedure, and the SUSPEND entity to terminate the current
procedure but allowing the user to resume at the point where
it was suspended.
The dialogue model is referred to for the overall
constructs of the dialogue procedures.

In a single

application system, the dialogue procedures and models stay
within a set of strongly related dialogue contexts, but a
multi-application system will have dialogue contexts of very
different orientations.

A dialogue model consists of

dialogue procedures which the computer system relies on in
order to communicate to the user a corresponding set of
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dialogue contexts directed towards the jobs that the user
needs to accomplish.

It is important here to point out that

the computer system is designed to facilitate the operations
of the human system and the overall system, and the scope of
support to various jobs is limited only to those selected by
the designer.

One of the goals of a generalized dialogue

management system is to maintain a coherent scheme of
man-computer dialogue processes for different applications.
For any dialogue procedure, at least one dialogue
style can be identified.

Changing the dialogue style,

however, does not change the actual dialogue context but
only the methods of man-computer interaction.

Different

styles differ in their emphasis of different roles and in
the syntactic operations to be performed.
styles:

There are four

computer-guided and user-forced-choice,

computer-guided and user-free-response, user-guided and
user-forced-choice, and user-guided and user-free-choice.
Generally speaking, the computer-guided and user-forced
choice styles require more cumbersome syntactic operations
and emphasize the roles of attraction and instruction.

On

the other hand, the user-guided and user-free-choice styles
require fewer syntactic operations but emphasize the roles
of efficient control as well as input and output processing.
By separating the semantic modeling from the syntactic
modeling, more than one dialogue style can be selected for
one dialogue procedure.

Since different styles emphasize

different roles, the selection of one style may cause
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employment of other dialogue entities.

However, the basic

command and data entities should be the same.

Flexibility

is further achieved through a functionally layered
architecture, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
At this stage of semantic modeling, the designer
should make the decision primarily on the desirable behavior
of the system suggested by the influencing domains.

The

syntactic level operations might affect the decision of
selection, but only to the extent of inclusion of the
characteristics of operational efficiency, not details of
how each tedious step is to be completed.

The attributes of

the existing task practice will suggest the styles that the
user should be more familar with.

User attributes such as

the skill level and knowledge of the computer system can
affect decisions because they imply that certain roles
should be more significant during the dialogue process.
More than one style can be attached to one dialogue
procedure if conflicting requirements are posed by different
classes of users.

The constraints imposed by the computer

environment may also suggest infeasibility of certain
styles.
4.6.4 Evaluation of Dialogue Semantics
When the dialogue entities, various dialogue
procedures, and the dialogue models are determined,
alternatives have to be evaluated to see whether they are
adequate enough to facilitate the user's manipulation of the
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computer system.

Semantically similar functions should have

the dialogue procedures group the dialogue entities in the
same manner.

Evaluation is then applied to validate the

consistency among dependencies of dialogue entities and
different dialogue procedures.

This can be done by the use

of narrative documentation and graphic representation of
alternative dialogue models.

All decisions of conceptual

entities, dialogue procedures, and dialogue styles should be
documented in terms of the attributes of the framework
proposed earlier.

The graphic representation can be used to

validate the consistency of the dialogue model.

In the

following case study, both the documentary and the graphic
representations are portrayed.
4.6.5 Alternative Semantic Models for Fingame Dialogues
The objective of designing the semantic dialogue
model is to identify the most desirable choice from among a
set of feasible alternatives.

Factors affecting the

combination and division of dialogue procedures include
organizational, psychological, informational, human
engineering, and computer engineering.

Heuristics must then

be used to support the design process.

Table 1 and figure

10 describe the first alternative Fingame dialogues, while
table 2 and figure 11 describe the second alternative.
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Table 1. Alternative one: Fingame dialogue context,
entities and dependencies

Dialogue Context

VMS context, FINGAME context

Dialogue entities
a. Commandl

To go from VMS context to FINGAME
context.

b. Welcome

label type, to express the solutary
message to the students.

c. Decision(20)

The twenty decisions to be filled
are treated as twenty separate
data entities.

d. Help

The messages to teach the students
how to enter the data and how to
correct data in case of mistakes.

e. Errorl

The messages to point out the
possible mistakes in data entry.

f. Command

To invoke the help or to select
the decision to be entered.

g. Error2

To inform the user possible errors
in entering the command.

h. Report
Indication

status type, to indicate the report
to be printed.

Procedural
Dependency

1. A -> bi 2. b -> f; 3. f -) Ci 4.
f -> di 5. f -> gi 6. f -> hi 7.
c -) e

Functional
Dependency

1. cl, c2, c3, ••• , c20
2. c, d, g
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Dialogue procedures and the model:
Style:
User-guided and user-free-response in VMS context
computer-guided and user-forced choice for the
transfer of control, that is, command entry to
select the desirable operation.
computer-guided and user-free-response for data entry.
Figure 10. The first alternative dialogue procedure of
Fingame
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Table 2: Alternative two: Figname dialogue context,
entities and dependencies

Dialogue context

VMS context and Fingame context

Dialogue entities
a. Command

To go from VMS context to Fingame
context.

b. Welcome

label type, to express the
welcoming message to the students.

c. Decision(20)

The twenty decisions to be filled
are treated one aggregate data
entity.

d. Help

The messages to teach the students
how to enter the data and how to
correct data in case of mistakes.

e. Error

The messages to point out the
possible mistakes in data entry.

g. Report
Indication

status type, to indicate the
report to be printed.

Procedural
Dependency
Functional
Dependency

1. a

->

4. c ->
1. d, e

bi
ei

2. b

->

Ci

5. c -> gi

3. c

->

d;
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4.6.6 Design Semantic Level Processing
At the semantic level, the computer system has to
incorporate functions to invoke the syntactic level
operations, to process the dialogue procedures and the
dialogue model, to transfer control from one dialogue
procedure to another, and to interface with the data
management and model management functions.

These functions

are best illustrated through CASE and DO WHILE statements in
high level programming languages.

The abilities to REDO,

UNDO, and SUSPEND in any dialogue procedure requires the
program to log the dialogue process and to process the
interrupts.

In traditional programming, the definitions of

dialogue entities and their associated operations, and the
routines invoked to process the dialogue procedures are all
encoded in procedures or subroutines.

The interface between

the data and model management functions is simplified
through

~he

use of internal parameters.

In more recently developed computer systems, there
is a tendency to store the definitions of the dialogue model
in external files.

The designer is then free to change the

system's behavior by changing the definition file without
changing the program.

This technique requires a table

driven approach if the potential dialogue procedures are
known and limited, or relies heavily on the ability to
invoke system software functions, such as the command
interpreter of the operating system.

By doing so,

flexibility is obtained with the tradeoff of increasing the
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processing time.

Another alternative is the significant

approach taken by artificial intelligence researchers who
apply the dialogue model to formulate context senitive
grammer, case grammer, or dialogue scripts.

A very powerful

inference engine is then designed to facilitate the dialogue
process based on the rules provided.

However, these more

advanced approaches require data conversion functions in
order to exchange the data with the data and model
management functions.

The reason is that the procedural

complexity of the computer system is hidden from the user
who does not need to provide the data in the exact format
and precision.

This function is delegated to the dialogue

management functions.

Thus, data conversion has to take

place whenever the information supplied does not match that
required by the specific data or model management functions.
4.7 Syntactic Dialogue Modeling
At the syntax level, we are concerned with what
information the computer system has to display and receive,
and what the user needs to see and has to do in order to
generate the results.

Syntactic modeling has the following

aspects:
1.

designing the language, i.e.

the syntactic objects and

rules governing the relationships between the dialogue
objects, for the conceptual dialogue entities,
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2.

selection of a particular technique for the dialogue
procedure with a certain style,

3.

formation of the screen layout which is to facilitate
one or more dialogue procedures to be carried out, and

4.

the designation of mechanisms to facilitate the
generation, display, manipulation, and disposition of
the syntactic objects.

4.7.1 Syntactic Dialogue Objects and Rules

The conceptual dialogue entities have to be given a
physical form so that they can be seen or heard.
forms are called syntactic dialogue objects.

These

Designation of

syntactic dialogue objects involves the selection of a set
of symbols, signs, letters, numerals, and

g~aphics

such as

charts or icons to represent a particular dialogue entity.
There are two major factors affecting the selection
decision:

the selected syntax must be representable by the

computer system, and they must also be representative of the
user's referenced environment which includes the familar
language, jobs, education, experience, culture, etc.
Selecting the computer representable syntax is relatively
easy.

This syntax may be found by examining the attributes

of the current computer dialogues.

The decisions, however,

have to be based on the cost-benefit tradeoff between the
effort required to develop the syntax and the effects that
the computer system may have on the user and the
organization.

Those effects on the performance of the user
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are related to the degree of representativeness of the
dialogue syntax.

Once the dialogue syntax is designated,

the rules governing their relationships are also determined
based on the semantic model, in which dependency is the most
significant factor.

The rules will allow the user to

formulate his "legal" courses of actions in order to
manipulate the dialogue objects.
Selecting a specific set of symbols, words,
numerals, and/or graphic forms can be general or can have a
specific orientation.

Familiar terminology, for example, is

the general selection to be taken when the computer system
is designed for the general public.

But when specific

preferences could be obtained from the targeted user or
users, specific terms and symbols may be employed in order
to assist the user in understanding the utilities of the
system.

Abbreviations and rules to abbreviate words should

be carefully planned for command entities so that they are
easy to remember.

If the command entities assume more than

one role, such as those in computer-guided style, the syntax
of these entities have to include the language to express
these roles.
In general, there are the following methods to
represent the resulting data:
table, 3.
6.

1.

a memo or a report, 4.

combinations of the above.

a list, 2.
graphics, 5.

a form or a
voice, and

Designing the syntax for

input data entities always requires the specifications of
precision and format.

For output data entities, there might
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be more than one forms to represent the same data entity,
that is, different syntactic operations can be attached.
Allowing the flexibility of more than one dialogue syntax
forms for one dialogue entity is critical to the utility of
the computer system to the user's decision making under
uncertainty.
For both data and command entities, it is possible
and sometimes mandatory to have the default values assigned.
The default values should be made clear to and changeable by
the user.

Default values can be decided based on the

analysis of the influencing domains or they can be
statistically generated.

Designing context sensitive

messages to communicate help and error entities should be
the discipline of message design.

Context sensitive means

that the messages are relevant to the specific situation
encountered by the user.

The vocabularies employed should

be as positive as possible.

The error messages, for

instance, have to convey why-not-working knowledge as well
as instructions to correct errors.

If the graphic forms are

used to represent the dialogue entities, it is important to
design graphics which will imply the actions.
The rules governing the relationships among dialogue
objects are inherited from the conceptual dialogue
procedures.

These rules may exist only when dialogue

procedures and the model require them.

The significance of

good semantical modeling is that it will provide explicit
patterns to guide the syntax mapping process, which results
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in dialogue syntax arranged in consistent patterns.

For

systems requiring complicated interaction steps, the pattern
of rules help the user to learn and remember the language.
4.7.2 Dialogue Techniques
There are an established set of techniques that have
been in use for a long time.

These dialogue techniques

differ not only in their impact on the sequence of entities
to be presented, but also in the implications of spatial
positions to be allocated to the entities.

since different

techniques for the same dialogue style are supposed to
assume the same roles and display the same entities, the
decision to use a particular technique will be affected by
1.

the degree of similarity of the technique to the method

currently used, 2.

the capabilities of existing tools to

program the technique, and 3.

the efficiency for the

dialogue procedure to be carried out if the technique is
selected.

Both Martine and Sprague have discussed the

techniques in detail.

The following are brief summaries of

the styles and the techniques, further details are described
in Appendix A:
1.

computer-guided and user-forced-choice:

Questions with

Restricted Answers for either commands or data, Menu
selection for commands, and Restricted Form
Filling/selection for data.
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2.

computer-guided and user-free-response:

Question Answer

for either commands or data, Form Filling for data, and
Prompt with Instructions for commands.
3.

userguided and user-forced-choice:

Expert System

language for commands and/or data, Input in the Context
of Output for data.
4.

user~guided

and user-free-response:

Fourth Generation

Data Base language, Mnemonics such as Air Line data
entry, Text Editing in General, Natural Language, and
Command Language are all used for commands and/or data.
4.7.3 Screen Layout
Most conventional display monitors have only small
screens.

The design activities at this stage are to locate

the different dialogue entities of a dialogue procedure and
other functionally associated dialogue procedures on the
screen.

The initial efforts are directed at identifying

those entities that are required to coexist.

Incorporation

of status and currency dialogue objects is necessary to
communicate the states of the computer system.

Multiple

dialogue procedures can be grouped into one screen, if their
functions are directed towards the same goal.

When the

screen fails to incorporate all the desired procedures
simultaneously, overlay of objects may be required.

The

space allocated to the data entity, of either input or
output, should have the display and re-display time taken
into account.

Increasing the space for the dialogue
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entities usually increases the communicative power but
reduces the display efficiency.
efficiency.

Overlay also reduces the

Over-crowding will contribute to confusion and

inefficiency.

The current values of significant entities,

such as status, can be high-lighted to increase the
communicative power.

It is also critical that the overall

screen layout be designed to have a pattern so that the user
can locate a particular object easily.

The status and

currency entities, for instance, should be positioned at the
same location on the screen.
The concept of different levels of visibility is
important here.

In order to maintain the integrity and

clarity of the screen, it is possible to have the dialogue
entity disappear and appear at the appropriate times.

The

lowest level of visibility is given to the ones displayed
when invoked, such as the error messages.

The highest level

of visibility is given to the ones always displayed when the
dialogue procedure is invoked, such as the control menu for
a dialogue procedure on a screen.
4.7.4 Interaction Mechanisms and Interaction Methods

Commonly used interaction mechanisms are buttons
(keyboard) and switches.

They are used to create

characters, symbols, graphics, and numerals.

More recent

system developments have included special function keys in
the traditional keyboard, as well as more advanced devices
like the mouse, digitizer,

joy stick, voice, and light pen
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for computer-guided style dialogue.

The most significant

factors here are the consistency and efficiency of using
these interaction mechanisms.

According to the criteria of

efficiency, the user always prefers minimal energy in
manipulating the dialogue entities.

On the other hand, the

criteria of consistency emphasizes an identical arrangement
of steps for dialogue entity manipulation.

Text

manipulation probably takes up most of the time that the
user spends on the computer.

The meaning of special keys

and the number of key strokes to initiate the addition,
deletion, or modification of the text could result in user
confusion and mistakes if inconsistencies exist.

One

approach to cure the problem is to eliminate the modes or to
reduce the number of modes,

in each of which different key

strokes have different meanings.

The use of dedicated

function keys such as DO, UNDO, INTERRUPT, CANCEL, RESUME,
INSERT, DELETE, NEXT CHAR, PREVIOUS CHR, NEXT WORD, PREVIOUS
WORD, NEXT LINE, PREVIOUS LINE, NEXT PAGE, PREVIOUS PAGE,
HOLD, EXIT, SELECT, and FIND coupled with labeled
programmable soft function keys has already shown
significant improvement in increasing consistency and
reducing the number of key strokes.
All interaction mechanisms cannot function without
the support of software in the computer system.

The

software should manipulate the mechanisms to facilitate
control at the syntactic level.

Interaction methods involve

the use of the mechanisms to generate, display, manipulate,
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and dispose the dialogue entities in sequence.
methods are codified into the software.

Interaction

The software may

then be said to support interaction methods, which are
mainly affected by the selected dialogue techniques and the
type of the dialogue entity.

An interaction method can be

supported by more than one mechanism, such as the use of the
mouse and function keys for menu selection.

The software

representing different interaction methods for different
dialogue objects are discussed in chapter seven.
It is important to develop the software that will
not be vulnerable to mistakes made by the user.

An

independent software program to control the video attributes
of the screen is necessary to avoid changes required for
different display devices.

More advanced interaction

requires special software to control the overall screen
layout, such as repainting for overlaid dialogue objects and
erasing unnecessary dialogue objects.

Software to validate

the inputs given by the user should be treated as the
mechanism of the computer system also.

Validation can take

place in format checking, semantically restricted syntax
parsing, or general syntax parsing based on the syntactic
rules designed.

Format checking validates the data against

the required input format such as numeric or alphabetic
inputs.

Semantically restricted syntax parsing will

validate the inputs against a set of valid tokens decided at
the previous design stage, such as valid intervals for data
or the command selected from the menu.

Semantically
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restricted syntax parsing should be used to increase the
operational efficiency if the valid tokens can be
identified.

General syntax parsing has been used in systems

employing the command language technique or the natural
language technique.
4.7.5 Evaluation of Dialogue Syntax

As in semantic modeling, alternative representations
for dialogue entities, screen layouts, and interaction
mechanisms have to be evaluated to obtain the most desirable
design.

Criteria such as increased efficiency (less

interaction steps), improved learning (similarity to
existing performance), and interaction consistency can be
used.

Consistency of the dialogue across different

applications is also a very important factor.

Moran

proposed a set of interaction elements and used a
hierarchical tree to show the interaction based on
interaction rules.

Reisner demonstrated a walk through

using the BNF to detect inconsistent design and redundant
steps.

It is also useful to use a simulation or a

prototyping approach to aid in the design process.

CAD

software will first detect inconsistency and incompleteness
of the syntax.

The designer can then use the dialogue

generated at the syntax level to facilitate simulation
either by selected targeted users or through descriptions of
user actions estimated by the designer.
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4.7.6 Alternative Syntactic Models for Fingame'Dialogues
Syntactic Dialogue Objects and the screen layout are
depicted in figure 12 through figure 16.
for 1.
3.

Dialogue objects

the command to go into Fingame context, 2.

Help, and 4.

alternatives.

Welcome,

Report Indication are the same for both

The syntax of the entities used to indicate

the errors made during the data entry and command entry are,
INVALID DATA TYPE and INVALID OPTIONS respectively in
alternative I.

In alternative II, the Bell of the terminal

is used coupled with the message INVALID DATA TYPE for data
entry.

The very difference between these two alternatives

are the interaction mechanisms.

Figure 15 and figure 16

also describe the interaction methods and interaction
mechanisms utilized for Fingame dialogues.

1. command: FINGAME
2. welcome:

WELCOME TO FINGAME SYSTEM
The Financial Management Oecision

G~me

helps you to

1. Think of what is FINANCE
2. Apply your knowledge of Finance in a
real world simulated environment
3. So, what is Finance?

Figure 12. Fingame Syntax: commands and label entities
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OPTIONS

(f~om

th~u

20) *** BE SURE TO TYPE 01 THRU 09 FOR ***
**. THE FIRST 9 OPTIONS ••••• *.******
The INPUT DECISION FORM ~equiues that you enter the whole
number that you decide. No comma(,) is allowed in the
numbeF. The decimal point(.) should be used.

NUMBER

01

EXAMPLES:
enter the PRICE as 100.00
UNITS as 100000(100,000)
LONG-TERM LOAN as 2000000(2,000,000)
SHARES as 100000(100,000)
TWO-YEAR LOAN as -1000000(-1,000,000)
This is designed to match your common sense, and is different
from what is desc~ibed in the manual(which chops the last few
digits off the number and is believed not easy to use).
GO
Q
H

to play the game and a
to quit the game
to see the help file

p~intout

"REPORT. OAT"

PRESS (return) to continue

Figure 13. Fingame syntax: the help entity

r
The game is oveF!!!
The Fesult is p~inted under the title "REPORT OAT"
by the line printer(in BPA 105).
If you are at UCC compute~ centeF, type the following
command to obtain the ~esult copy:
XPRINT REPORT. OAT UCC_214
If you saw messages like eFrors in the program,
it is all Fight( this happens when you are doing
very poorly only)
pick up your copy and good luck!!11

Figure 14. Fingame syntax: the report indication
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AltelTnative I:
1
1UNITS TO BE PRODUCED(l to 999999)
2
2. UNIT PRICE OF PRODUCT(.OO to 999.~9~9~)----------------3
3. PURCHASE OF DEMAND AND PRICE INFORMATION(1,2, OIT 3)
4
4. UNITS OF PLANT CAPACITY PURCHASED(O to 999999)
5
5. UNITS OF MACHINE CAPACITY PURCHASED(O to 999999) _______
6
6. CAPITAL BUDGETING PROJECT A(l if bought)
7
7. CAPITAL BUDGETING PROJECT B(l if bought) ______________
8
8. STRIKE SETTLEMENT(l or 2)
9a
9. a. SHORT-TERM INVESTMENT(-9999999 to 99999999) ________
9b
10. b. RISK OF SHORT-TERM INVESTMENT(O to 9)
10
11. SALES DISCOUNT ON RECEIVABLES(l or 2) ________________
11
12. SHORT-TERM LOAN(O thru 99999999)
12
13. TWO-YEAR TERM LOAN(-9999999 th~u 99999999)
13
14. THREE-YEAR TERM LOAN(-9999999 th~u 9999999~9~)---------
14
15. LONG-TERM LOAN(-9999999 thru 99999999)
15
16. SHARES OF PREFERRED STOCK(-999999 th~u~99~9~9~9~9~9~j------16a 17. a. SHARES OF COMMON STOCK(-999999 thru 9999999)
16b 18. b. COMMON STOCK TENDER PRICE PER SHARE(.O thru ~99~9'.~9~9~j
17
19. DIVIDEND PER COMMON SHARE(.O thru 99.99)
18
20. PENALTy(when specified by the instITuctor'j------------enter the options:
options: 01 thru 20, H for help, GO for playing the game, 0 to quit

Interaction Methods and Mechanisms:
The user:

<RETURN> to signal the go condition when
Welcome, Help, or Error are encountered;
Command Entry: typing the option followed
by <RETURN>;
Data Entry: typing the data followed by
<RETURN>.

The System: wait for <RETURN> to proceed from one
object to the next; Validate the data
for both the type and the range when it
is entered;
Validate the command entry;
Display or receive the information by
positioning the cursor to the appointed
position.

Figure 15. Fingame syntax: decision selection and
entry for alternative one
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A1te!!'native II:
1
1. UNITS TO BE PRODUCED(1 to 999999)
2
2. UNIT PRICE OF PRODUCT ( .00 to 999.""'9"""9-:-)--------3
3. PURCHASE OF DEMAND AND PRICE INFORMATION(1,2, o!!' 3)
4
4. UNITS OF PLANT CAPACITY PURCHASED(O to 999999)
5
5. UNITS OF MACHINE CAPACITY PURCHASED(O to 999999) ____
6
6. CAPITAL BUDGETING PROJECT A(l if bought)
7
7. CAPITAL BUDGETING PROJECT B(l if bought) _ _ _ _ _ __
8
8. STRIKE SETTLEMENT(l or 2)
9a
9. a. SHORT-TERM INVESTMENT(-9999999 to 99999999) _ _ __
9b
10. b. RISK OF SHORT-TERM INVESTMENT(O to 9)
10
11. SALES DISCOUNT ON RECEIVABLES(l or 2) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
11
12. SHORT-TERM LOAN(O thru 99999999)
12
13. TWO-YEAR TERM LOAN(-9999999 thru 99999999)
13
14. THREE-YEAR TERM LOAN(-9999999 thru 9999999~9~)----14
15. LONG-TERM LOAN(-9999999 th!!'u 99999999)
15
16. SHARES OF PREFERRED STOCK(-999999 th~u~99~9~9~9~9~9T)---16a 17. a. SHARES OF COMMON STOCK(-999999 th!!'u 9999999)
16b 18. b. COMMON STOCK TENDER PRICE PER SHARE(.O thru ~9~9~9~.9~9~)17
19. DIVIDEND PER COMMON SHARE(.O thru 99.99)
18
20. PENALTY(when specified by the inst~uctor7)-------TAB to toggle forwa~d and BACK SPACE to toggle backward between fields,
RETURN to play the game, KEYPAD 0 to quit, KEYPAD, fol' help

Interaction Methods and Mechanisms:
The user:

<RETURN> to signal the go condition when
Welcome and Help are encountered;
Data Entry: typing the data followed by
<TAB> or <BACK SPACE> to toggle between
fields; <KEY PAD 0> to quit, or <RETURN>
to signal finished.

The System: wait for <RETURN> to proceed or <KEY PAD 0>
to quit; Receive the data one digit a time
and validate for the type;
Display or receive the information by
positioning the cursor to the appointed
position.

Figure 16. Fingame syntax: decision selection and
entry for alternative two
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4.8 Applying Heuristics to Dialogue Modeling
Most of this chapter has been devoted to describing
the framework for dialogue modeling.

The framework is used

to describe domains of the task, the user, the information
technology, dialogue semantics, and dialogue syntax.
Research efforts are also directed at identifying applicable
heuristics for dialogue modeling.

These heuristics are

subject to empirical verification and further modifications.
A set of seventeen desirable characteristics are also listed
in Appendix

c.

The intent is to provide guidelines to simplify and
systematize the dialogue design process.

The study of

dialogue modeling provides decisional variables to be
incorporated in the dialogue model.

The objective is to

promote an understanding of the design process and
eventually promote the development of methodologies which
will lead to a structurally better design.

The heuristics

are listed in Appendix B, in terms of the impacts of the
influencing domains on the designation of the dialogue
entities, styles, and techniques.
4.9 Summa£Y
Interactive computer system dialogues are becoming
an increasingly significant factor in current and future
information systems design.

Modeling dialogues prior to

system implementation has become as essential as modeling
the data environment.

A study of task, user, and
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information technology environments reveals critical
attributes in the design of man-computer interaction.
Understanding the required semantics provides the
verification of the designated dialogues with important
attributes, and alows for the evaluation of alternative
designs.

Accordingly, the syntax and operation methods are

designed to complete the dialogue modeling and design
process.
The development of frameworks, such as Chen's ER
diagram (Chen 1977), for conceptualizing database design has
been critical to the evolution of database managment
studies.

Studying the modeling of dialogues is encouraged

especially when similar phenomenon emerge in the field of
dialogue management, in which there is a need to manage the
growing complexity in terms of a wide variety of interactive
applications, different types of users, and the fast
changing information technology.

Faced with more varieties

of display and control devices and increasing computing
power, researchers in software engineering need to study how
current technologies can best be utilized to facilitate the
profiling of environmental attributes, the generation of
computer system dialogues, and the delivery of effective
dialogues.

In the next chapter, detailed discussions are

presented for a dialogue management architecture.

CHAPTER 5
AN ARCHITECTURE FOR DIALOGUE MANAGMENT
Dialogue management is the management of available
resources including both hardware and software technologies
to provide control mechanisms to both the user and the
designer.

Like data base management, dialogue management is

intended to assist in both the use of the information system
and its development.

User performance is enhanced in terms

of increasing the understanding of the information system's
behavior and the operational efficiency.

Design efforts are

supported through methods for defining the attributes of the
influencing domains, dialogue modeling, and run time
invocation of the dialogue management functions.

The

objectives are to reduce the complexities encountered during
the analysis and design phases as well as to release
designers from dealing with complicated issues that may
occur when applying the technology to design software.
The manner in which tte dialogue functions are
organized is generally referred to as the architecture of
the dialogue management software.

An appropriate

architecture of any software allows functional decomposition
of the software into different modules with the interfaces
106
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clearly defined.

The resulting significance is that the

overall effectiveness and efficiency of the software can be
improved.

It is also important for the architecture to

exhibit flexibility in incorporating new technology.

The

purpose of this chapter is to study the architecture for the
dialogue management environment in terms of effectiveness,
efficiency, and flexibility.
5.1 The Dialogue Management Architecture
The concept of layering is adopted to design this
architecture.

Dividing the functionality into layers has

been used in the study of data communications and software
engineering.

For example, the International Standards

Organization has defined a seven-layer protocol as the
network architecture in the Reference Model of Open System
Interconnections.

Protocols are a set of rules which are

used by one computer system module to interface with other
modules so as to avoid involvement with the internal
complexity of other modules.

The proposed architecture

allows the higher level software to deal with information
elicitation and presentation in different classes of
dialogue forms, and the lower level software to resolve all
the differences imposed by the user, the task, and the
information technology.

This idea can be clarified through

figure 17 shown in the next page.
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In the center of figure 17 is the layer of dialogue
execution, which is an intelligent control center that
coordinates, schedules, and controls the delivery of
dialogues.

Adjacent to this layer is the layer of dialogue

generation, in which the dialogue models are defined and
stored, and dialogue management functions are created.

At

the front end is the layer of environment interface software
to collect and profile attributes of different technologies,
different users, and the tasks.

Between the dialogue

generation layer and and the environment interface layer is
the layer of interface control which serve as bridges so
that the the execution and generation of dialogues can
function independently of the technologies, the
the task requirements.

use~s,

and

One important characteristic of this

architecture is the use of standard protocols to provide
transparent interfaces between layers.
The functional overview is further illustrated in
the figure 18.

In the figure, the Interface Control

Managers examine the attributes in the data base created by
the Front End software in

Envi~onment

Interface layer and

perform analyses based on the knowledge stored in the
knowledge base.

The results are the data base which

contains the primitives necessary for dialogue modeling, and
the knowledge base that could be used to generate the
dialogue management functions.

The

forme~

is then used for

the purpose of dialogue modeling through the
Dialogue Definition Editor.

The

latte~

compute~-aided

is used to create

III
th~ough

the dialogue management functions
Dialogue Management Function
Edito~

Definition

laye~,

Gene~ation

Semantic

Manage~

inte~facing

requi~ements.

inte~face

In the Dialogue

P~ocessing

a~e

and Syntactic

a~e

then accessed by the

to invoke dialogue functions on behalf of

the application systems.
fo~

Gene~ato~

The data bases which contain the definitions of

the semantic and syntactic models
Dialogue

laye~.

the Dialogue Management Functions

divided into two types:
P~ocessing.

Both the Dialogue

and Dialogue Managem€nt Function

constitute the Dialogue
Execution

Gene~ato~.

the use of a

a~e

Some functions
Manage~s

Model and Data

fo~

also

~eponsible

other functional

However, the application programs can

with the model and data management functions

independently.

A log of user activities is maintained by

the Dialogue Manager.

The log is

Interface control Managers to

fu~ther

pe~form

used by the

analysis.

5.2 Environment Interface Layer: Front End Units
In the Environment Interface layer, the front end
units for information technology serve to investigate both
the hardware and software attributes which have an impact on
dialogue design.

The important factors include video

attributes, escape sequences to change the video attributes,
graphic attributes, and existing software to
manipulate the video

att~lbutes

input/output.

the~e

devices,

the~e

Since

will be one

a~e

and to handle
seve~al

f~ont

di~ectly
inte~active

classes of display

end unit

fo~

each class of
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device.

For example, the regular terminal and the graphics

terminal will require different front end units to
investigate the attributes.

The task front end unit is used

to study important attributes such as activity flow and time
distribution.

There exist different classes of tasks which

would have impact on dialogue design.

For example, data

retrieval is often structured and the form filling technique
will be adequate to support the man-computer interaction.
On the other hand, expert consulation types of tasks are
unstructured and will require the use of techniques such as
question/answer.

Different front end units have to be used

in order to profile the task attributes.

The user front end

unit serve to study the user attributes such as the skill
level of the user.

It is also possible that different front

end units are required for different classes of users such
as inexperienced versus skillful users.

The attributes are

then stored in the database to be used by the interface
control managers.
To a certain degree, this level of support is
provided from the mix of designer's abilities and the
computer software.

Although it is not the purpose of this

thesis to investigate the software functionalities required
at this level software, there have been studies of computer
aided methodologies for assesing the task attributes.
PLEXSYS project at University of Arizona, for example, has
employed a knowledge based approach allowing the designer to
describe the problem specifications interactively (Konsynski
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et ale

1985).

The investigation of information technology

attributes is in fact straight forward.

Most of its

attributes can be obtained from manual documentation or can
be generated by the computer if a library of functions is
established on the computer.

There are significant and

still unresolved problems in studying the attributes of the
user.

Unlike the others, the study of user attributes

constantly require the designer to apply his experience.

It

is also important to recognize that an application system
could be the front end unit to study the task and the user
if it records the history of usage in great detail.

The

usage history will usually reveal attributes such as
document flow, activity flow, user familarity, and user
skill.
5.3 Interface Control Layer: Interface Control Manager
The functions of the interface control managers for
the computer environment are to determine the relationships
between attributes and to study the manipulation of the
interface devices so that higher level functions can
function without being concerned with the differences in the
devices.

In addition, it is used to facilitate the

determination of

th~

suitability of various dialogue

techniques for each class of interface device.

The user

interface control manager is utilized to assess the
attributes identified so as to suggest valid entities for
dialogue modeling.

Since the task attributes have the
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greatest impact on dialogue design, the task interface
control manager will be reponsible for transforming
significant task attributes into alternative dialogue models
such as command/data dialogue entities and relationships
between entities.

The outputs from these control managers

are the database containing the attributes significant to
dialogue modeling and the knowledge base to support the
design of the dialogue management functions.
The data base should contain the data attributes,
command attributes, and potential message attributes such as
help.

It is important that the stored attributes are

complete for they are to be used in the design of the
dialogue model.

more complicated.

On the othe hand, the knowledge base is
The attributes of the computer

environment are fundamental to program the display handling.
Since different display devices may use the same procedures
for display handling, the rules to utilize the attributes
may be generalized and recorded in the knowlege base.

The

attributes of the task and the user may also suggest
requirements of higher level tools other than the display
handling tools.

For example, the functions to accept and

validate the input could be programmed differentlj, such as
accepting a character and validating the character
immediately versus accepting the whole field and then
validating the data entered.

The decisions are dependent on

the task organization and the user's knowledge, which should
be recorded in the knowledge base.
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Most support described above, however, has been
provided by the designer instead of

compute~ized

software

although the idea of computerized support at this level has
existed for a long time.

Despite the tremendous research

being conducted in this area, the ability to perform
intelligent transformation is still rarely found on any
computer software.

with successful research in the field of

Artificial Intelligence, automated interface control
managers will be more and more feasible.

For example, it is

now feasible to have the computer interface control manager
make recommendations of dialogue techniques based on rules
such as low speed display devices should not be used for
screen oriented dialogue styles.

Figure 19 shown in the

next page describes the processing of the interface control
managers.
5.4 Dialogue Generation Layer
There are two major functions in the dialogue
generation layer:

the dialogue management functions

generator and the dialogue model definition editor.
5.4.1 Dialogue Management Function Generator
Given the knowledge base generated by the interface
control managers, different levels of dialogue management
functions can then be programmed.

The lower level functions

are those used to address the device dependent features such
as cursor addressing and movement.

These functions are then

used to develop higher level functions such as displaying
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PROCESSING
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BASE:
ex. cursor addressing for
class A display devices
are esc+[+chrl+chr2,

DIALOGUE
CONCEPTS
DATA BASE:
ex. command attributes for
initiate the operation
data attributes for
des ion entry
message attributes for help

Sample Knowledge base for:
Computer Environment:
Intelligent display devices must have a way to perform cursor addressing:
leading characters followed by one or two character, and the followed
by the x and y coordinates.
User:
if heuristic then aggregate presentation preferred,
if typing low then push buttons preferred
if no previous experence then computer guided dialogue with
forced choice, and more manual assistance
if high experience but not familar with system, computer
guided dialogue and user guided dialogue with free
response preferred, but with on-line help
if low familarity, then help more. vice versa
if low memory limit, fewer objects displayed
Task:
basic data and command attributes are inherited
for less frequent task computer guided dialogues are fpreferred
regardless of the differences in users
current/past dialogue methods, if can be simulated, are preferred at
the beginning stage of the learning, while more advanced mechanism
can be introduced through further education (on line or manual).
current/past dialogue styles, if can be simulated, are preferred.
eg, the full screen of form to simulate the form for data entry
definition of working context for dialogue are based on the
relationship between models and data. Grouping is based on the
semantics. Hierarchy structure is usually used. Information flow
is then the most critical factor. This process may
be changed in the conceptual model formation stage.

figure 19.

The interface control layer
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and reading a string, which in turn can be used to develop
record displaying and reading in an area such as a window or
the whole screen.

Since different classes of display

devices are processed by different drivers, the lower level
incompatibilities can be hidden from the higher level
functions.

The results from this generator are a set of

dialogue functions for both semantic and syntactic
processing.
It is feasible to generate the lower level functions
automatically since common procedures have been used for
most of today's display devices.

The standard published by

American National Standard Institute is the primary
motivation.

The higher level functions, however, are more

cumbersome co generate because they have to deal with the
complexity imposed by the task and user attributes.
However, the higher level functions are more stable.
Changing lower level display devices will not affect them
due to the flexibility provided by the interface control
managers.

A stable set of higher level functions could then

be used by the semantic manager and the syntactic manager.
A more detailed description of the functions is described in
chapter seven.
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5.4.2 Dialogue Model Definition Generator
Generating the dialogue model is an iterative
process.

Given the data base containing full descriptions

of the attributes of the three influencing domains, there is
a need for computer-aided tools to assist in the modeling
activities.

The benefit of the computer-aided dialogue

model generator is that it supports modeling as well as
evaluation in a short period of time.

This dialogue model

generator includes an interactive dialogue definition editor
and dialogue model evaluator.
5.4.2.1 Interactive Dialogue Definition Editor.

We

have above discussed the framework for dialogue modeling.
Dialogue modeling activities at the semantic level include
the designation of dialogue entities, specification of
dependencies between entities, definition of to-be-invoked
operations and conditions, grouping the entities into
dialogue procedures, selection of appropriate dialogue
styles, and the formulation of the whole dialogue model.
Syntactic dialogue modeling activities include language
(words, signs, tables, symbols, and the syntactic rules)
definition, dialogue technique selection, planning of the
screen layouts, and designation of interaction mechanisms
and methods.

In supporting dialogue modeling, however, it

is extremely difficult to divide the modeling activities
into separate software.

The computer-aided tool advocated

here will support dialogue modeling with the use of an
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figure 20.

The interactive dialogue definition editor
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integrated software which supports easy modifications.
Nevertheless, preliminary semantic modeling should
be performed in order to use the tools more effectively.
For example, additional entities may have to be employed to
facilitate the use of a particular technique.

Complexities

imposed by syntactic design to the semantic dialogue model
may cause the omission of other necessary dialogue entities
and thus an incomplete specification of the dialogue model.
The attributes database should be used to validate the
completeness of the dialogue model as well as to provide
information for dialogue modeling.
The first function of the interactive dialogue
editor is the definition of a dialogue entity and its
preliminary syntactic form.

For example, the command entity

may be defined as a window containing instructions in the
case of computer guided style dialogue, or just a label
conveying the semantics for user guided command language.
The existence of a data dictionary system could help in the
designation of data entities.

That is, the definition

generator should consult the data dictionary system for the
existing data entity definitions.
For any command and any data entity, the editor may
request procedural dependency between them, and assume error
and help entities automatically.

For example, the editor

may assume the error entities for syntactic operations due
to the use of the run time syntactic manager.

That is, the
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existence of the error entities and their syntax could be
pre-determined by the syntactic dialogue manager.

The

assumption is that on-line help and error instructions are
necessary for the interactive system to be friendly.

The

help and error entities are then defined and attached to the
command and data entities, unless the designer decides there
is no need for them.

For help handling, it is necessary to

allow the user to access different levels of help.

This

means that the specifications of help entities may have to
be divided into several levels.

However, the help entity

for a command or a data entity should be as specific to the
dialogue context as possible.

The ability of the user to

access different levels of help is an important issue in the
design of syntactic functions.
There is also a need to define status and currency
entities for critical command and data entities
respectively.

Status entities are used to reveal the

internal state of the computer system, and currency entities
are used to highlight the existence of some data entities
and their current values.

Specifications of these two types

of dialogue entities are dependent on the designer's
perception of the requirements of the man-computer dialogue
process.

The concept of dialogue context is important here.

The objective is to reinforce the cohesiveness of the
man-computer dialogue within a specific context through the
use of these two types of entities.

The norm is that they

should be used whenever there is a possibility that the
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computer system's behavior may cause confusion.
Once the dialogue entities are defined, the
dependencies between data and command types of entities must
then be specified.

The dependencies, procedural or

functional, are those that cannot be assumed by the editor
and are determined based on the results of analysis.

The

conditions for any entity to activate its procedurally
dependent entities are described in terms of valid values
which could be associated with the entity.
Selecting the preferred dialogue style and its
associated techniques is the next activity.

For

command-language-like dialogue techniques, the screen layout
is more static since the presentation is assumed to be
sequential.

The semantic modeling will be complete when the

dialogue procedure is formed.

Moreover, grouping the

entities into dialogue procedures are completed through the
screen layout design for the techniques which utilize the
whole screen.

Ideally, procedurally dependent dialogue

entities are clustered on one screen, and functionally
dependent dialogue entities are clustered in the same screen
if space is available.

Overlay techniques could be used if

there is a shortage of space.

The use of default positions

for error, help, status, and currency entities is necessary
in order to use the run time syntactic support tools more
efficiently.

Since too many entities may cause the user to

lose track of dialogue objects and the context of the
dialogue, it is sometimes necessary to divide or combine the
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dialogue procedures according to the screen layout.

The

resulting dialogue procedure should be both functionally
coupled and procedurally efficient.
The syntax used to describe the semantic entities
should then be revised substantially.

The symbols, words,

and signs have to specified to best match the knowledge of
the user.

The rules governing the syntax are the most

important decisions at this stage.

Rules are determined

through evaluation of the semantic model.

The revision even

includes relocation of the dialogue objects.

At last,

interaction device mechanisms are chosen and interaction
methods should be evaluated for further modification.

The

iteration is continued until a satisfactory design is
achieved.
5.4.2.2 Dialogue Model Evaluator.

A more difficult

activity for the designer is to evaluate the design
according to a set of criteria.

Personal bias and the lack

of performance measuring tools are the major factors
hindering the evaluation process.

Evaluating the design

against specific criteria, such as the characteristics
described in Appendix C, cannot be done unless the measuring
parameters are defined.

However, the use of a dialogue

model evaluator to simulate the dialogue process before the
actual construction of the information system could provide
the information necessary to improve the dialogue model.
The evaluator can be viewed as a prototyping machine which
offers the designer the capability to visually evaluate the
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interaction process by activating the semantic and syntactic
managers to process the model definitions.

It is also

helpful if the conceptual dialogue model can be presented in
a graph for evaluation.

The consistency of the whole

dialogue model can be evaluated, as described by Reisner.
5.5 Dialogue Execution Layer
The dialogue execution layer consists of two major
components:

the semantic manager and the syntactic manager.

5.5.1 Semantic Manager
The purpose of a generalized dialogue manager is to
provide an interaction shell which facilitates the
man-computer dialogues for all available application systems
on the computer.

To do so, a flow control module is needed

to inter.pret the semantics of the commands and data entered
and to invoke the appropriate operations.

A semantic

manager consists of the dialogue definition retrieval
functions, data conversion functions, interface functions to
data and model managecs, interface functions to the
syntactic manager, and the interpretation and flow control
functions.
5.5.1.1 Dialogue Definition Retrieval.

The semantic

manager retrieves the semantic dialogue model through the
Dialogue Definition Retrieval functions which access the
definition database.

However, it is possible that the

semantic manager interfaces with the data manager for this
purpose.

Generally speaking, retrieval efficiency is the
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most important factor affecting the decision regarding the
approach to be taken.

Since the dialogue functions are

expected to be at least fast enough to match the user's
expectation, it is necessary to have a separate set of
functions to perform the database access if the time
efficiency of the data base manager is not considered high
enough.
5.5.1.2 Interpretation and Flow Control.

When any

command or data, or a group of commands and data are
determined to be syntactically correct, it is the
responsibility of the semantic manager to interpret the
values of these objects based on the semantic dialogue
model.

This function also determines whether to invoke

corresponding operations or to reject the commands or data
due to invalid semantics.

In order to reject the commands

or data, the semantic manager may have to search the entire
semantic model.

The flow control module also has to keep

track of the active operations if more than one function is
invoked.
5.5.1.3 Interface with Data, Model, and Syntactic
Managers.

When the corresponding operations of entered

commands/data are determined, the interface functions are
activated to transfer control and to transport the data to
and from the model and data management functions.

This

function performs the transfer of control according to some
pre-determined protocols.

It could be a part of the flow
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control function.
increases the

However, the use of a separate function

modula~izability.

The change in model and

data management functions will not cause any substantial
modification of dialogue management functions.

Allowing

suspension requires this function and model/data management
functions to keep track of those suspended operations.
Run-time suspension of an operation thus involves the use of
complicated software technologies in
transfe~ring

orde~

to support the

control.

Some commands and data may be used to trigger
another series of syntactic operations.

This function is

also responsible for handshaking with the syntactic manager.
The task is to provide enough information to the syntactic
manager to invoke the proper functions for the activated
entity.
5.5.1.4 Data Conversion.

In order to properly

invoke operation of the various functions, the data entered
may have to be converted to the format that the intended
function requires.

The format requirements may be simple

type conversions such as integer to character, or very
complex file format conversions for various applications.
However, data conversion functions can be treated as the
functions shared by dialogue, data, and model managers.
That is, the data manager may also use them in order to
interface with the model manager.
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5.5.2 Syntactic Manager
The other execution support that a generalized
dialogue manager could offer is the management of syntactic
operations.

The syntactic manager includes lower level

display handling functions that are hardware dependent and
higher level functions to handle the interactive
input/output operations.

The components of the syntactic

manager can be functionally divided into the definition
retrieval, interactive input/output text manipulation
management, space management, message management,
presentation management, graphics management, voice
management, and display control.

The responsibility of the

syntactic manager is to invoke the proper functions to
facilitate the generation, manipulation, and disposition of
necessary dialogue objects when requested by the semantic
manager.
5.5.2.1 Lower Level Functions.

The lower level

functions are those used to perform cursor addressing, video
management, character or string display , character erasure,
line erasure, and erasure of an area of the screen.

One

important characteristic of these functions is that they
have to be modified for different classes of display
monitors.

However, functions to test different classes of

monitors can be developed.

The proper lower level functions

are then invoked depending on the result of the testing
functions which reveals which class of monitor is being
used.
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figure 22.

The run time syntactic management
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5~5.2.2

Definition Retrieval.

Like the semantic

manager, the syntactic manager has to rely on a set of data
base retrieval functions or the data manager to retrieve the
syntactic model definitions.

The decision criteria are the

same as they are for the semantic manager.

However, the

semantic retrieval functions may already retrieve all the
necessary information to be used by both the semantic and
syntactic operations.

Doing so reduces the database access

time and thus increases efficiency.

It is a reasonable

decision since the semantic manager is the control center
for all dialogue management operations.
5.5.2.3 Interactive Text Manipulation Management.
set of syntactic functions are dedicated to the interactive
input/output handling.

Regardless of data or command, the

user's direct entry can be treated in general as the
interactive text manipulation.

The functions include those

to accept and display the input text interactively, to move
a string of text, and to parse a string of input to
determine the validity of the inputs.

For command oriented

dialogue processes, there exist two modes of operations:
the forced-choice mode in which the user has to select an
option thrcugh some pre-determined mechanisms given the
available options displayed by the syntactic manager, and
the user free-response mode in which the user enters the
inputs and the computer system has to validate the syntax
through parsing software.

A
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For data types of dialogue objects, there are five
modes of operations:

the forced choice data entry for a

record or a field within an area, the data entry/display for
a record within a limited area, the data entry/display for
same types of records within the same area, the data
entry/display for a document of any printable characters
within an area, and combinations of prompts of the computer
system and entry made by the user within an area.

The area

referred to is a portion of the available working space,
such as the screen of a display monitor.

The classification

is obtained through the study of dialogues used in database
management query, widely accepted application systems, and
expert systems.

For example, a dialogue object may

correspond to a tuple of a table or a subset of a table
(relation).

The last type of operations described is

especially useful for the dialogue of expert systems using
production rules.
The functions to perform interactive input/output
should include validation as part of their operations.
Validation of the inputs, commands and data is carried out
to ensure that the inputs satisfy the syntax rules.

These

rules include valid command tokens or parsing rules for
command types of dialogue entities, and valid data types and
ranges for data types.

The interactive text manipulation

accounts for the majority of the actions taken by the user.
It is necessary for these functions to employ a generic set
of interaction mechanisms and methods which could be used in
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all modes of interaction.

The user can then apply the same

pattern of dosage to command entry in command language
dialogue, data entry in a form, and even document
processing.

The significance is that the user does not have

to learn different methods to enter text, command or data.
5.5.2.4 Message Management.

Message management

functions are those used to display the error, help, status,
and currency dialogue objects.

For semantics error

handling, the functions are invoked at the request of the
semantic manager for conditions such as meaningless but
syntactically correct inputs.

The syntactic manager also

invokes the error handling functions in the case of syntax
errors detected at the time of entry.

This function was

described as the semantically restricted syntax parsing in
the previous chapter.

By doing so, the display efficiency

is increased in terms of both internal operation and
response to the user.

For help handling, it is desirable to

have the user access different levels of help.

Help

handling then has to rely on the instructions of the
semantic manager if the request is not specific to the
dialogue context.

The contents of the help may be retrieved

from a dedicated help message base.

The status and currency

handling are dependent on the instruction of the semantic
manager.
5.5.2.5 Presentation Management.

Information

presentation is an important issue in an unstructured
environment.

A set of syntactic functions are dedicated to
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handle the complexity of displaying information resulting
from the data management or the model management functions.
The functions include evaluating the validity of the
requested format for the results generated and coordinating
with other functions to display the results.
5.5.2.6 Space Management.

Since the screen of the

display monitor is a limited resource, the design may need
to utilize different areas of the screen for different
dialogue objects.

The space management functions are those

used to create and dispose an area for a particular dialogue
object on the screen.

Functions such as drawing a window

and moving a window are instances of space management
functions.
5.5.2.7 Graphics/Voice

Manage~~nt.

The use of

graphics and voice as interaction mechanisms is becoming
more important in recent developments of interactive
systems.

The issues in applying both these technologies to

the man-computer dialogues are very complex.

Software to

manipulate both graphics and voice should also be
modularized as other display devices described.

Invocation

of the software will be controlled by the dialogue manager.
In consequence.

the addition of graphics and voice will not

impose any change on application systems.

However, it is

not the intent of this thesis to study both topics.

The

inclusion of this section is solely for the benefit of
future studies.
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5.5.2.8 Display Control.

The display control

functions are used to maintain the screen within which a set
of strongly related dialogue procedures are to be carried
out.

Their responsibility is to record all active dialogue

objects in order to keep track of the dialogue entities in
terms of screen location and display contents.

When an

object is overlaid and later activated, it will re-display
the same contents of the entity at the previous location.
It is possible since some dialogue entities are to disappear
under some conditions which are specified in the dependency.
The display control functions are used to ensure the
integrity of the screen based on the dialogue model defined.
5.6 Application Development with a Dialogue Manager
The use of a generalized dialogue manager will
change the whole picture of the man-computer interface
design for business applications.

This is analogous to the

evolution of database management systems.

There are three

alternative approaches for development support.

The first

is the use of a super high-level language which will process
the dialogue definition and provide the run time support,
and the second is the use of interactive dialogue definition
generator and function calls for run time support.
alternative is a combination of both.

The last

However, any of these

three approaches will help the designers concentrate on the
dialogue model design without being concerned with the
complexities of programming dialogue management functions.
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The last approach is the ideal alternative.
scenario of the dialogue design is:

The

the designer first

describes the dialogue model through the use of the dialogue
definition generator which will generate the dialogue
definitions processable by the super programming language or
the run time support functions.

The designer then develops

the system through embedded functions of the programming
language or function calls.

The designer is also free to

exploit the design alternatives by using the dialogue
definition editor and evaluator, or through any regular
editor to change the definitions which are stored in a
regular plain file format.

Different applications will show

few differences in their interaction methods and the use of
interaction mechanisms due to the use of common definition
and run-time support tools.

The resulting system design

will be one of the most desirable alternatives.
is subject to personal bias.

The design

However, the bias introduced

by the designer can be reduced if more objective guidelines
or heuristics are injected into the meta knowledge basei
these guidelines or heuristics are used for the
transformation of environmental attributes into alternative
dialogue models.
5.7 Advantages of a Generalized Dialogue Manager
There are several advantages associated with the use
of a generalized dialogue manager.
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1.

Separation of dialogue modeling process from the
procedural aspects of the system design causes the
designer to concentrate on the semantics and alternative
syntax of a dialogue model.

It is a greater improvement

from the situation in which the designer is overwhelmed
by the complexities of the dialogue modeling and
technology application so that he or she will sacrifice
the design alternatives for the accomplishment of the
system.
2.

It is easier to exploit more design alternatives through
the use of the definition editor and evaluator in a
shorter time period.

3.

Easy modification of the dialogue design is achieved
through the use of the editor to modify the dialogue
definitions.

The application system does not even have

to be recompiled if there are no procedural changes in
the code.
4.

The design life cycle can then be accelerated through
the use of the tools and the run-time support provided
by the semantic manager and the syntactic manager.

5.

It is also easier to incorporate new technologies for
all applications using the dialogue manager.

One

important characteristic of the proposed architecture is
that it anticipates new technology.

The design efforts

could be reduced because there is no need to change
every program to accomodate the new technology.

The

dialogue management support software is well partitioned
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functionally so as to minimize the effects on the
application programs.

For example, the addition of the

voice input method to the system will change only the
lower level functions such as reading a character but
will not affect functions such as validating an input
text string.
6.

The overall communicative power is enhanced through the
use of interface control managers and the definition
editor.

Completeness can be evaluated in the

pre-implementation stage.

Help and error types of

entities can also be requested automatically.
7.

The integrity of the dialogue modeling for different
dialogue procedures and even different applications is
better achieved through the use of the definition
generator.

That is, the consistency of the overall

dialogue model is improved.
8.

Finally, the consistency of the interaction methods and
mechanisms are guaranteed because of the use of the same
run time support tools, which are in turn designed to
provide a generic set of interaction methods for all
text manipulation tasks.
5.8 Summary
Design of information system dialogues can be

supported through well architectured software, which takes
advantage of current technology and anticipates future
technology.

In this chapter, the discussions have centered
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around the distribution of functions into layered software
at different levels.

The characteristics of the proposed

architecture are good modularization and a high degree of
flexibility for incorporating new technologies.

Application

developments can then be released from having to deal with
procedural issues through the use of generalized dialogue
management support facilities.

CHAPTER 6
DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT IN INTEGRATED OFFICE ENVIRONMENTS
Generalized dialogue management software is
especially useful to information systems that require
substantial interactive man-computer interaction;

it

enhances integrity, flexibility, and adaptability of the
system's dialogues.

Futhermore, it increases the

productivity of system development.

In particular, Office

Automation presents a special opportunity for the use of a
dialogue manager since diversified business applications
need to be incorporated within a heterogeneous user, task,
and information technology environment.

Office automation

can benefit from the use of a generalized dialogue manager
in terms of the reduction of required software that has to
be produced for managing man-computer dialogues on different
workstations.

In addition, the benefits include a set of

generic man-computer interaction methods across different
applications and different devices.
As a consequence, the design of office applications
presents an ideal laboratory environment to study
opportunities for the use of dialogue management software.
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Two instances of software that exhibit forms of a
generalized dialogue manager are used to serve this purpose.
The Screen Manager was a project developed to support the
programming of interactive systems in FORTRAN.

The OFFICE

DESCRIPTION SYSTEM (ODS) was a project to study the use of
formal descriptions for

th~

office environment.

The

interface of ODS was developed through the use of Screen
Manager.

ALL-IN-l is an office automation product by

Digital Equipment Corporation to support general office
activities as well as to provide dialogue management
functions for developing new office applications.

ALL-IN-l

has been customized to facilitate the office automation
project in the department of Management Information Systems
at the University of Arizona.
6.1 Screen Manager

Screen Manager was designed to assist FORTRAN
language programmers in developing interactive application
systems.

It has been used to assist designers in generating

alternative screens in an on-line interactive mode and in
simulating the interactions of the system in the dialogue
modeling process.

The Screen Manager is especially useful

for menu driven and form filling style dialogues.

It has

proven to be effective in terms of its functionality to
reduce coding complexity and the operation time, and to
provide easy modification of the interface without
recompiling the program (Kuo and Chang 1983).

Thus, the
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overall programming environment is improved so as to
increase programming productivity.
6.1.1 The Architecture of the Screen Manager
There are three major software components in the
Screen Manager.

The interactive screen definition editor iSI

used to create and modify the screen definitions, which
then stored in the data base.

~re

The interactive screen

simulator is used to display the screen as an interface
previewing process before system implementation.

The run

time screen manager is used by application programs to
callin~

perform interactive input/output on behalf of the
programs.

ent~redl

Data conversions are performed before the

data are forwarded to the application programs.

Data

ar~

transmitted to and from the Screen Manager and the
application programs through global common blocks.

The run

time manager is also capable of performing syntax checking,
and requesting re-entry of the input if errors are
identified.

Interface development efforts are limited tp

subroutine calls.

To display the screens, the simulator

does not need to make use of the run time screen manager.
Both the simulator and the run time screen manager need to
access the data base.

In General, the Screen Manager is a

primitive form of a generalized dialogue manager when
comparing its functionalities and architecture with
proposed in the previous chapter.

The overall

of the SCREEN MANAGER is shown in figure 23.

thos~

architect~re
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Figure 23. The Screen Manager Architecture
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6.1.2 The Interactive Scrren Definition Editor
Through the interactive screen definition editor,
the designer can create a new screen, modify an existing
screen, copy a screen to generate a duplicate, check the
directory of available screens, print the screen definition,
delete an existing screen, and invoke help.

A screen must

have a uniquely defined alphanumeric string as the key in
the data base.

The designer creates the screen image

through a simple editor running on a twenty-row by
seventy-column panel.

The editor will recognize the arrow

keys for cursor movement.

A menu type screen can be defined

coupled with the valid options.

The field definitions are

defined through a form filled at the bottom of the screen.
The first two entries within the parenthesis are the
coordinates.

The designer can then enter the FORMAT in

which 'A' stands for alphanumeric,
number,

'R' stands for real

'I' stands for integer, and 'E' stands for

exponential number.

The SEQUENCE entry is used to specify

the order in which the fields are to be processed when the
screen is activated.

The designer can also specify the

number of times that the field is to repeat vertically on
the screen.

Finally, the field can be defined as either an

input or an output field.

Modifying the definitions is

handled through the change mode option.

The user can change

the screen image and field definitions in the change mode.
Figure 24 illustrates the design interaction.
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figure 24. using the SCREEN MANAGER. The above shows
the panel used to define a screen, the one
below shows the resulting screen.
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6.1.3 The Screen Definition Data Base

The indexed sequential file utility in the Record
Management System of the VMS operating system is used to
store the screen definitions for the Screen Manager.

The

definition of a screen is stored as a record in the ISAM
file.

The key is the name of the screen defined in the

screen definition process.

The image is stored as a twenty

by seventy array of characters.

Other fields in the record

are the field positions, format, valid options for menu type
screens, and the sequence number.
maximal number of fields is thirty.

For any record, the
The use of an ISAM file

offers advantages such as the relative address of each
record, but has the disadvantage of not being able to use a
regular editor to change the screen definitions.
6.1.4 The Interactive Display Simulator

The interactive display simulator is a program
written to allow the designer to examine the interface
design by giving the names of the screens interactively or
by defining a file containing the names of the screens.

The

simulator can display the screen directly by accessing the
data base, or invoke the run time screen manager to simulate
the display and interactive I/O process.
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6.1.5 The Run Time Screen Manager
The run time screen manager is used to execute the
delivery of dialogues on behalf of the application system.
When invoked to process a menu type screen, it validates the
entry against the options stored in the data base.

By the

same token, it validates data entered to ensure correctness
of the data type before releasing the data to the
application program when it is invoked to process a data
type screen.

The invocation process is in the same sequence

as defined in the definition phase.

All entered data are

accepted as alphanumeric characters and are then converted
to the proper type.

The application program has to declare

three common blocks in the modules which use the screen
manager:

SCNINT for integer type data, SCNREAL for real

number type data, and SCNCHR for characer type data.

The

data to be passed are stored in the variables declared in
each common block.

The call is accomplished by CALL

SCREENMANAGER(screenname) in the calling module.
6.2 Office Description System
Office Description System was a component used to
support interactive man-computer dialogues in the Office
Simulation System project.

The Office Simulation System

(OSS) project was intended to provide a set of software
tools to aid in the analysis and performance simulation of
office data processing.

The tools are designed for use by

analysts with a minimum of computer and simulation
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background but who are familiar with the job structure and
information flow within a given office.

Although the ODS

was actually finished, other phases of the

ass

project were

not completed due to the graduation of the participants.
6.2.1 Descriptions of Office Description Language
Office Description Language (Kuo and McGoey 1983)
uses an Entity-Relationship approach for describing the job
structure, activities, and data flows within the office.
The personnel, equipment, and data flows into, within, and
from the office are described using a customized
entity-relationship model that is oriented towards the
description of the logical relationships and data processing
activities.

This description is provided by the analyst

with the aid of a series of interactive computer screens
that prompt the analyst for information and display the
current description.

A simple but powerful language has

been developed that describes:

Personnel, Groups,

Equipment, Activities, Data Items, and relationships between
these.

The module for interactive descriptions of the

language is the ODS, Office Description System.

The

language is described in figure 25.
6.2.2 The Use of Screen Manager as a Dialogue Manager
At the analysis stage of the

ass

project, there was

serious concern about the productivity of the programming
effort and architecture of the whole system.

The SCREEN

MANAGER was selected for the following reasons:
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ENTITIES:

JOB TITLE, GROUP TITLE, EQUIP TITLE
ACTIVITY_NAME, DATA_ITEM_NAME~ DATA_ELEMENT NAME

ATTRIBUTES OF ENTITY:
FOR JOB TITLE, GROUP TITLE, EQUIP TITLE
ATTRIBUTES:
SYNONYM~ LOCATION, SECURITY, MULTIPLICITY
FOR DATA ITEM:
ATTRIBUTES:
DATA TYPE - FORM, LETTER, MEMO, ETC.
CONTENTS: DATA_ELEMENTS
SECURITY
ORIGIN
FOR DATA ELEMENT:
ATTRIBUTES: TYPE, ACCESS, VALUE(S)
FOR ACTIVITY:
ATTRIBUTES: OCCURENCE - RANDOM/FIXED, TRIGGERED/NOT
TRIGGERED
DURATION - TYPE=FIXED,RANDOM
FUNCTIONALITY=FIXED,DATA ITEM
DEPENDENT PARAMETER VALUES - SERVICE TIME,
DISTRIBUTION TYPE, PARAMETER VALUES
TRIGGER SET - ACTIVITIES & STATES
ATTRIBUTES AND STATES
LOGICAL RELATIONSHIP AMONG THESE
PRIORITY - V,l\LUE
RELATIONS: PERFORMS/PERFORMED BY
MEMBER OF
REPORTS TO/REPORTED TO BY
USING/USES/USED BY CREATES/CREATED-BY
TRIGGE~~£i) BY/TRIGGERS
ACCESSED BY/ACCESSES
ATTENDS/ATTENDED_BY
ENTITY - RELATION STRUCTURES
ABBREVIATIONS:
J T
JOB TITLE
G-T
GROUP TITLE
E-T
EQUIPMENT TITLE
0-1
DATA ITEMACT
ACTIVITY
J T
MEMBER OF G T
J:T,G_T,E T -PERFORMS ACT
J T,G T REPORTS TO J T
ACT PERFORMED BY J T,G T,E T
USING 0 I, E T~ J T
CREATES -0 I TRIGGERED BY ATTRIBUTE_VALUE
ACCESSES -0 I
ATTENDED_BY- J_T
10

figure 25.

The OFFICE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
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1.

The computer guided dialogue was selected since the
users of ODS might be less skillful at the use of
computer systems in general.

SCREEN MANAGER is a useful

tool in this respect.
2.

The time available for programming the system was very
limited.

The use of a tool like SCREEN MANAGER was

expected to shorten the development time since the
system required heavy man-computer interaction.
3.

The use of an iterative approach to describe the
language interactively was not attempted before, and
therefore the developers expected substantial changes of
the system's interface.

The use of a dialogue manager

can eliminate time consumed in modifying and recompiling
the program.
However, there are several disadvantages in the use
of a tool like Screen Manager as opposed to the generalized
dialogue management architecture defined in the previous
chapter.
1.

Screen Manager fails to support the profiling of
environmental attributes.

2.

It does not support non-form or non-menu driven
dialogues.

3.

It is limited to the use of the whole screen as a single
viewport.

Allocation of dialogue entities and the long

display time are major drawbacks in the use of Screen
Manager.
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4.

It is limited to the use of FORTRAN language.

5.

It can support only limited semantic processing and
syntactic processing functions.

6.2.3 The Interface of OFFICE DESCRIPTION SYSTEM

Dialogues between the ODS and the user are divided
into several levels.

At the first level, the user has to

select the option from the main menu.

At the next level,

ODS is further divided into four phases:

describing

participants, describing activities performed by each
participant, describing relationships between activities,
and describing the data processed by each activity.

The

user has to select the proper description phase defined in
the next menu.

The following figures (figures 26-32) depict

the dialogue process between the user and the Office
Description System.
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OFFICE DESCRIPTION
COMMANOS: HTUTHELPDIR CRE EOITCHE -

hardcopy
interactive help
directory of *.005
create new *.OOS
edit existing *.OOS
execute consistency check
of ." .OOS files
SIM - simulate *.005 files
EXIT- return to OSS-MAIN
NET- create network diagram

enter command: CRE

Figure 26. ODS main menu. The user enters eRE at
this menu for the creation of the
language tatements.

OFFICE DESCRIPTION SYSTEM
PHASE
PHASE

I: Enter participants of the off ice

II: Enter activities performed by each participant

PHASE III: Enter relations between activities
PHASE

IV: Enter data items

enter command(1,2,3,4): 1
(type EXIT FOR exit)

Figure 27. Phase selection menu. Entering 1-4 at
this menu will cause the user to get
into the particular description phase.
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PHASE I INPUT
Enter JOB_TITLS, GROUP_TITLES, and EQUIPMENT_TITLES
EQUIPMENT_TITLI::
ADM. MANA
ACCOUNT E

ASS. SECRET

PRINTER
XEROX

Enter J for JOB TITLE, G for GROUP TITLE, E for EQUIPMENT TITLE
Q for Quit, 2 for phase II, 3 for phase III, 4 for phase IV
enter command: J title: ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Figure 28. ODS Phase I selection. The user
is to enter all participants of
is to office activities.

PHASE II INPUT
JOB_TITLES

---------ADM. MANA
ACCOUNT E

GROUP_TITLES

EQUIPMEN_TITLES

ADM. SECRET

PRINTER
XEROX

PARTICIPANT IS ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
PERFORMS ACTIVITY PHOTO COPXING_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DURATION IS(in time units) 2, _ _ _~:__--."......-~~
(type C in ACTIVITY to change participant, 1 to PHASE I,
3 to PHASE 17.1, 4 to PHASE IV, Q to quit)

Figure 29. ODS phase II input. The user is
to enter all activities of the
particular participant displayed in the
first field. The list above is to
serve as a reminder.
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PHASE II
PARTICIPANT: ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
ACTIVITIES

DURATION

MEET CLIENT
PHOTO COpy
FILING

40
2
3

Figure 30. Results of the Phase II input.

PHASE III INPUT
(Abbreviation of PARTICIPANTS & ACTIVITIES are used)
ADM. MAN

ACCOUNT

ADM. SEC

PRINTER

XEROX

MEETING
PHONE CA

MEETING
COPYING
FILING

TYPING

PRINTING

COPYING

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

RELATION IS adm-acc-call~~_______
TRIGGERED BY ACTIVITY meeting
OF PARTICIPANT adm. man
PROBABILITY OF TRANSITION IS 12
( %)
-TRIGGERS ACTIVITY typing
OF PARTICIPANT adm. sec ______
(Type 1 in RELATION to PHASE I, 2 to PHASE II, 4 to PHASE IV,
o to quit; <RETURN> in TRIGGERS ACTIVITY to indicate no
more activity is triggered by this one)

Figure 31. ODS phase III input. The user is to enter
the relationships between activities.
The above list is a reminder.
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PHASE IV INPUT
(Abbreviation of PARTICIPANTS & ACTIVITIES are used)
ADM.

~N

ACCOUNT

ADM. SEC

-------- -------- -------MEETING
PHONE CA

MEETING
COPYING
FILING

TYPING

PRINTER

XEROX

PRINTING

COPYING

--------

--------

DATA ITEM IS order
GENERATED BY ACTIV~I~T~Y~m~e~e~t~i~ng~--OF PARTICIPANT account exec
FREOUENCY IS 1
EVERY 5
TIME UNITS
TERMINATED BY ~ITY filing--OF PARTICIPANT account exec
(Type 1 in RELATION to PHASE I, 2 to PHASE II, 4 to PHASE IV,
o to quit: <RETURN> in either ACTIVITY to indicate that
it is from outside or leave the office)

Figure 32. ODS Phase IV input. The user is to
describe the data items generated.
The above list is a reminder.

6.3 ALL-IN-l Office Automation Package
ALL-IN-1 is an integrated package consisting of both
clerical and administrative types of applications for the
VAX series mini-computers.

It includes wor.d processing,

electronic mail, desk management functions such as calendar
management, information management, and profession specific
applications.

In addition, ALL-IN-1 also provides a

programming environment for modification and enhancement.
The ALL-IN-1 programming environment consists of a form
editor for defining the form on a screen, a flow control
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facility as a semantic manager, and various built-in
applications.

The environment is independent of any

programming language, and can easily be used to develop any
new application or modify the interface design of any
existing applications through accessing the definition
database.
6.3.1 The Architecture of ALL-IN-l
The center of ALL-IN-l is a program called Flow
Control Facility whose responsibility is to invoke the
proper functions according to the dialogue definitions.

An

equally important module to interface with the data
management and model management functions is the Field
Processing Facility.

The major components of the semantic

manager are then the Flow Control Facility and the Field
Processing Facility.

The syntactic processing can be

performed through voice, graphics, form, or text
programs.

manage~ent

Office applications can use different syntactic

processing facilities, or can use their own syntactic
operation modules to handle the interactive input/output
processing.

ALL-IN-l thus offers the flexibility of

different syntactic interaction methods for a semantic
dialogue model.

The separation of semantic processing from

syntactic processing is one of the most important advantages
of ALL-IN-l.

Other syntactic processing facilities can then

be added to ALL-IN-l without substantial effort.

The Flow

Control Facility is also used to invoke the syntactic
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operations, that is, it will decide which syntactic
processing facilities are to be used and invoke them.
The internal operations of ALL-IN-l are accomplished
through its own functions, the data manager which includes
the DATATRIEVE database package and an RMS indexed
sequential file system, and the run-time model manager which
includes the DCL command interpreter and the Application
Control System (ACS) which can be used to manage the
execution of different processes in parallel.

The ALL-IN-l

functions are built-in programming modules for the purpose
of computation, mail handling, and buffer handling.
Applications can also be invoked through a sub-process
processing facility to process command procedures.

The

applications can be created through the programming
development facilities provided by ALL-IN-l.

However, it is

not necessary to use the ALL-IN-l programming facilities.
The VMS environment offers a more powerful programming
environment.

Applications can be created through the use of

VMS editors and programming tools, and can be added to
ALL-IN-l through command procedures.

The command procedures

thus become the scripts, or the semantic model of the
dialogue process.

However, in the command procedure the

applications may choose whether or not to use the ALL-IN-l
syntactic management functions.

That is, the applications

may choose to use the ALL-IN-l Form processing utility or
have their own input/output functions.

By the same token,

the applications mayor may not use the ALL-IN-l functions
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for their internal operations.

The dialogue model

definitions are also defined in the form definitions data
base when the forms are created.

The form editor is used to

create the form image, the field definition, and the name
data which is actually the semantic model definition.
are three types of syntax definition:

There

form, data, and text.

Form and data definitions are stored in the form library,
and the text manipulation definitions are stored in a data
base which contains TEXT DSAB.

Figure 33 shows the general

architecture of the ALL-IN-l system.
6.3.2 Using the Form Editor to Create Screen Definitions
The Form Editor (FED)

is an interactive dialogue

definition tool used to create the form definitions.

A form

definition has the header section which consists of general
information such as the form name, data created, number of
fields, and form attributes.
image of static labels.

A form must have a screen

Video attributes of the screen

image can be defined through the interactive Form Editor.
form can be any of the five types:
argument, and calculation.
type of form.

menu, entry, search,

Fields can be defined in any

Data management or model management oriented

operations associated with each field through the name data
definitions.

For menu type forms, operations are to invoke

the next form, any ALL-IN-l functions, or a subprocess
stored in a command procedure.

The command procedures can

be created through any regular VMS editor.

The interactive
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design tools thus include the interactive form editor and
any text editor in VMS environment.

The command procedures

are a series of VMS DCL commands used either to direct the
Flow Control Facility through DCLMAILBOX and OAMAILBOX, or
to initiate any valid VMS executable image.
6.3.3 The Data Base for ALL-IN-l Dialogues
There are three types of data bases for dialogue
model definitions:

the form libraries to store the image,

fields, and name data of a screen, the command procedures as
dialogue scripts for additional applications, and text DSAB
definitions for text oriented processing.

The image portion

includes the static form labels and the video attributes.
The fields portion include the default values, format, clear
character, and display attributes such as noecho and display
only.

The name data is used to inform the semantic manager,

the flow control facility, of the operations associated with
each field or the options in a menu.

The following are a

list of form attributes:
1.

General Information:

Form name, Help form name, First

line, Last line, Date created, Owner ID, Form
attributes, Form length, Number of fields, and Impure
area size.
2.

Video Image includes:

Text image, Video attributes in

which code '0' stands for normal attribute, code '2'
stands for reverse video,

'4' stands for bold attribute,

'6' stands for bold and Reverse video, and 'E' stands
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for Blinking, Bold, Reverse video.
3.

Field Descriptions include:

field name, field length,

field display attributes, field Type, field default
values, field Clear character, and field picture value
in which

'x, stands for Alphanumeric, 'A' stands for

Alphabetic, and '9' stands for number.
4.

Named Data Information include:

Name of options or

function keys, associated operations which is a set of
ALL-IN-l Functions coupled with qualifiers, and Data to
be processed.
The text DSAB data base is used to store syntactic
definitions for text processing.
structure access block.

DSAB stands for the data

It includes definitions such as

line types, ruler definition, line attributes, and text
attributes.

The line type can be regular text, REGIS

graphics, and voice.

The ruler definitions include decimal

tab, justification, and the margins.
'soft' or 'centered'.

Line attributes can be

Text attributes are characterics such

as 'bold' or 'underline'.

Text DSAB is created to achieve

the independence of syntactic processing mechanisms from the
dialogue model definitions.

6.3.4 Form Processing and Text Processing Facilities
The Form Processing Facility includes the Form
Management System which is capable of performing interactive
input/output operations.

Form processing is invoked to

display the image of a form and offers text processing
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functions for data or command entry.

The text manipulation

methods of the Form Processing, however, are different from
those offered by the document processing facilities.

Both

the Form Processing and the Text processing consitute most
of the user's syntactic operations.

ALL-IN-l also includes

routines to perform presentation management, such as those
used to display the contents of a file for certain lines at
one time.
6.3.5 The semantic Manager in ALL-IN-l
Closely related to the Form Processing is the the
Field Processing facility.

The Field processing Facility

and the Flow control Facility constitute the semantic
management in ALL-IN-l.

The Field Processing Facility

includes both the interface module used to initiate data
base operations or model management operations associated
with a field, and some built-in ALL-IN-l functions.

For

example, the VALID qualifier is to invoke the data retrieval
from the ISAM file and validation of the entry against the
retrieved data.

The Flow Control Facility is used to

dispatch the control to any valid ALL-IN-l functions
according to the options selected by the user.

A detailed

review of the ALL-IN-l facilities will not be presented here
but are available in the ALL-IN-l programmer's reference
guide.
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6.4 Customization of ALL-IN-l
Research conducted at the University of Arizona
associated with office environments and the DEC's AII-In-l
office automation package addresses issues surrounding the
man-machine interface.

The major activity was to customize

ALL-IN-l for the use of secretarial staff in the MIS
department.

Customization of the system includes profiling

environmental attributes, development of forms, and the
implementation of a customized ALL-IN-l for the use of
secretaries.
6.4.1 ALL-IN-l for Office Automation in MIS Department
Profiling pertains first to the definition and
examination of the task, and of user and computer
attributes.

On-site interview and observations were made

initially for the purpose of profiling.

In the existing

system, secretaries have used computing facilities to create
documents through the use of Digital Control Language to
access VMS utilities.

Observations have led to the findings

that secretarial duties tend to be somewhat limited in the
scope of activities that are performed, with most relating
to word-processing, text editing, file manipulation and file
directory maintenance, all of which are very structured in
their nature.

The majority of tasks relate mainly to simple

functions such as preparation of documents, letters and
tests, sending electronic mail, as well as others used less
frequently.

The staff is generaly at no more than the
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novice level in terms of computer related knowledge, and are
somewhat reluctant to learn new methods of performing these
activities.

They are also generally unwilling to explore

new features.
In addition, observations were also made for more
experienced users in the department.

Over time, experienced

users have identified many pitfalls of the general DCL
environment, and have used command files and symbols to
significantly improve performance within this environment.
Command files have been created to:
directories;

maintain current

maintain current files for file manipulation

functions such as EDT, RUNOFF, SPELL, Print and Type;

as

well as many others.
Based on the attributes which have been identified,
the objective of this customization is to smooth the user's
transition proceSSj

the user can then apply known commands

and interaction methods to invoke the functions.

That is,

the user's AII-In-l environment has to simulate that which
they were accustomed to in VMS Digital Control Language.
Through the sequential 'phasing-in' of the customization
process and the profile evaluation that follows each phase
implementation, the user can migrate toward an All-In-l
package which will allow them to use more sophisticated
methods to complete their tasks.
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6.4.2 The Use of ALL-IN-l as a Dialogue Manager
ALL-IN-l can be used as a generalized dialogue
manager through the use of the three major components of
ALL-IN-l:

Flow Control Facility, Form Processing Facility,

and Field Processing Facility.

In addition, the embedded

ALL-IN-l functions and flexible interface with database
management tools make ALL-IN-l more than just a dialogue
manager.

ALL-IN-l can be viewed as an integrated

environment which includes primitive forms of dialogue and
model management functions.
ALL-IN-l then offers capabilities for the profiling
of environmental attributes.

Prototypes can be set up to

determine critical attributes in the design of system
interfaces.

For example, ALL-IN-l can be used to determine

the information flow between individuals and activities;

it

can also be used to determine the level of the user's skill.
However, there are some drawbacks to using the
dialogue management facilities in ALL-IN-l:
1.

There is a lack of integrity in the use of syntactic
processing facilities.

There are four different

syntactic processing programs for interactive text
manipulation management, and none of them is really
compatible with one another.

The similarity results in

more user confusion than convenient access.
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2.

The use of VMS command procedures have caused tremendous
response delays.

ALL-IN-l is then inadequate in the

support of timely response which an effective dialogue
manageL must support.
3.

The three major facilities are not easy to use for
application developments.

The result is that the

applications often create their own functions to support
both syntactic and semantic processing.

That creates

more inconsistency in the use of application systems.
4.

There is no clear interface between the dialogue
management functions and other functions, which also
leads to confusion in the development of application
systems.

6.4.3 The User Interfdce of the Customized ALL-IN-l
Figure 34 through figure 38 are used to portray the
interaction between the customized ALL-IN-l and the users.
Bear in mind that the selection of the main menu functions,
such as 'EE',

'SD'

and 'SP' which require the specification

of a file name, a data entry form will be invoked.

However,

the invocation of eM will require several calendar forms to
be processed.

The VM option, which is the regular VAX MAIL

system, will not be discussed here.
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What are my Choices?
EE
P
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RU
SP
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EDT
Print
Purge
Runoff
SPELL

SO -

CD
T
DE
DC

-

Show DIR
Change DIR
Type
Delete
Go to $

n
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__ ~_~_:_~ ___ ~_:_~_~_l I

Current Directory and Files
XXXXXX Current Directory XXXXXX

II

II
I, ,I
II
II
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II
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II

VM
CM
HE
EX

-

VAXMAIL
Calender Management
Help for New User
Exit (Return to $)

Enter Choice Here -->

XXXXXXXX Cucreot Files XXXXXXXX
LQP

Delete File: - - - - - -

(Select 2 letters from above)

Name
Title

Time
Day, Date

I
II

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 34. The main menu of the customized
ALL-IN-l. This figure shows the
main menu for the customized
ALL-IN-l. The user simply types
the appropriate letter(s) and
presses carriage return to initiate
the operations. For options other
than VM, eM, HE, and EX, the file
name is entered in the field
designated in the right hand side
panel. VM is a regular VMS mail
system.
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MEETINGS
SC
CH
RE
CA

-

Schedule a meeting
Check status of a meeting you scheduled
Reply to a meeting request
Cancel a meeting you scheduled

Enter the two characters of your choice or keypad 0 to exit screen.

Figure 35. The menu for scheduling meetings
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Figure 36. The screen layout for calendar
management
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figure 37. The profile of a day's activities

Figure 38. The profile of a week's scheduled
activities
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6.5 summary
In this chapter two instances of the generalized
dialogue manager have been reviewed.

Graphics system, such

as UIMS and FLAIR, can also be characterized as generalized
dialogue (graphics) managers.

The strength of the SCREEN

MANAGER is that it reduces the efforts required to develop
the interactive interface, but is weak in the areas of
flexibility and semantic management functionality.

On the

other hand, ALL-IN-l can be viewed as a more complete
dialogue management system since it has more powerful
semantic and syntactic management functions.

However,

ALL-IN-l is inadequate to support the generation and
execution of consistent dialogues due to the deficiencies
described previously.
One important experience obtained from the use of
Screen Manager and ALL-IN-l is that more effective
management of the screen, a syntactic management function,
is necessary.

This function is accomplished through the use

of more advanced technologies, such as window management
tools which partition the screen into several individual
working spaces.

Both Screen Manager and ALL-IN-l are also

built without the concepts of decomposition of the system
into model management, dialogue management, and data
management.

Semantic level functions should be improved to

satisfy more flexible manipulations of the available
dialogue, model, and data management functions.
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SCREEN MANAGER and ALL-IN-1 provide an experimental
environment for the study of components comprising a
generalized dialogue management environment.

Through

designing application systems with the use of these two
tools, the concepts developed in chapter four and the
general dialogue management architecture discussed in
chapter five have been reinforced.

A detailed discussion of

the facilities for a generalized dialogue management
environment will be discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 7
DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES
A successful implementation of a generalized
dialogue management environment requires functions to
support both syntactic and semantic processing and the
completeness of the dialogue model definitions.

There are

two major components in the dialogue management facilities:
dialogue definition construct and dialogue manipulation
functions.
A dialogue definition construct contains
for the execution of dialogue objects.

inform~ti0n

The semantics and

syntax of a dialogue object are defined through the concepts
described in chapter four.

A dialogue object can then be

defined as a dialogue entity with which semantics such as
dependencies and invocation can be defined, and with which a
set of syntax is also associated.

The term "dialogue

object" is used instead of "dialogue entity" for the reasons
of clarity and convenience when used to describe the
execution of semantics and syntax of dialogues.

Dialogue

manipulation functions are functions created to facilitate
the delivery of dialogues.
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They are further divided into
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several categories which will be discussed later.
7.1 Dialogue Definition Constructs
Dialogue definition constructs are the result of the
systematic dialogue modeling process;

they are also defined

with an understanding og the technology available and its
limitations for processing man-computer dialogues.

A

dialogue definition construct is used to represent the
syntactic and semantic attributes of a dialogue object.

The

dialogue definition constructs consist of attributes
necessary for the implementation of a generalized dialogue
management system.

Thus, the dialogue definition constructs

include not only the attributes amplified from the concepts
used for dialogue modeling but also the attributes added for
the sake of real system constraints and efficiency concerns.
A dialogue definition construct is divided into five
sections as follows:

the header section, the static image

section, the syntax control section, the semantic control
section, and the

run~time

dialogue support information.

Table 3 summarizes the description of dialogue definition
constructs.
7.1.1 Header section information
The header section is used to store the general
information for a dialogue object.
following six attributes:

It includes the
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Table 3.

Summary of dialogue definition constructs.

Section

Descriptions

Header

Name, invocation number, date created,
date last modified, and spatial
information such as location and size

Static Image

Lexical elements, video attributes,
reserved area usage

Syntax Control

Dialogue object type, level of
visibility, display attributes,
document attributes, line attributes,
pointers to display buffer, number of
fields, and field attributes

Semantic control

Corresponding dialogue objects for help,
status, error, anq currency, pointers
to buffers, information for interfacing
with model and data managers such
attached model operations and data
access

run-time dialogue Dialogue object location, working buffer
pointer, relative cursor position,
support
overlaid objec"ts
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1.

Name:

A dialogue object must have a logical name for

the purposes of reference.
2.

Sequence number when invoked:

This is a number assigned

dynamically by the dialogue manager.

It is also used

for reference, and as a key for access to increase the
efficiency.
3.

Date on which the dialogue object was defined.

4.

Date on which the definition was last modified.

Both

attributes 5 and 6 are used to record the attributes of
time in the design process.
5.

Spatial information:

The location and the size, such as

upper left row and column, and length and width of the
area to be occupied by the dialogue object, when it is
active.

The definition must be predetermined during the

design stage but can be modified while in the execution
stage.

When it is dynamically adjusted, the information

is filled by the space manager.
7.1.2 Static Image Section Information
The static image of a dialogue object contains the
lexical elements which were designed and will not be changed
during the execution of the dialogue manager.

Examples are

the options for a menu driven command dialogue or item
descriptions for a form driven data entry.
following six attributes:

It includes the
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6.

Video attributes of the whole object, such as reverse
video.

7.

The language used and not to be changed for the dialogue
object when it is active.

8.

Video attributes, such as reverse video or bold, for
various portions of the dialogue object.

For example,

the key of a record (a dialogue object) may be
highlighted by the reverse video of the item
representing the key.
9.

Indicators for the dialogue objects which may use the
area reserved for message management functions, such as
the display of status, help, and error messages.

Their

purpose is to increase the efficiency of the display
control function.

That is, the display control function

will not need to calculate the positions in order to
determine whether to resume some overlaid dialogue
objects when there are messages displayed.
Although graphics and voice are not discussed in
this thesis, definitions 7 and 8 can be easily adjusted for
the use of graphics and voice.

For example, they can be

used to store the graphics pattern and color as well as the
characters set for bit map graphics.

They can also be used

to store the graphics objects delimited by some special
symbols for object oriented graphics, or used to store the
text for voice type operations.
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7.1.3 Syntax Control Section Information
The syntax control section is used to record the
information necessary for the syntactic manager to invoke
proper syntactic functions when a dialogue object is
activated.

This section includes the following number of

definitions:
10. Type of the dialogue object:

Any dialogue object can be

classifed as one of the following types for the purpose
of more efficient use of the syntactic management
functions.
a.

Forced command choice, such as menu, scroll menu,
space menu, function keys.

b.

Free choice and command oriented language entry, such
as a command language and a natural language which
require parsing rules to be specified.

c.

Forced choice data objects which represent a set of
optional data entries within which only one can be
selected.

The dialogue object may correspond to

instances of fields or records in the data base.
d.

Free response data type objects which correspond to
instances of a table or a record of a certain format
requirement in the data base.

All fields of the

record or the tuple are arranged within the same area
such as a window.
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e.

Free response data type objects which correspond to
collections of instances of a record in the data base.
The dialogue objects are to occupy an area within
which a horizontal line is an instance of the record
which further consists of many fields, each of which
has a range and a format requirement.

f.

Free response data type objects which correspond to
documents consisting of any printable characters to be
entered in a specific area.

g.

Combinations of computer system prompts and the user's
answers within a specific area.

This type of dialogue

objects usually ar0 aggregate dialogue entities.

That

is, they can be further decomposed into many dialogue
objects.

The question answer dialogue is one of the

many examples.

It is especially useful for expert

systems using production rules.
h.

Label types of dialogue object used for the purpose of
attraction or instruction.

It is a special instance

of type 'f' defined above but used only for display.
i.

Help types of dialogue objects used to represent help
types of dialogue entities during the semantic
modeling process.

The syntactic operational

characteristics for this type are that they are
special instances of 'f' type but used only for
display, and they can be decomposed into different
levels for the user's access.

There might be a

default area for help types of dialogue objects to be
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displayed, or the location is dynamically allocated by
the space manager.

When the help messages are not

specified in the design stage, the buffer containing
help has to be passed by the calling application
programs.
j.

Error types of dialogue objects used to represent the
error types of dialogue entities.

They are special

instances of 'f' types but used only or display.
There should be a default area for these displaying
types of dialogue, objects.

However, the contents

(syntactic language) have to be dynamically assigned
by the functions which detect the errors.
k.

Status types of dialogue objects used to show the
state of an active process.

The operational

characteristics are similar to those of 'j' types.
1.

Currency types of dialogue objects used to show the
the values of an active data.

The operational

characteristics are similar to those of 'j' types.
m.

Graphics such as bar, trend, pie, gant, and pert
charts.

n.

voice used to indicate the voice type object.

11. Level of visibility:

The dialogue object mayor may not

be designed to remain visible for the purpose of clarity
and integrity of the working space.

The level of

visibility is dependent on the implementation.

For

example, It is appropriate to define two levels of
visibility, on and off, for any dialogue object.

More
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complicated dialogue manipulation, however, may allow
more granulated division, such as '1' standing for
always visible,

'2' standing for visible when active and

staying visible unless overlaid or erased, '3' standing
for visible when invoked but disappearing when not
active.
12. Display attributes for 'd'
dialogue objects:

through 'e' data types of

The dialogue objects may be used for

the purpose of update, inquiry, or search.

The display

attributes, such as display only and entry only, will
vary as the purposes change.
13. Ruler for document types ('f') of dialogue objects such
as decimal tab, right or left justify, right and left
margin.
14. Line attributes for document types ('f') of dialogue
objects such as soft line or centered line.
15. Pointer for command types ('a' and 'b') dialogue
objects:

The pointer is used to point to a buffer

containing legal tokens or the parsing rules.

The legal

tokens or parsing rules are defined during the design
stage.

The default option for the forced type ('a') of

dialogue object is also specified through some special
arrangement, such as keyword or special delimiter.
16. Pointer for forced choice data type ('c') of dialogue
object:

The pointer is used to point to a buffer

containing available data options, which may be static
when they are defined during the design stage, or
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dynamic if they are updated by the semantic manager (the
interface function) during the execution.

The default

option is also specified as in definition 15.
17. number of fields for data ('d' and 'e') types of
dialogue objects.
18. Field attributes:

The name and position of the Nth

field, and its associated video attributes, length,
display attributes, format, range, default, clear
character, and echo.
7.1.4 Semantic Control Section Information
The information necessary for the operations of the
semantic manager includes the dependency between dialogue
objects, the buffer required for interface with other
functions, and the data/model operations to be invoked.
19. The corresponding status dialogue object:

The use of a

status dialogue object is mandatory when a dialogue
procedure is activated.

However, this definition may

not have to be defined if the default status object of
the dialogue manager is selected.
20. The corresponding error dialogue object:

The dialogue

object used to display the error messages when errors
occur in the operations.

The default error dialogue

object may also be used.
21. The corresponding currency dialogue objects:

When a

syntactic function is invoked for data types of dialogue
objects, the currency is used to show the information
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associated with the current instance of the data.

There

may be more than one correspondence specified if the
information is classified.

When the values of data are

changed resulting from the operations, currency is also
used to highlight the changes.

The correspondence may

also be more than one for the latter purpose.
22. The corresponding help dialogue objects used to
communicate the knowledge required for the user to use
the computer system.

Unless specified, the default help

dialogue object maintained by the system should be used.
23. The pointers to the buffers or the buffers themselves
that the contents of messages/status/currency/help are
to be written by the functions invoked or the calling
programs.
24. The pointers used to point to the buffer to interface
with the data and model managers.

That is, there needs

a buffer containing all commands and data for all models
to be invoked, and another buffer used to store results
of the operations in order for the semantic manager to
interface with the model manager.

By the same token, it

is necessary to have the buffers to obtain data from and
to put the data to in order to interface with the data
manager.
25. Screen name:

The name of the screen in which the

dialogue object is to appear.

The screen stands for a

level of strongly related dialogue procedures that
constitute the dialogue context in which the user can
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complete his or her intended tasks.
26. Corresponding record type or relation, and the
corresponding field definitions in the data base or the
file for data ('d' and 'e') types of dialogue objects.
The definitions are very important to the implementation
of interface functions between the dialogue mangement
and model/data management.

The definitions should be

specified by the designer or could be extracted from the
data dictionary of the data base.
27. Attached operations belonging to this dialogue entity:
The completion of the syntactic functions will trigger
the functions of the model and data management, or
another syntactic function.

That is, the resulting

value of the syntactic operations of the user will
determine the conditions under which a proper function
will be invoked.

This definition defines the conditions

and the attached operations.

The alternative

definitions are dependent upon the specific
implementations.
a.

The definitions are used to specify the procedurally
dependent dialogue objects which will have to be
activated right after the operations of the current
dialogue object is completed and the conditions are
satisfied.

More than one dialogue objects which are

functionally dependent on each other may be specified
for different conditions.
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b.

The definitions are used to specify other dialogue
procedures in different screens.

Some conditions are

used to signal the transfer of semantic information
which requires alternative dialogue procedures.
c.

It is possible that the user might specify conditions
such as EXIT or QUIT to return to the previous
originating dialogue object or dialogue procedure When
the current syntactic operations are completed.

d.

The definitions are data and model management
functions to be triggered.

The completion of commands

or data entry are most likely to be used for the
internal data and model management operations.

There

may be more than one function and conditions can be
specified.

For example, the result of a menu

selection may be a set of alternative model
operations.
e.

The definitions are the attached data/model operations
belonging to a field for data ('d' and 'e') types of
dialogue objects.

f.

The definition is a specification of a distinct
dialogue object for a field.

That is, a field may be

defined as the operational results of this dialogue
objected to be invoked.

For example, a field in a

form may be filled by a forced choice type data
selection.
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7.1.5 Run-Time Dialogue Support Information
This section is used to store the information
required by the dialogue manager during the run time when
the dialogue object is activated.

The information is

necessary for the display control function to maintain the
the screen clarity and integrity.
28. Last cursor location of the dialogue object:

This is

used to restore the dialogue image on the screen when
the dialogue object needs to be reactivated.
29. Last buffer location:

There is a need of a pointer for

the last selected option for a command type of dialogue
object, the last updated line of the text buffer, and
the last updated field for data types of dialogue
objects.
30. Corresponding character position in item 28 above.
31. Other dialogue objects overlaid.

7.2 Dialogue Manipulation Functions
Dialogue Manipulation functions are the functions
necessary to support the delivery of man-computer dialogues
through the

US8

of the dialogue definition constructs.

The

functions to be presented are classified in the manner
consistent with the definition of the general dialogue
management architecture presented in chapter 5.

The

following discussions of these functions utilize a format
similar to conventional high level programming languages.
However, the implementation is not restricted to certain
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languages to which the used descriptive formats are similar.
Table 4 summarizes the lower level shared functions.

Table

5 summarizes functions used for space management,
input-output management, message management, and display
control.

Table 6 includes functions for definition

retrieval, data conversion, and interface management.
7.2.1 Lower Level Shared Functions

The lower level shared functions are the functions
used to compose higher level syntactic management functions,
such as the interactive input/output functions, video
handling, and screen maintenance.

The lower level routines,

such as buffer handling functions, may also be shared by
both the syntactic manager and the semantic manager.

It is

not surprising that some of the functions discussed here are
already implemented in some high level programming languages
since the recent development of the programming languages
have adopted many functions frequently used by software
engineers.
7.2.1.1 Screen Maintenance.

The screen maintenance

functions are used to set the cursor to a certain position
on the screen and to erase some portions of the screen.
1.

Set_cursor(x_coordinate,y_coordinate) is used to set the
cursor to the x and y coordinates specified.

2.

Erase_a_line(x_coordinate,y_coordinate) is used to erase
a line on a screen.
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Table 4.

Summary of lower level functions.

attributes positions

character

string

video

function
Sc!:een
maintenance

Interactive
I/O

set cursor
erase a
line erase_part
- line
erasescreen

read_a_chal:
put_a_chal:
read a string
put_a_string

buffer
handling

video
handling

delete
character
from string
copy string
shift text strIng
string
concate
Scan
longstring_
for
shortstring
!setreverse video - on
$et
reverse
video off
set
density
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3.

Erase_part_line(x_coordinate,y_coordinate,length) is
used tp erase a part of a line.

4.

Erase_screen(x_coordinate,y_coordinate) is used to erase
a part of or the whole screen.

7.2.1.2 Interactive Text Input/Output Manipulation.

The

interactive input/output functions are used to read or put a
printable character to the display monitor as well as to
read and put a text string to the display monitor.

The

following set of alternative functions are nevertheless
incomplete;

the important.characteristic is that they are

system dependent and can vary from one configuration to
another.

New functions are often required when new

technologies are developed.
5.

Read a character is a function to read a character
without echoing the character on the screen and returns
a character to the calling fUnctions.

7.

put_a_character(character) is a function that receives a
character and displays it on the screen.

8.

Read_a_string(x_coordinate, y_coordinate, text_string)
is a function to receive a text string from the user at
a certain location of the screen.

9.

put_a_string(x_coordinate, y_coordinate, text_string)
a function to put a text string onto the screen.

is
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7.2.1.3 Buffer handling.

The buffer handling

functions are used to move or copy the text string in the
memory handling.

They include:

10. Copy_string(in_string, outstring) to copy the instring
to the outstring.

This function can be expanded if

different types of strings need different handling
methods.
11. Delete_character_from_string(text_string, position,
length) is a function to delete a character from a text
string at a certain position.
12. Shift_text_string(text_string,postion,length,direction)
is used to shift the text string to the specified
direction from a certain position for the length
specified.
13. String_concate(instringl,instring2,outstring) is used to
concatenate two text strings into one.
14. Scan_longstring_for_shortstring(long_string,
short_string) is used to find the location of the short
text string in the long one.
7.2.1.4 Video handling.

The video handling

functions are used to set the video attributes of some
portions of the screen.
15. Set_reverse_video on and Set_reverse_video_off are used
to turn the reverse on before certain text are displayed
on the screen.
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16. Set_desity(desity) is used to change the density.
7.2.2 Space Management
The space management functions are used to maintain
the area for the dialogue objects.

They include:

17. Create_display_area(dialogue_object_name) is used to
denote the area to be used by the dialogue object.
18. Erase_display_area(dialogue_object_name) is used to
dispose the dialogue object so as to clear the area
occupied.
19. Move_dialogue_object(dialogue_object_name) is used to
move a dialogue object from one area to another.
7.2.3 Presentation Management
The presentation management functions are used to
present the dialogue objects in their dedicated area in a
certain format.

They include:

20. Display_dialogue_object_image(dialogue_object_name) is
used to display the static image of a dialogue object
within the area specified.
21. Display_dialogue_object_result(dialogue_object_name,
buffer_pointer) is used to display the results of the
internal operations.
7.2.4 Graphics/voice Managment
Although graphics and voice management functions are
not the emphasis of this thesis, some functions can be
easily identified.

They are the functions to set the color
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Table 5. Summary of space management, presentation
management, input-output management, message
management, and display control

.
Dialogue Object
purpose

general

command

data

message

space
create
management
display_
area
erase
display_
area
move
dialogue
object Presenta- display_
dialogue_
tion
management
object_
image
display_
dialogue_
object_
result
put_error
put_status
put_currency
put_help

message
management

get_a_
get_a_field get inputfield command 1
output
get_
for a
management
command 2
dialogue_
object
get_data 1
get_data - 2
get_ data - 3
get data - 4
ge(~data - 5

display
control

r~

c rc'c r~

layout
L--.._

l

initiate
dialogue
object res U!TIr1 -

-

I

I

I

I!
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attributes, to draw the figures composed of lines, boxes,
and circles, and to display text.

High level graphic

functions are required to paint the bar chart, the pie
chart, or the gantt chart.
7.2.5 Message management
The message management functions are used to display
the errors, status, currencies, and help.

They include:

22. Put_error(error_dialogue_object, pointer_to_buffer) is
used to display the error messages.

When the

error_dialogue_object is not specified, the default
error dialogue object will be used.

When the pointer to

the buffer containing the error messages is not
specified, the one specified in che definition construct
will be used.
23. Put_status(status_dialogue_object, pointer_to_buffer)
used to display the status of the system functions.

is
The

operational characteristics are similar to those in 22.
24. Put_currency(currency_dialogue_object,
pointer_to_buffer) is used to display the currency of
the data to the currency_dialogue_object.

Both the

passing parameters have to be specified since they are
determined dynamically.
25. put_help(help_dialogue_object, pointer_to_buffer) is
used to display the help messages stored in the buffer.
The operational characteristics are similar to those
specified in 22.
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7.2.6 Interactive Input/Output Management
The interactive input and output management
functions are used to support the command and data entries.
The following discussions are thus divided into the command
processors and the data processors.
7.2.6.1 Command Processors.

There are two command

processors used to process the command entry:
26. Get command_l (command_dialogue_object_name,
command_selected, status) is used to accept the name of
the forced choice command dialogue object, process the
command entry through various available interaction
mechanisms, and return the command selected and the
status.

The interaction mechanisms referred to are

function keys, typing selection, first letter of the
option, and the mouse.

This function should include the

validating function to ensure that the entries are
syntactically correct.
27. Get_command_2(dialogue_object_name,
pointer_to_command_buffer) is used to process the 'b'
type command dialogue object and returns the pointer to
the buffer which contains the valid commands.

Parsing

the command string according to the rules should also be
a part of this function.
7.2.6.2 Data Processors.

The data processors are

used to process the data types of dialogue object.
are:

They
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28. Get_a_field( field_id, buffer) is used to accept the
data entry for a particular field.
in the buffer.

The result is stored

All text manipulation methods applicable

to a line should also be valid when the data entry is
performed.

This function can be expanded to the four

functions listed below if the format validation is
implemented.

The last two functions should also include

range validation.
Get_Nth_field_X(field_id,buffer) for alphanumeric type
Get_Nth_field_A(field_id,buffer) for alphabetic type
Get_Nth_field_I(field_id,buffer) for integer type
Get_Nth_field_R(field_id,buffer) for real type
29. Get_a_field_for_a_dialogue_object( dialogue_object,
field_id, buffer) is used to accept the data entry for a
particular field of a particular dialogue object.

It is

identical to the previous function except that this
function is very useful when used to accept the key
field for data base query or update.

That is, the key

field is entered by the user and then used to retrieve
the data from the data base before the whole dialogue
object can be processed by the next function.
30. Get data 1 (data_dialogue_object_name, command_selected,
status) is for accepting the name of the forced choice
data dialogue object, process the data entry through
various available interaction mechanisms, and return the
data selected and the status.
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31. Get_Data_2(dialogue_object_name, pointer_to_buffer,
mode) is to used to process the d type dialogue object
with a pointer pointing to the buffer which contains the
actual text which mayor may not exist at the time this
function is invoked.

Its basic component is

Get_Nth_Field_Type which can be used to read and
validate the field entry.

It returns the pointer which

points to the updated buffer.

The mode is used to

specify the operations allowed, such as insert and
display.
32. Get_Data_3(dialogue_object_name, pointer_to_buffer,mode)
is similar to the function describe above but is used
for the e type of dialogue object.
li~e

It will facilitate

to line operations although all fields are in the

same line.

Its basic component is also the same as the

above function but the control logic is designed to
process many record instances including toggling between
fields of the same or different records, and scrolling
the display buffer within the area if the number of
instances are greater than the number of lines.
33. Get_Data_4(dialogue_object_name, pointer_to_buffer,mode)
is similar to the function 31 but is used for f type of
dialogue objects.
be applicable.

All text manipulation methods should

This function can be viewed as a window

editor which facilitates the creation of a document
within a limited area on the screen.
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34. Get_Data_5(dialogue_object_name,in_text,return_buffer)
is used for the 'g' type of dialogue object.

It will

display the in text in the area specified and accept the
entry to store in the return buffer.

The display and

entry will be maintained within the area, including
scrolling the lines if the area if full.

This function

can be expanded as in function 28 so that validation can
be performed.
7.2.7 Display Control
The display control includes functions used to
maintain the screen integrity:
35. Initiate_dialogue_object(dialogue_object_name) is used
to perform initialization before a dialogue object can
become active.

The function includes disposing the

dialogue objects according to the definition constructs,
and updating the run-time objects table in order to keep
track of what current dialogue objects are on the screen
and the image information such as which one is overlaid
and which is active.
36. Resume_screen_layout is used to update the screen when a
dialogue object is de-activated.

That is, this function

is used to make sure that the overlaid dialogue object
is restored to its original shape.
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Table 6. Summary of functions for definition
retrieval, data conversion, and
interface management.

purpose

functions

dialogue
definition
retrieval

retrieve general definitions
retrieve-command-definitions
retrieve-data definitions
retrieve=help=information
retrieve_message

data
conversion

from char to int
from int to char
from-real to char
from char-to real
convert recordl to record2

interface
management

create a record in'database
retrieve-nth field
update nth fIeld
retrieve dIalogue object data
update dIalogue object data
invoke-model
i ni!oke =syn tact i c=-manager
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7.2.8 Dialogue Definition Retrieval
The dialogue definition retrieving function is used
to access the dialogue definition constructs in the
definition data base.

Since different information for

different types of dialogue objects can be stored in the
same field, different functions are needed to access the
data base.
37. Retrieve_general_definitions is used to retrieve the
information in the header section and the image section.
38. Retrieve command definitions is used to retrieve the

-

-

definitions for command oriented dialogue objects.
39. Retrieve data definitions is used to retrieve the
definitions for data types of dialogue objects.
40. Retrieve_help_information is used to access the help
definitions.
41. Retrieve_message is used to retrieve the messages if
they are stored in an external file.
7.2.9 Data Conversion
The data conversion functions are used by both the
semantic manager and the syntactic manager to convert the
data of one type to another.
42. From_char_to int(text_tring, integer, status) is used to
convert an alphanumeric text string to an integer, and
status will show whether the conversion is successfully
completed.
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43. From_int_to__ char(integer,text_string, status) is the
opposite of the function 42.
44. From_char_to_real(text_tring,real_number,status) is
similar to the function 42 except that it will convert
the text string to a real number.
45. From real to char(real number, text_string, status) is
the opposite of the function 44.
46. Convert_recordl_to_record2 (record1, record2,
convert_def) is used to convert the data of record type
1 to record type 2 based on the conversion definitions
stored in the buffer pointed to by convert_def.

The

conversion definitions can be obtained from the data
manager.
7.2.10 Interface Management
The interface management functions are necessary for
an integrated information system consisting of the data,
model, and dialogue managers.

The number of the functions

to facilitate the interface can be numerous.

However, only

the basics are presented in this section.
47. Create_a_record_in_database(dialogue_object_name) is
used to create a record or a relation in the data base.
48. retrieve_nth_field(dialogue_object_name,key,buffer) is
used to retrieve the data of the nth field of the input
dialogue object's corresponding record in the data base.
The item 26 in the definition construct is key to this
function.
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49. update_nth_field(dialogue_object_name,key,buffer) is
used to update the contents of the nth field of the
input dialogue object's corresponding record in the data
base.
50. Retrieve_dialogue_object._data(dialogue_object_name,key,
pointer_to_buffer) is used to retrieve the data for the
dialogue object from its corresponding record in the
data base.
51. Update_dialogue_object_data(dialogue_object_name,key,
pointer_to_buffer) is used to update the contents of the
dialogue object's corresponding record in the data base.
52. Invoke_model (model_name, pointer_to_in_buffer,
pointer_to_out_buffer) is used to invoke a model in the
morlel base.

The input data to the model is stored in

the buffer pointed by the pointer_to_in_buffer, and
results will be stored in the buffer pointed by the
pointer_to_out_buffer.
53. Invoke_syntactic_manager(instructions) is used by the
semantic manager to instruct the syntactic manager to
perform proper syntactic operations.

The

implementation, however, may eliminate this function if
the flow control function assumes total control over the
operations of both the semantic manager and the
syntactic manager.
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7.3 Towards A Dialogue Management System
A generalized dialogue management system is used to
facilitate the delivery of effective man-computer dialogues.
From the perspective of dialogue design, a dialogue
management system is like a database management system,
which assumes responsibilities for data storage and
retrieval so that in application developments the designer
does not have to deal with the procedural complexities
involved.

The purpose of the dialogue management system is

to release the application programs from dealing with the
complexities of the interactive man-computer dialogue design
imposed by differences in the information technology, the
user, and the task environment.

The major constituents are

the dialogue profiling language (DPL) and the dialogue
manipulation language (DML).
The dialogue profiling language is used to describe
the schema of the man-computer dialogues and the attributes
of the dialogue definition constructs.

This is very similar

to the data definition language in data management;

the

dialogue schema can be used to define the hierarchical
structure of the dialogue procedures which further consists
of procedurally or functionally dependent dialogue entities.
The attributes of a dialogue entity are recorded in the
definition data base for dialogue definition constructs.
The process of defining dialogue profiling languages for
application systems can be supported through the use of an
interactive dialogue definition generator.

The resulting
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language descriptions are to be stored in the dialogue
schema knowledge base.
It is important to know that a dialogue definition
construct, with the exception of the information in the
semantic control section, can be used to represent more than
one conceptual entity.

That is, several semantically

different dialogue objects which are to have the same syntax
should be able to share the information stored in the
syntactic section, the image section, and the general
section of a dialogue definition construct.

This

sharability is achieved by the flexibility incorporated in
the dialogue definition constructs.

The design of dialogue

profiling languages then has to support the mapping process
required for determining the semantics of a dialogue object.
The benefits of shared definitions are the savings in the
storage, but with the associated costs of searching and
mapping.
The dialogue manipulation language is an intelligent
language interface used to invoke the dialogue management
functions.

This language may be used to support the

processing of a whole dialogue procedure or a single
dialogue object.

Experience with the use of dialogue

definition constructs and the dialogue manipulation
functions discussed in the previous two sections contribute
to the finalization of both the dialogue profiling language
and the dialogue manipulation language.
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7.4 Summary
In this chapter, detailed descriptions of dialogue
definition constructs and dialogue manipulation functions
have been presented.

The use of dialogue management

facilities is critical to the development of interactive
systems.

The benefits include a structured approach to

designing the man-computer dialogues, more consistent
computer system dialogues, simplified programming efforts
through the use of clearer dialogue definitions and function
calls, and an increasing sharability of dialogues between
different application systems.

The discussions of dialogue

management facilities also serve as a foundation for the
development of the Dialogue Profiling Language and the
Dialogue Manipulation Language.

CHAPTER 8
DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT IN A
DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC MAIL ENVIRONMENT
Current developments in office automation systems
include the computerized support for managerial,
administrative, and clerical activities.

Most common

applications include document processing systems, task
management tools, financial/accounting analysis packages,
graphics generators, and electronic mail systems.

There is

also an emerging need to provide an integrated shell for
different applications.

One of the critical issues involved

in the design of such a shell is the inter-operability of
computer dialogues across different applications in the same
or different software (operating systems) and hardware
configurations.
The objective of an inter-operable environment is to
provide standards for common physical and functional
interfaces across different system settings.

In an

inter-connected work station environment, inter-operability
also means transparency in the files and messages transfer
regardless of the network software and hardware differences.
In order to obtain inter-operability, the man-computer
203
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dialogue design has to ensure both completeness and
consistency in the modeling of dialogue semantics and
syntax.

At the syntax level, the design has to support

consistencies in the use of interaction methods and
different interaction mechanisms, the language designation,
the screen layout, and language rules.

At the semantics

level, the selection of the dialogue objects, determination
of the inter-dependencies, and formulation of the dialogue
procedures will facilitate the user's understanding of the
systems' behavior.

The execution of dialogues relies on the

facilities for generalized dialogue management.

As a

result, the dialogues between the user and application
systems are interoperable despite the heterogeneity of the
environment.
8.1 A Need for Homogeneous Mail Access: MASH
Among various office applications, the electronic
mail system is a unique opportunity to exploit the utilities
of a general dialogue management to facilitate the
generation of an inter-operable office environment.

There

are several reasons:
1.

Electronic mail is the basic tool supporting modern
office activities, since various office studies have
indicated that interpersonal communications account for
more than thirty five percent of daily activities.
provides a good opportunity for studying
interoperability in an office environment.

It
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2.

The functional requirements of electronic mail systems,
such as creation and retrieval of mail, are complicated
at both the semantic and syntactic levels so that the
results of the implementation are useful to facilitate
further incorporation of other applications in the
office environment.

3.

Recent efforts to develop office application packages
have not addressed the need to interconnect different
work stations in terms of the support for message and
file transfers.

The degree of success that an

electronic mail system would achieve is dependent on the
degree of transparency and user friendliness of the
interface design.
8.1.1 MASH: Mail Access Supporting Heterogeneity
MASH, which stands for Mail Access Supporting
Heterogeneity, is intended to provide a homogeneous
environment to support inter-office communication needs on
heterogeneous workstation settings.

MASH is an integrated

set of office tools for sending, receiving and storing
messages electronically.

MASH can be used by any authorized

person or persons by means of an identification number and a
password.

Mail and copies of mail can be sent to other

authorized users of the inter-connected work stations in the
same or different locations.
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MASH is serviced by one or more central computers
acting as Mail-Servers.
individual users.

A Mail-Server keeps track of the

It allows sending and receiving messages

among the connected users, and will temporarily store
messages for users who are not currently connected.

The

Mail-Server also archives all mail transmitted over the
network.

There are mail drivers on both the work stations

and the mail servers.

Themail drivers on the workstation

are responsible for establishing sessions with a selected
mail server on the network.

Themail drivers on the mail

server are responsible for transmitting mail and dispatching
mail to the proper electronic mail package.

This

arrangement is necessary since there may be more than one
electronic mail packages available for a mail server to
transmit mail.

Themail driver of the local work station

will also send verification messages to the sender when mail
is received.
8.1.2 MASH Environment
Figure 39 depicts the existing heterogeneity of the
prototype environment.
workstation capability;

Several devices can represent the
these devices represent both

current and emerging micro-based workstation technologies,
and also reflect a variety of operating systems software.
Through the use of a local area network or a long haul
communication link, such as SYTEK or DDN (Defense Data
Network), various mail servers are used to support message
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exchange between the workstations.

Thesemail servers are

used to archive and transmit mail when messages are sent to
and from a work station.
In addition, users are also heterogeneous.

Typical

MASH users include secretarial staff, managers, and
technical staff.

Thus, the objective of the design of MASH

dialogues is to hide the complexity of information
technology from the users, and to provide consistent and
easy-to-use dialogue methods for the users.

DDN

Figure 39. The MASH prototype environment
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The selected work stations for implementation
includes the NCR-Decision-Mate-V, IBM-PC, XEROX-STAR, and
ATT-PC-6300.

MS-DOS operating system was selected for its

functionality and the support of most office work stations.
The mail hosts used were VAX 780 by Digital Equipment
Corporation and TOWER by National Cash Register Corporation.
The local area network used was SYTEK which supports broad
bandwidth local communication.

The long haul network to be

connected is the DDN, Defense Data Network, which is a
network that evolved from APARNET.

The initial user

environment includes several selected offices in the
Information System Command of the United States Army at Ft.
Huachuca, Arizona.
8.1.3 MASH

~unctional

Overview

The MASH is a system that can run on the user's
workstation.

MASH facilitates immediate delivery of

messages and responses, even over long distances.

It

provides economical and secure storage of messages, and
enables electronic search based on keywords, subject or
actual content.

MASH also facilitates security control for

access to the system and retrieval of information.
Each individual user has his/her own logical
workstation.

These workstations are equipped with software

which is used to facilitate the interface and the mail
driver functions.

All the workstations communicate via data

transmission networks, either by dedicated networks or
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through telephone lines.

A user will send and receive his

messages from his personal workstation.

Interaction between

the user and the system will be through menus displaying the
available options, and dedicated function keys to execute
the selections.
mhe workstation will maintain private mailboxes.
These mailboxes contain the messages being created or
received by the specific user or user group.

The

workstation will also allow maintenance of some standard
information about the user, e.g.
etc.

identification, nickname

The information is to be stored either on diskettes

(floppy disks) or on high speed file devices (hard disks).
A message consists of standard fields and the
message text itself.

Standard fields indicate the sender,

the addressee, the subject, etc.

Some of these standard

fields are automatically filled out by the information
supplied in the user profile described above.

Others, like

keyword and subject must be filled out for the individual
message.

A word processing facility has to be provided for

the creation and editing of the free text part of the
message.
The display is divided into windows to provide a
user friendly interaction.

A window occupies a part of the

screen and contains a certain type of information.

That is,

a window is used for the handling of a dialogue object
curing the man-computer dialogue process.

Windows are used

as the view ports for the system to communicate information
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to the user, and also as the working space for the user to
create the mail.

Examples of windows are the menu window

showing the available selections, the header window showing
the standard header fields of a message, and the message
window showing the text of the message.

Three obvious

advantages of this window organization (konsynski 1984) are:
1.

The windows can be used to represent various dialogue
objects required for the use of the mail system.

2.

The organization of the windows can help the user to
find a certain type of information on the screen.

The

overall screen layout can then be better designed.
3.

Changes can be made in one window without affecting the
rest of the display where the user is working on a
message.
8.2 INTEROPERABLE COMPUTER DIALOGUES
(ICD) Methodology
A methodology was devised to support the design of

Interoperable Computer Dialogues (ICD) in the
mciro-workstation environment.

rCD methodology emphasizes

the use of effective work-bench tools to facilitate various
design stages:

the profiling of environmental attributes,

transformation of these attributes into valid dialogue
models, the generation of dialogues, and the execution of
dialogues.

These tools are obtained or developed as parts

of a generalized dialogue management environment.
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To profile the environmental attributes, on-site
interviews and evaluation of current operations have to be
conducted.

In addition, tools such as ALL-IN-l can be

utilized as it was discussed in chapter 6.

The

transformation, however, still relies on the expert
knowledge of the designer.

Nevertheless, these functions

can be facilitated through the use of expert systems.

The

most important characteristics of leD methodology are the
use of dialogue model generator and the dialogue management
function library to support the generation and execution of
dialogues.
The following sections describe in detail the leD
methodology.

leD methodology has proven to be useful to the

design of MASH dialogues.

The current trend in the

development of computing technologies focuses on clustered
workstations and file/computation severs.

One key issue is

the distribution of model, data, and dialogue functions to
the workstation and the server.

Since the dialogue

management functions are ideally located on the workstation,
the reD methodology will also be useful to support the
design of computer dialogues in a clustered workstation
environment.
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8.2.1 The Dialogue Management Environment to Support MASH
Dialogues
An environment similar to the one described in
chapter 5 is used to support the design of MASH dialogues.
Figure 40 depicts the overall components, which include a
manual analysis and the use of ALL-IN-l as the front end to
study the requirements, a series of manual design transforms
to generate the dialogue management functions and dialogue
concepts data base, a window editor and a word processor
used to generate the window (dialogue objects) definitions,
and a callable library of dialogue management functions to
support man-computer interaction.

8.2.2 Profiling Environmental Attributes
A series of on-site observations were conducted at
the Army's Ft.
implemented.

Huachuca offices, where MASH was
The current forms used were collected, and the

current procedures to transmit mail were evaluated.

The

results were a primitive set of facts of the current manual
mail system.

In order to accelerate the analysis, ALL-IN-I

was then used to study alternative computerized mail. systems
that would suit the objectives.

The targeted users were

asked to use the E-Mail prototypes so that the attributes of
the task and th8 user could be obtained.

The study of the

computer environment was carried out in a manual form in
order to profile the attributes of different work stations
described in the previous section.
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(INFO TECH)

ENVIRONMENT
INTERFACE

J..
FEU: MANUAL ANALYSIS & ALL-IN-l

INTERFACE
CONTROL
MANAGEMENT

DIALOGUE
GENERATION

GTTRIBUTES DATABAy
~

ICM: MANUAL TRANSFORM BY EXPERT

--1------WINDOW FUNCTION
GENERATION (MANUAL)

_

~DOW

WINDOW DEFINITION
GENERATOR

LlBRA9--

'>¥
DIALOGUE
EXECUTION

WINDOW MANAGEMENT
I
S."NTACTIC PROCESSING I SEMANTIC PROCESSING

MASH
USER INTERFACE
DATA, MODEL, AND COMMUNICATION
MANAGEMENT

figure 40.

The dialogue management environment
for MASH
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8.2.2.1 Profiling the Information Technology Environment.
The study of the attributes of intended computer
configurations consists of an investigation of display
attributes and the communication requirements for all
workstations.

Most of the information was obtained from the

technical reference manual and the findings were used
subsequently for the development of lower level functions.
8.2.2.2 Profiling Task and User Environments.

The

screen depicted below represents the initial screen that is
viewed by a user of the customized ALL-IN-l prototype.

Two

mail systems are available to the user, VAXMAIL and ALL IN 1
Mail.

The VAXMAIL is the basic primitive messaging support

in the VAX environment.

No modifications were made to this

system beyond the necessary interface hooks to facilitate
invocation and return to this initial state.

The AM mail

system is a customized variant of the robust mail support of
the ALL IN 1 system.

The modifications reflect the special

requirements of the Army.

These include:

1.

Formal and Informal message support.

2.

Direct addressees (TO or action addresses) and
informational (carbon copies) addresses.

3.

Attachment of documents created in a word processing
mode.
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4.

Capture of special designation codes and base and Army
level identifiers.

U

S

A

I

S

C

Experimental Electronic Mail/Message System
AN

ALL IN 1 Mail
(A new option - a dedicated mail system for Ft. Huachuca
is now available under AM)

CM

Calendar Management

VM

VAX Mail

EX

Exit Workstation

Enter selection and press RETURN
OR press the HELP key for help.

Figure 41. The main menu of the customized
ALL-IN-l MASH.

Figure 42 contains a screen definition that depicts
the capture of the basic user profile information that is
used in managing the user's records.

Any special numbers

and identifiers that are necessary in sending or receiving
messages are elicited and recorded at this point.

Note,

that this will basically be a one time activity, unless
important information regarding job function changes.
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USA
MAIL HEADER
CODE
NUjBER

J

NAME

I

S

C

STAFF NUMBER

I

SHORT,NAME

LABEL NUMBER

I LAjEL I

###### &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (******,---) @

I!!!

You need to enter the CODE, NAME, SHORT NAME, STAFF NUMBER, AND LABEL:
CODE ($)
NAME (&)
SHORT NAME (*):
STAFF (-)
LABEL (@)
If the name is different from what is displayed, enter the name
you want.
Use the <TAB> key to advance and <BACK SPACE> key to
back up one field. When finished, press <RETURN> key

Figure 42. The form for profiling mail
attributes.

Whenever a message is to be transmitted, the user
has to provide important distribution information.

The

screen depicted below represents the capture of information.
Attributes of the message are first acquired.

Next, the

identification of any keywords or subject identification
takes place.
The next activity is the identification of the
addressed entities.

There are two types of addressees:

those that are directly addressed for action activities
(TO:) and those addressed for informational or "carbon
copied" (CC:) purposes.

Each addressee is keyed in and the

system will validate the entity as a legal address in the
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mail system.

However, this may not be possible in

inter-network mail environments.

The formal name of the

addressed entity is provided for validation by the user.
Once the addressed entities have been identified,
the user may specify the attachment of a document.

If a

document name is specified, the system will proceed to
"deliver" the document with the informational headers to the
addressed entities.

If a document is not specified, the

system moves into an edit mode with the header information
showing at the top of the screen.
message.

The user then creates the

The message is "delivered" when the user completes

the typing and issues a special function key.

KEYS:
Enter one or more addressees to receive message:
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
Enter one or more addressees to receive carbon copies:

ee:
ee:
ee:
ee:
ee:
ee:

The document to be attached:
(If no, just press <RETURN> here)
Use the <TAB> key to advance from KEYS field to TO fields, and then use the
<RETURN> key to advance next TO field. When finish, hit another <RETURN>

Figure 43. The form for specifying mail
attributes. (Mail distribution
attributes in the ALL-IN-1 MASH).
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8.2.2.3 Interaction in using ALL-IN-l as the Front End.

The

following four figures (figures 44-47) depict the
transmission of a message with or without a document
attachment.

U

S

A

I

S

c

Experimental Electronic Mail/Message System
AM

ALL IN 1 Mail
(A new option of a dedicated mail system for Ft. Huachuca
is now available under AM)

CM

Calendar Management

VM

VAX Mail

EX

Exit Workstation

am
Enter selection and press RETURN
OR press the HELP key for help.

Figure 44. The entry of the main menu.
'am' option is entered in the
main menu of the ALL-IN-l MASH.
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USA
MAIL HEADER
CODE

j

NUjBER

NAME

I

I

S

C

STAFF NUMBER
SHORT1NAME

I

LAyEL

ffilet &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& (******,---) @

LABEL NUMBER

I

II!!

You need to enter the CODE, NAME, SHORT NAME, STAFF NUMBER, AND LABEL:
CODE ($)
M
NAME (&)
Jack Sheppard
SHORT NAME (*): Jacks
STAFF (-)
155
LABEL (@)
L
If the name is different from what is displayed, enter the name
you want.
Use the <TAB> key to advance and <BACK SPACE> key to
back up one field. When finished, press <RETURN> key

Figure 45. The endtry of the profiling form
(in the ALL-IN-l MASH).

r

M Jack Sheppard (jacks,155)
Aug 12, 1984
KEYS: !mail!workstation!
Enter one or more addressees to receive message:
TO:
konsynski
Benn Konsynski
TO:
Kuo
Bob Kuo
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
Enter one or more addressees to receive carbon copies:
CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:

~

L:24

The document to be attached: Mailpro.doc
(If no, just press <RETURN> here)
Use the <TAB> key to advance from KEYS field to TO fields, and then use the
<RETURN> key to advance next TO field. When finish, hit another <RETURN>
~

Figure 46. The entry of the specification form.
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~M

Jack Sheppard (jacks,lSS)
Aug 12, 1984
KEYS: !mail!workstation!
Enter one or more addressees to receive message:
Benn Konsynski
TO:
konsynski
TO:
Kuo
Bob Kuo
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
TO:
Enter one or more addressees to receive carbon copies:
Kaplan
Ray Kaplan
CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:

~

L:24

The document to be attached:
(If no, just press <RETURN> here)
Use the <TAB> key to advance from KEYS field to TO fields, and then use the
<RETURN> key to advance next TO field. When finish, hit another <RETURN>

Figure 47. The entry of to-be-attached
document.

8.2.3 Manual Design Transform and Function Generation
Based on the attributes obtained for the work
stations, a set of lower level functions were then
programmed.

The implementation of these lower level

funccions were first carried out on VAX for the VT100 series
terminals.

The experience with the first implementation was

used to build programming modules in the MS-DOS environment
using MS-PASCAL.

The lower level functions are very similar

to those discussed in chapter 7.
The activities performed through ALL-IN-l were
recorded and analyzed.

Several discussions were held

between the designers and the manager of the user group.
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The

are important attributes in the use of an

~esults

electronic mail system.
1.

mail:

They include:

a mail has static attributes such as headers, and

dynamic attributes, such as contents.
2.

create/read mail:

the activities to create and read a

mail message.
3.

send mail:

mail is accumulated before it is sent

according to some pre-determined time interval or the
number specified.

However, the user is allowed to

supersede the existing priorities.
4.

retrieve mail:

the mail is retrieved from the mail

server according to some pre-determined time interval or
upon the invocation of the user.
5.

mail box:
or sent.

A mail box is used to store the mail created
There are four mail boxes:

for mail created

but not sent, for mail sent, for mail received but not
read, and for mail read.
6.

profile:

the attributes required for any user to use

the mail system include the user's name, mail host
account, mail priority, etc.

These attributes are used

as default values when a mail is created.
7.

addressees list:

the list used to store the most

frequent addressees of a work
8.

reply/forward mail:

sta~ion.

the user must be allowed to reply

or forward the received mail.
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9.

user attributes:

Most potential users are secretaries,

but managers and executives are also likely to use the
mail system.

Typical users are inexperienced, and have

little knowledge of computers.
8.2.4 The Window Definition Generator
There are two editors that are used to facilitate
the definitions of windows.
dialogue object.

A window is used to represent a

The dialogue model is designed prior to

the use of the editors.

The window editor is used to

describe the spatial information and the static image of a
window.

There is no facility in the window editor to define

attributes such as reverse video.

General section

information and syntax control section information such as
command and field definitions are defined through the LIse of
any regular editor.

The definitions are stored in separate

files due to the use of two different definition generators.
However, a more complete dialogue definition generator is
being developed for the Unix operating system environment.
The following two figures (figures 48-49) depict the
use of the window editor.

The designer first has to specify

the position of the window on the screen.
the size and enters the static image.

He then specifies

The window editor

allows modification of the window definitions for both the
image and the location.
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*3*******,***************,*****,*
*the third window.
•

*

*us~d to portray th~ d~finltion •
*of windows
*1---------------------------.
:1234567890123456789012345678:
:2he use of th~ window ~ditor:***** •• *rr**********"**t**.

***

:4ursor has to b~ mov~d to
:5he location of the window.
:6he size is then defined
:7y further moving th~ cursor
:80 the direction the
:gesign~r wants
nother
:04
dow
*----------------------------*

----------*

:G4
*-------------------*
Move cursor to locate NORTHWEST

figure 48.

corn~r

of WIndow. F18=fiK

F5=e .. Jt

The window definition editor

11-----------------**eI3-------MAIN MENU
CALENDAR
Septembet- 198',
:------------------:: ~~eyword:
'F): MAIN
" S~lb.1ect:
:----------------------:
'F2 CREATE/SEND:: From:
S M T l~ T F S
1 ~-----------------t
~F3:' READ
:*eI4--------------:
4 5 6 7 8 :-----------------~
:------------------:*e16--------------:
c·
.-: F 4:' Prof lIe
9 1(, 11 1::: 13 14 15
<F5:· Local Li stG4: :
16 17 18 19 :0 21 ~::
2::. 24 25 26 27 28 29
0

0

00
00

*------------------*:

*e17----------------------------------:

31:IG4

:-----------------~

*:--------------------------------*
PROFILE
Name:
Nickname:

*eI8-----------------------: I DIt:
Mess/Conf:
It Mess. Held:
Formal (F) IInformal ( J ) :
Classified(C)/Unclassified(U):

o

:-----------------~

~~~------------------------*-~~:~~:~~~:==~~:-~~--------------!-----------------I

Fl=add F'2=del F'3=edit ->ne::t <-prev F5=quit F6=full F7=calcul F'10=e::lt

figure 49.

The screen layout after windows are defined
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8.2.5 Callable Window Functions for Dialogue Management
A group of window management functions are designed
on the top of the lower level functions.

These window

management functions are similar to those defined in chapter
7.

Due to the limitations imposed by the micro computing

environment, several semantic control management functions
are not implemented as a part of the tools kit.

The most

important functions implemented are the interactive
input/output command processors and the data processors.
The space management functions for controlling the windows
are also useful to support the man-computer dialogue design
of MASH.

Several functions are designed to facilitate

message management.

The dialogue definition retrieval is

accomplished through sever.al functions to load and search
for the definitions.
There is a function implemented but not discussed in
the previous chapter, the mapping of a window to its
semantic entity.

Some windows used in the MASH system are

shared, and this mapping function is used to find the right
window for the requested dialogue entity.

Since the

semantics are controlled by the main MASH software module
instead of the window manager, the mapping function performs
a straight search of the right window by the name of the
requested window.
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8.1 The MASH Software
The MASH software relies to a great extent on the
window management functions in the window function library.
Each MASH dialogue entity is presented as a "window" which
contains lexical elements to convey the semantics
assoicated.
defined.

Dependencies between "windows" are also

There are also a set of data managment functions

designed to facilitate mail document storage and retrieval
on the work stations.

Due to the limitations of the

dialogue management functions and data management functions,
parts of the MASH software are used for the control of
dialogue and data functions.

Since the emphasis of this

thesis is dialogue management, functions such as data
management and communication management will not be
discussed.

The dialogue

functio~s

software are display control,
control.

carried out by the MASH

interface management, and flow

Figure 50 represents the overall software

architecture of the MASH system.
8.4 The MASH Dialogue Model
The dialogue objects can be understood through their
semantic and syntactic aspects which were discussed in
chapter 4 and later used in chapter 7 to discuss the concept
of the dialogue constructs.

In the following, the MASH

dialogue model is discussed in terms of the dialogue objects
and the dialogue procedures.
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8.4.1 MASH Dialogue Objects
The conceptual dialogue entity can be one of several
types, which were used as a basis to classify the different
dialogue objects discussed in chapter 7.

Many different

conceptual dialogue entities may share the use of one
dialogue object if the syntactic form is designed to be
identical.

In the following tables (tables 7-11),

discussions have used the classification scheme defined in
chapter 7.

The name coupled with a number is used to

uniquely identify the dialogue entity.

The names are used

later for the name of the windows defined and stored in the
dialogue definition files.

Table 7.

no

The MASH command type dialogue objects

object name

descriptions

1-1 main

This menu command dialogue entity is
used to invoke other operations such
as creating mail, retrieving mail,
entering/modifying profile, and
entering/listing the addressee's list.

1-2 create/send

This menu command entity is used to
invoke operations required to create
and send mail.

1-3 read

This menu command entity is used to
invoke operations required to read
mail.
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Table 8.

no

The MASH data type dialogue objects

object name

descriptlons

2-1 profile

This is a form filling dialogue entity
used for creating or modifying the
prof ile.
It includes name, nickname,
mail ID, number of messages to be
accumulated, default formality of the
mail created, default classification
of the mail created, and the default
priority of the mail created.

2-2 list-entry

This is a form filling dialogue entity
used to enter the list of addressees.
It includes name, nickname, mail ID,
and network.

2-3 list-display

This is used to display the list of
addressees.

2-4 header

This is used for creating and
modifying the header of a mail.

2-5 edit

This is used for creating and
modifying the contents of a mail
message.
It is also used for
displaying the mail if the mode of
operation is specified as display
only. When in the reading operation,
it is used for answering and
displaying incoming mail.

2-6 mail box

This is used to display the contents
of any of the four mail boxes: mail
created (mbc), mail sent (mbs) , mail
in-box (mbi) , and mail read (mbr) •

2-7 forward

This is used to specify the forwarded
addressees.

2-8 list selection

This is used to select the entry or
display of the list of aadressees.
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Table 5.

no

,',

The MASH currency type dialogue objects

object name

descriptions

3-1 mbc currency

This is used to display the number of
mail messages in the mail box mbc.

3-2 mbs currency

This is used to display the number of
mail messages in the mail box mbs.

3-3 mbi currency

This is used to display the number of
mail messages in the mail box mbi.

3-4 mbr currency

This is used to display the number of
mail messages in the mail box mbr.

3-5 create currenc,

This is used to display the current
mail message in the creating mail
menu. All creating menu options are
valid only for the current mail.

3-6 read currency

This is
mail in
reading
for the

used to display the current
the reading mail menu. All
menu options are valid only
current mail.

'

Table 6.

no

The MASH status type dialogue objects

object name

descriptions

4-1 operate-status

This is used to show the current
It is maintained
active operations.
by the wi ndow manager.

4-2 confirmation

This is used to confirm the results of
operation requested.
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Table 11.

no

The MASH error/help dialogue objects

object name

descriptions

5-1 message

This is used to display the mistakes
during the operation.

5-2 help

This is used to display the help
messages for all operations.

8.4.2 The Semantic Model of MASH Dialogues
The MASH conceptual dialogue model is divided into
three major dialogue procedures which are described in the
following four figures (figures 51-54).

The notations for

conceptual dialogue entities use the names specified in the
preceding section.
of

a~dialogue

The conditions to trigger the operations

entity are specified along the line connecting

the two entities.

Each dialogue procedure may be further

decomposed into sub-procedures, which are clustered on the
same screen.

It should be kept in mind that the conditions

are generated through the user's operations such as function
key selection and data entry.

The first of the following

figures depicts the dialogue semantics for the creation of
new mail, which is a part of the dialogue procedure
CREATE/SEND.

The next three figures represent a complete

description of the three major dialogue procedures.
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1. DIALOGUE CONTEXT: CREATE/SEND.
CREATE NEW MAil
2. DIALOUGE ENTITY:
COMMAND -) ENTER CREATE NEW MAIL CONTEXT
DATA-HEAD -) MAIL HEADER
DATA-EDIT -) MAIL CONTENTS
CURRENCY -) MBC BOX. CREATEISEND CONTEXT
ST ATUS -) CREATE /SEND CONTEXT
HELP -) ASSITANCE
ERROR -) ERROR INSTRUCTIONS
3. DIALOGUE PROCEDURE

Figure 51. The dialogue semantics for creating new mail
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MSAH SYSTEM

«DO]:>

~'\

@EL~

ENTER MASH CORT'EXT

I)

(fiST\
~

LEAVE
MASH
CONTEXT

1. A DIRECTED ARC IMPLIES USER OPERATION
2. AN ARC WITHOUT ARROW [MPLIES MASH"S
OWN OPERATION
3. ®TANDS FOR THE STATUS ENTITY ASSOCIATED
WITH THE COMMAND
4. ALTHOUGH NOT DISPLATED. ERROR AND HELP
ENTITIES ARE A V AI LABLE FOR ALL COMMAND
ERTITIES

Figure 52. The dialogue procedure MASH MAIN
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1. A DIRECTED ARC IMPLIES USER OPERATION
2. AN ARC WITHOUT ARR.OW IMPLIES MASH'S
OWN OPERATION
3.®STANDS fOR THE STATUS ERTITT ASSOCIATED
WITH THE COMMAND

4. ALTHOUGH NOT DISPLAYED. ERROR AND HELP
ENTITIES ARE AVAILABLE fOR ALL COMMAND
ENTITIES

Figure 53. The dialogue procedure MASH CREATE
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1. A DIRECTED ARC IMPLIES USER OPERATION
2. All ARC WITHOUT ARROW IMPLI!S MASH·S
OWIf OPERATION
3. ®TANDS POR THE STATUS ERTITY ASSOCIATED
WITH THE COMMAND
4. ALTHOUGH NOT DISPLAYED. ER.ROR Am> HELP
ENTITIES ARE A V AI LABLE FOR ALL COMMAND
ENTITIES

Figure 54. The dialogue procedure MASH READ
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8.4.3 The Syntactic Model of MASH Dialogues
The MASH syntactic model includes the language used,
the screen layout, the interaction mechanisms, and the
interaction methods.

The language and the screen layout are

depicted through the following pictures.
In general, the interaction between the user and the
MASH system can be understood through the following
guidelines.
8.4.3.1 Menu Operation.

The user selects the

functions available in the system from displayed menus and
by direct function key selections.

The menu options can be

selected by positioning a highlighted marker at the desired
option and then pressing a special DO-key that executes the
selection.

The highlighted marker can be positioned by

hitting the <CR> carriage return key, or by typing the first
letter of the selection.

Alternatively a choice can be made

by hitting the appropriate function key.

These keys are

specially numbered on the keyboard and serve as function
selectors.

The function key numbers corresponding to the

options are presented in the displayed menus.
8.4.3.2 Form Filling.
pressing the appropriate keys.

The user enters the data by
The arrow keys can be used

to move the cursor left and right.

Changing fields is

accomplished by pressing the up and down arrow keys, or the
carriage return and the tab key to toggle down.

Several

special function keys can be applied to edit the data
entered.
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8.4.3.3 Mail Creation and Perusal.

A set of text

editing function keys are provided for the purpose of
creating mail.

These function keys are no different from

those used for form filling.

For Perusing mail, the same

set of keys also apply but the' input is disabled.
8.4.3.4 Mail Box Operations.
between incoming and outgoing mail.

MASH distinguishes
Incoming mail is

accessible via the READ sub-menu, while outgoing mail is
accessible via the CREATE/SEND sub-menu.

The different

types of mail are given different types of mailboxes.

The

Mailbox for Incoming mail (MBI) contains messages that have
been received from the mail-server, that the user has not
yet read.

Once a message has been read, the message is

transferred to the Mailbox for Read
can be accessed later.

m~il

(MBR) from where it

When a new outgoing message has been

created it is placed in the Mailbox for Created mail (MBC).
It will reside there and can be changed until it is picked
up by the system.
Sent mail (MBS).

It will then be moved to the Mailbox for
The pick-up of messages for transmission

is initiated when a certain number are ready to be sent.
This number is specified in the user profile.

Sending each

message immediately results in a heavier load on the
mail-server and the network.

The above pick up facilities

are implemented to reduce this load.

However there is a

transmit function available for immediate transmission of
urgent mail, or as a means of emptying the queue at the end
of the day.
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8.4.3.5 Accessing a Message.

The accessing of a

specific message is facilitated through a concept called
currency.

All the message functions that a user can

perform, e.g.

changing a message header, sending a message

etc., are executed on the current message.

When the user

wants to work on another message, the currency can be
changed easily through the operations associated with the
mail boxes.

The following rules govern the currency of the

mail:
1.

When a new message is created it automatically becomes
current.

2.

Incoming messages from the mail server are made current
when the user accesses the READ function.
messages are sorted chronologically.

Incoming

When the first

message in the MailBox for Incoming mail (MBI) is read,
the next becomes current.

When the MBI is empty the

last message read remains current.
3.

The last message accessed from any of the mailboxes
remains current until an automatic or manual change is
made.

4.

A message may be made current by selecting the message
from the appropriate mailbox.

This current message can

then be accessed for reading and editing.
8.4.3.6 Special Function Keys.

There are certain

function keys that are not displayed in the menus.
keys are important in using the system.

These

These keys are:
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1.

DO-key:

The DO-key will execute the function that the

user is accessing.

For example, if the highlighted

marker is positioned on a menu option, that option will
be selected by hitting the 00- key.

Another example, if

the user has completed a message and wants to save it,
hitting the DO-key will save the message and put it in
the outgoing mailbox, and then return to the CREATE/SEND
menu.
2.

QUIT-key:

The QUIT-key will interrupt the function that

the user is accessing.
completed.

The function will not be

Any changes made to a message while using

the function will not be saved.
3.

HELP-key:

The HELP-key provides specific help

information about the function that the user is
currently accessing.
time during a session.

The HELP-key can be pressed at any
Typing the help-key interrupts

the function temporarily.

When exiting from help the

user will return to the point where help was requested.
4.

TERMINATE-key:

The TERMINATE-key should be used to

terminate a session from the Main Menu, or a submenu.
If the TERMINATE-key is used anywhere else, it will work
the same way as the Do-key described above.
8.4.3.7 Screen layouts.

Three samples of the

resulting syntax design are described in figure 55 through
figure 57.
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8.5 Summary
Interactive computer system dialogues are becoming
an increasingly significant factor in the current and future
information systems design.

Modeling dialogues prior to

system implementation has become as essential as modeling
the data environment.

A study of task, user, and

information technology environments reveals attributes
critical to the design of man-computer interaction.
Understanding the required semantics provides the
verification of the designated dialogues with important
attributes, and allows for the evaluation of alternative
designs.

Accordingly, the syntax and operation methods are

specified to complete the dialogue modeling and design
process.

Dialogue management facilities are then developed

to support the design of information system dialogues.

The

utility of these facilities are obtained through a well
layered software architecture which supports the design
process in general.

The effort required to develop

interactive interface for application systems are thus
structured and simplified.
The design of MASH dialogues utilizes the leD
methodology, and reflect the dialogue management concepts
discussed in this thesis.

In summary, MASH serves as a

model for the development of other office applications;

its

dialogues require various information representation and
elicitation methods so that its design process is a valuable
experience.

Other aspects of MASH design, such as the
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communication management, are also interesting topics to be
studied although they have not been exploited in detail.

CHAPTER 9
TOWARD INTELLIGENT DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT
Environmental changes are a major driving force
behind today's technological advances.

For an organization,

the social, economic, political, and personnel changes tend
to disrupt the customary path which the organzation has
followed.

The organization then has to devise new

strategies to adjust to the new environment.

This process

of change and adjustment is expected to continue.
:n[ormation systems need to be dynamic in order to
satisfy the changing information requirements.

The

adjustments made by the organization often include
significant revisions to the structure of the information
systems.

These revisions include modifications of the

model, data, and dialogue management functions.
Consequently, the results of the revisions are the changes
in the behavior of the information system.
Dialogue management is in a strategic position with
regard to environmental changes, since it is the primary
interface of the information system with the user.

It is

also the most sensitive, compared to the model and data
244
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management, since any requests for changes will also result
in some form of modification of the dialogues.

The issues

are further complicated by the differences in the user
environment, since any person may request his or her own
preferred methods to interact with the information system.
An intelligent dialogue management environment is the
strategy of the information system designers to accomodate
the system's dialogues to changing requirements.
An intelligent dialogue management environment can
be understood through the framework for dialogue modeling
and the architecture for generalized dialogue management
environment discussed above.

The following sections

describe strategies available in modification of the
semantic and syntactic model of the dialogue.
9.1 The Design of an Intelligent Dialogue Model
A dialogue model, including both the semantics and
the syntax, reflects the predetermined series of steps which
the information system has to follow to communicate with the
user.

Although the dialogue model is static once it is

designed, the system's behavior can be made intelligent if a
complete and consistent dialogue model is defined and a
flexible dialogue manager is used.

The ability to do so

relies on the fundamental philosophy adopted in the design
of computer system dialogues:
system as a purposeful system.

treating the information
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9.1.1 The Computer as a Purposeful System

The computer as a whole system includes a variety of
applications of different objectives.

From this

perspective, the computer is purposeful and is capable of
adjusting its goal structure and courses of actions for the
completion of the tasks by any users.

That is, through the

use of the computer, a user will achieve the various goals
for which different application systems are designed.
Unlike communication between purposeful systems, however,
the computer dialogues are usually programmed to be reactive
instead of goal seeking.

Traditional man-computer dialogues

are designed to be like the man-machine dialogues, which can
be characterized as one-to-one mapping of controls and
operations.

More advanced dialogue methods, such as natural

languages, are designed to adjust to the changing semantics
so as to exhibit more purposeful behavior of the computer
system.
We do not intend to imply here that the natural
language is the sole alternative in creation of an
intelligent dialogue environment.

On the contrary, the

overhead involved in the process of reasoning in the
computer natural language, which then often requires very
restricted definitions of the dialogue context, has
prevented it from being used for the variety of interaction
sessions in general.

However, the goal seeking behavior

should be the key factor in designing different styles of
man-computer dialogues in order for the system to exhibit
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intelligence.

To do so, the dialogue design requires an

investigation into necessary roles, in addition to those
attributes required for the completion of the task, so that
the system can simulate the communication between two
purposeful systems.
9.1.2 Delegating Roles to Dialogue Objects
The systems have to adjust the goals and courses of
actions constantly to suit the particular situations at any
time, although the final objectives may be fairly stable
during varous sessions of conversation between the systems
involved.

Thus, the communication between purposeful

systems often utilizes multiple media channels, such as
signs, symbols, gestures, and others like writing
simultaneously.

The major utility of using mUltiple media

is that they can be used to show changes of the goal
structure and to request the necessary actions.

The

multiple channel communication between a human user and the
computer system can be obtained through the use of multiple
dialogue objects of the computer system displayed on the
display monitor.

Each dialogue object will then assume one

or more roles that show the states of the computer system
and facilitate the operations for the achievement of the
goals at various stages of man-computer interaction.
That is, the dialogue designer can no longer design
the interface without a detailed investigation and
understanding of the goal structure at each point of time
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when the system is executed.

Instead of passively waiting

for the user to initiate actions and reactively responding
to the actions, the system has to express itself through
objects assuming roles of attraction, instruction, input,
presentation, control, and adaptation.

The results are an

environment facilitating mutual understanding of the goals,
purposes, states, and actions of the opposite system.
9.1.3 Dialogue Model as an Intelligent Environment

The dialogue model incorporating dialogue entities
which assume all necessary roles can then be said to be
intelligent.

Although static, the dialogue model will not

draw confusion and will always be responsive to the goal
seeking behaviors of the user.

The most important factors

involved are the completeness and consistency of tila
dialogue model.
The completeness of the dialogue model include all
entities and entity groupings which reflect all relevant
environmental attributes and assume the required roles.

The

consistency refers to the relationships governing the
dialogue objects across different functions and even
applications at both the semantic and syntactic levels.
complete dialogue model is almost unattainable.

A

but the

degree of completeness can be improved through iterative
modifications.

Thus, the generation of dialogues must be

.

able to detect the inconsistency of the dialogue model, and
the execution of dialogues manager has to be flexible in
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supporting the varieties and constant modifications.
9.2 Dynamic vs. Static Syntactic Models
Typically, a dialogue model becomes static once it
is designed.

The user can use only those mechanisms and

methods provided to interact with the computer, using the
technique that the designer selected.

While the decision to

use a particular technique may be effective in the
short-term, no single decision can satisfy all requirements
caused by the changing user attributes.

For example, the

aspect of the user's advancing knowledge, which leads to
greater demands for efficiency, will always be at odds with
the aspect of the user's needs for education, which
emphasizes more instructional power.

That is, some roles

assumed by som8 dialogue objects will become obsolete when
the user attributes are different.

(In chapter 3, this was

defined as device dependent knowledge.) The objects assuming
roles of attraction and instruction are the potential
candidates to be excluded for users with a higher level of
device-dependent knowledge and experience.

When the user

group consists of people with different degrees of knowledge
and preference, this problem is amplified;

certain people

may abandon the use of the system due to an unapropriated
design of dialogues.

However, the problem can be reduced if

different syntactic models can be used for the same semantic
dialogue model.
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The benefits of separating the semantics from the
syntax become clearer.

Different syntactic models will

cause employment of different syntactic processing
technologies to operate on the same semantic model, which
defines what valid semantic primitives are and their
corresponding actions.

For example, the semantic model can

be represented as a state transition diagram.

Many natural

language processors are available to process the transition
diagram~

other syntactic processing techniques, such as

window software described in chapter 8, can also be
obtained.

The syntactic manager then has to provide a

mechanism to allow the user to switch from one technique to
the other, such as from the natural language to the
windowing interface.

Multiple syntactic models for the same

semantic dialogue model are both technologically feasible
and necessary to obtain user friendliness for users with
different degrees of device dependent knowledge.
9.2.1 ALL-IN-l as an Intelligent Environment
The ALL-IN-l customization project also focused on
the evolution of user attributes over time.

The menu driven

approach has proven to be very useful for the beginning
users, but the users soon became more particular about
operational efficiency.

The approach taken to address this

issue was the inclusion of an option to allow the user to go
to the regular VMS environment.

In order to facilitate a

smooth transition, all options in the menu were made to
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become VMS commands with the identical functionalities.

The

effects were significant when users became more experienced
(McCord 1984).

The basic difference between the two

syntactic models is that the ALL-IN-1 model always requires
the user to select an option (a menu form) followed by
another screen (a data entry form) to enter the file name,
while the VMS approach eliminates all ALL-IN-1 forms and
requires the user enter only the commands followed by the
file name.

The result is the elimination of the screens

which assume the roles of instruction.
9.3 Predetermined Different Levels of Semantic Models
Another approach to deal with conflicting and
changing user attributes are to anticipate the changes at
the design stage.

This requires the classification of users

into several identifiable classes.

The most obvious

classification is by the level of experience and knowledge.
(Knowledge here includes knowledge that is both device and
task dependent.) Different conceptual dialogue models are
then designed for the different classes of users.

The user

may select to operate on different semantic models through
available methods.

The differences associated with

alternative semantic models may be very simple, such as
those differing only in the incorporation of dialogue
entities of roles of attraction and instruction, or very
complex, such as those utilizing different command/data
entities and styles.

The WORDSTAR word processing package
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represents the former, while the Tektronix Graphics (Mozeico
1982) represents the latter.

The generation of dialogue

definitions thus has to support the definitions of different
dialogue models, and the execution of the dialogues also has
to provide flexibility to adjust to different semantic
processing requirements.
9.3.1 The WORDSTAR System

The interface of WORDSTAR can be viewed as a screen
containing dialogue entities of different roles:

the status

windows to show the mode of operation, the location currency
windows to show the cursor position and line number, the
help window to show the available function keys and their
semantics, and the edit window to allow the user to create
and modify the text.

Only the last dialogue object is

access able by the user.

However, the user can eliminate the

help window by selecting different levels of help.

The

syntactic operations of the edit window are not affected by
the change of different dialogue models which represent
different help levels.

Their difference is in the

conceptual models which mayor may not include the help
entity which assumes the instructional role.
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9.3.2 The Tektronix Graphics System
The concept of stepwise learnability in software
engineering requires a breaking-up of the user's learning
life cycle into several stages, each of which will then
employ different interfaces to facilitate the particular
requirements common to the users.

Howard Mozeico (Mozeico

1982) has implemented an experimental system which
facilitates the usage pattern of users in different learning
stages.

He adopted the notions of learning level developed

by Treu (Treu 1976) and included one more level for the very
beginning users:
aO. Using the system to obtain desired results with minimal
pre-requisite knowledge.
a.

Learning the basics. of· the graphic system.

b.

Progressing to more independent use of the system.

c.

Probing into the more subtle or difficult features.

d.

Producing quality results within known system
constraints.
The experimental system uses a question-answer

dialogue for the first stage user, who has to press a
function key, EASY GRAPH, to initiate the operation.
simple functions are offered during this stage.

Only

The process

of the question answers is recorded and converted into
command languages.

This report is shown to the user so that

he/she can learn the more advanced features.

The second

stage includes sessions of tutorials which address the
concepts of graphics and a subset of the command languages.
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Help is given by the command 'help' followed by the name of
a topic.

The user can learn the basics of the graphic

system through the tutorial and help.

At the third stage,

the user is given more detailed information and descriptions
of function keys.

-The user can then start using more

advanced commands available only in the command language
mode.

At the fourth stage, the user can use the command

language to

~reate

and store the graphics.

The results

reported by this study have shown to be effective in
facilitating the user's learning to use the system.
The software to support each of the five learning
stages has utilized different conceptual models.

The

beginning stages include entities used for the education of
graphic concepts y which are precluded from the dialogue
models at the later stages.

The key is the ability to

devise these different semantic models.

A generalized

dialogue management system is suitable for supporting this
purpose, since it facilitates the generation of alternative
dialogue models and the execution of dialogues by separating
semantics from syntax.

The Tektronix Graphics system does

not utilize a generalized dialogue management system.
Similar capabilities could be offered for application
systems which share the same dialogue management facilities.
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9.4 Dynamic Adjustment of the Dialogue Model
One of the problems of using a static dialogue model
is that, it can, at best satisfy the requirements in the
short term but will take time to be modified in the long
run.

Along with the advancement of both hardware and

software technology, dynamic adjustments of the dialogue
model not only are feasible but also become more and more
important in today's use of information systems.

Although

dynamic data and model modeling will contribute to the
future computer capabilities as well, the dynamic computer
dialogue can now be used to accomplish many more functions
even only with a fairly static set of data and model
functions.

The most significant benefits could be obtained

from this development are the ease of use of information
systems and the reduction of the long and sophisticated
education processs required for any user to be able to fully
exploit the capabilities of the computer.
The ease of use includes not only the consistencies
of the dialogue model described in the previous section, but
also dynamic adjustment of the reference schemes, which are
represented as the dialogue procedures of some dialogue
contexts in the dialogue model.

For example, the mistakes

made may be simply interpreted as mechanical errors so that
the system would give all useful information defined in the
dialogue model.

The alternative reaction of the information

system, however, is to treat the mistakes as a a warning for
the need to change the dialogue model (procedure).

To
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accomplish dynamic modeling, the computer dialogue has to
rely on the use of the dialogue objects of the adaptative
role.

These types of dialogue objects are used to enquire

into the reasons of the mistakes and alternative
arrangements of the dialogue objects.
The former type of request about "why" information
can be very useful in understanding the state of the user
and the inadequacy of the present dialogues in supporting
the user's interaction.

A collection of this type of

information coupled with the errors log can be used to
create new dialogue objects, statically or dynamically.

The

key to dynamic modeling is whether the knowledge of dialogue
modeling or the heuristics can be stated and represented by
the computer.

For example, several mistakes of the user are

recognized by the system which then decides to start a
series of questions in order to determine the necessities of
some instructional dialogue objects based on a set of

,

production rules.

The dialogue model definitions are then

modified to include or eliminate some objects as they are
suggested by the results of reasoning.
The "how" information will be meaningful to the
experienced users.

When the user possesses more knowledge

than is programmed in the system, the dialogue manager
should allow the user to modify the dialogue model in both
semantic and syntactic aspects.

For example, the form used

to fill data may not have sufficient space for data entry.
When the editing mistake, such as typing to exceed the
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buffer, are encountered frequently, the system could
question the user regarding the size of the form.
Unrealistic procedural dependency in the dialogue model
often causes unnecessary keystrokes so as to reduce
efficiency.

The dynamic modeling capabilities will allow

the user to specify new relationships to increase his or her
performance.

However, the system has to ensure the change

would not affect overall consistency, or other changes must
be made to ensure consistency.
system for example.

Consider the electronic mail

Assume that transmiting mail can only

be done by selecting the mail from the mail box followed by
pressing a function key.

This will work well except for

newly created mail, which would then require one more
keystroke (to select from the mail box although it is just
created) to transmit the message.

The system should then

allow the user to eliminate the redundant procedural
dependency in a dynamic manner.
The remaining question is, who should initiate the
dynamic modeling process.

There may exist a mechanism that

allows the user to start the dynamic dialogue process.
Previous discussions have focused on dynamic dialogues
through the users initiation.

From the technological point

of view, dynamic modeling is feasible with available
software technology, including the use of artificial
intelligence techniques.

The key to the implementation is

to provide a hook between the run time dialogue manager and
the dialogue definition generator.

This "hook"

is a
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software unit which must be capable of performing
inferencing from the facts gathered and interfacing with the
definition generator to retrieve and modify the definitions
knowledge base.
complex.

Computer initiated changing is more

The computer system has to keep records of certain

information, such as errors and command/data usage history.
Knowledge of dialogue design also has to be implanted in the
"hook" to process the recorded information, so as to
determine the timing of changing and new alternative
groupings of the dialogue objects through the use of
inferencing and interfacing functions.
becomes:

The scenario

the computer system initiates the changing process

based on the events occurring during a certain period of
time;

it then makes recommendations on possible

modifications.
What have been described above are changes with user
participation.

The problem in that is, whether or not the

change should be personal if the system is used by several
users.

There will be many more computing overheads incurred

when the environment is multi-user.

These overheads include

the storage and time to search for the personal dialogue
knowledge base.

However, the recent trend of having

personal workstations should encourage the development of
the dynamic dialogue modeling to serve in the personal
computing environment.

Dialogue management functions can be

off-loaded to the personal worksations, and consume less
computational power shared by other users.
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The change could be made without the interference of
the user if the knowledge of the "hook" embrace those
required for performing analysis and design.

That is, this

hook has to incorporate all knowledge bases of different
stages discussed in the general architecture for dialogue
management in chapter 5.

The idea of self-generation of the

dialogue model, however, is still far from realization
because of our limited knowledge.
No matter how much functionality is incorporated in
the "hook", the use of dialogue objects to instruct the
changes is a necessity.

Changes should not interrupt the

regular pattern of usage abruptly.

For changes not

including the user participation, the roles of attraction
have to be considered as necessary to smooth over the
changing process.
9.5 Artificial Intelligence for
Dynamic Dialogue Modeling
The recent emphasis of Artificial Intelligence
technology in software development has changed the picture
of application systems construction from more procedural to
more symbolic.

There are two important elements in the

Artificial Intelligence technology:

the knowledge

formulation, and knowledge representation and inferencing.
The former topic involves the study of the cognition and
computer science and is not well developed.

The latter is

the study of various data structure and searching
algorithms.
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In general, our understanding of dialogue modeling
is still in the early stage.

The responsibility of

formulating knowledge at present resides in the information
system researchers.

The objectives are to understand what

variables constitute the body of knowledge and what
relationships among the variables could be obtained and used
for inferencing.

The framework discussed in chapter 4

represents one of the research efforts directed at this end.
The data structure and searching algorithms could be
applied once the knowledge can be formulated.

Some

techniques may be more suitable under some conditions.

For

example, the production rules may be more flexible for
determining the pattern of usage since rules can be modified
fairly easily.

On the other hand, a frame or script can be

used to represent a dialogue model or dialogue procedure.
Although it is not the intent of this thesis to perform an
in-depth study of this topic, the above discussions are
expected to be valuable if such effors are to be made.
9.6 Summary

Dynamic dialogues are not only necessary, but also
technologically feasible in the present computing
environment.

Proliferation of computing equipment and the

reduction of cost of computing power permit the information
system designer to pursue truly user friendly dialogues.
Dialogue management is also especially suitable for the
handling of man-computer interaction in a dIstributed
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information processing environment;

it is being pursued as

a significant research endeavor and will be continued in the
future.

CHAPTER 10
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Man-computer dialogues are an increasingly important
issue.

The concern for effective computer system dialogues

grows from the proliferation of interactive display devices,
advanced input devices, and micro computers.

An information

system has to rely on the dialogue forms facilitated by
these devices in order to function effectively.

Significant

improvements to the utilization of information systems by
all levels of organizational personnel can be obtained
through well designed computer system dialogues.

The

benefits include reduced learning effort, increased systems
usage, reduced frustration in the use of computer systems,
and better dialogue handling.
Until recently, modeling in the design of computer
system dialogues has remained an obscure area in information
systems development.

Traditional information systems design

has focused on the "norms" that the user must have in order
to use the system.

The inability to fully embrace factors

affecting computer system dialogues has resulted in user
unfriendly computer dialogues which have often been
262
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characterized as boring, mysterious, exhausting, irrelevant,
and intolerant.

Further, the design of dialogue functions

of an information system has not been separated from other
system functions.

Poorly designed dialogues thus cannot be

improved without a substantial modification to the overall
system.

As a consequence, present practice in dialogue

design must be re-examined in order to obtain the desired
benefits.

In addition, development costs and development

time must be reduced;

the flexibility and-maintainability

of dialogue design must be increased.
Chapter 4 included detailed discussions of the
framework of dialogue modeling.

This framework provides

concepts for modeling the profile of environmental
attributes, the dialogue semantics, and the dialogue syntax.
Dialogue modeling results in specifications of alternative
semantic dialogue models as well as their associated syntax
applicable to the development of the information system's
interface.

Alternative designs of dialogue semantics and

syntax can then be examined prior to the implementation of
the information system.

The benefit is the enhancement of

the information system dialogues in terms of better
utilization of information technologies to help users
perform tasks associated with their responsibility.
performance could also be

imp~oved

User

in terms of an increased

understanding of the information system's behavior and the
efficiency of the operations.
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Chapter 5 reviewed the definition of the
architecture for a generalized dialogue management
environment.

Dialogue Management is the management of

available resources, which include hardware and software
technologies,

in order to provide control mechanisms for

both the user and the designer.

Design efforts are

supported through methods for profiling the environmental
attributes, evaluating these attributes for transformation,
modeling alternative dialogues, and executing the dialogue
management functions.

Accordingly, the architecture of a

generalized dialogue management environment is divided into
fou~

layers:

environment interface, interface control,

dialogue generation, and dialogue execution.

The resulting

benefits of this architecture are a better facilitation of
the user's dialogue performance, reduction of the
complexities encountered during the analysis and design
phases, and the release of designers from dealing with
detail associated with the structure and implementation of
computer system dialogues.
In chapter 6, a laboratory dialogue management
environment was studied.

This environment included two

instances of dialogue management supporting software, which
was studied and used to examine application systems.
Dialogue management facilities were specified in chapter 7,
dialogue management facilities include dialogue definition
constructs and dialogue manipulation functions.

The former

is used to record the dialogue semantics and syntax as a
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result of dialogue generation, and the latter is used for
the execution of the information system dialogues in run
time.

The utilization of the these facilities leads to more

elaborate exploitation of different alternative modeling and
implementations in a shorter time period.

In chapter 8, a

methodology was presented that exploited the dialogue
framework and the dialogue management architecture.

The

methodology that was studied focuses on the use of dialogue
profiling facilities and dialogue management functions to
facilitate the design process.

A Window Management System

was created to demonstrate a generalized dialogue management
environment.

An electronic mail system MASH, Mail Access

Supporting Heterogeneity, was developed to validate the
concepts and the architecture presented above.
The major contributions of this research effort are
the specification of a framework for characterizing computer
dialogues independent of hardware and software technologies
and the definition of an architecture of a dialogue
management facility that supports the management of
man-computer system dialogues involving shared, reusable
dialogue components.

The architecture allows accomodation

of past and future dialogues supporting several forms of
interaction and handshaking with model and data management
functions.

Further, a methodology for designing

man-computer dialogues in the design of information systems
has been developed.

The methodology makes use of dialogue

profiling and dialogue manipulation functions.
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The concepts and the architecture proposed in this
thesis are useful for various areas of research in the
future.

In the near future,

the research effort will be

directed to the development of the dialogue profiling
language and the dialogue manipulation language for
generalized dialogue management.

Dialogue profiling

language will provide a mechanism to formally define
alternative dialogue models;

it could be specified through

the use of dialogue generation software.

Dialogue

manipulation language will provide a support for the
execution of run-time dialogues on behalf of application
systems.

Like Data Manipulation Language, it will be

embedded in programming statements and translated into
dialogue managment functions when compiled.
The technology for the realization of dynamic
computer dialogues can also be exploited in the future.
Dynamic computer dialogues result in the exhibition of
purposeful behavior of computer systems.

They require

intelligence for both representing and inferencing knowledge
to be codified into the dialogue management functions.
Alternative knowledge representations regarding computer
dialogues have to be evaluated;

various software

technologies will then be used to facilitate the inferencing
process.

In addition, the technology to support the

execution of dynamic dialogues will have to be studied.
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In the long term, formalization of dialogue modeling
concepts and computer aided design need to be researched in
order to accelerate the system analysis and design life
cycle.

Research efforts, such as the ISDOS (Teichroew and

Hershey 1977) and the PLEXSYS (Konsynski, Kottemann,
Nunamaker and Stott 1985) projects, have provided an insight
into automated system analysis and design.

Methodologies

will be developed to identify environmental attributes, and
to facilitate several levels of automatic transformation
into final specifications of executable dialogue
definitions.
Finally, merging control mechanisms with enhanced
intelligence for data management, model management, and
dialogue management are identified as a significant research
endeavor.

A

centr~l

facility for controlling the activation

of the system's functions is deemed as essential, since a
clear separation of dialogue, model, and data semantics is
almost impossible.

This facility will provide integrated

management of the generation and execution of model, data,
and dialogue functions;

an end-user computing environment

for all users can then be studied.

APPENDIX A

DIALOGUE TECHNIQUES

A-I.
a.

Computer-guided and User-forced-choice:
Question-with-Restricted-Answer offers choices of
alternative choices, from which the user can choose and
give the answer to the system's query.

The following is

an example of this technique.

Is your annual income above $30,000.00 (YIN)?
Have you applied for this program before (YIN)?
Have your ever been convicted (YIN)?

b.

Menu-Selection offers limited. choices of available
~ommands.

Several interaction mechanisms and methods

can be applied to select a choice.

For example, the

menu in the MASH system utilizes toggle (arrow and tab)
keys, dedicated function keys, and the typing of the
command's first letter.

The examples of a selection

menu can be found in the discussions of the Screen
Manager! the ALL-IN-I system, and the MASH system.
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c.

Restricted-Form-Filling contains a table of queries,
each of which utilizes a Question-with-Restricted-Answer
technique.

The advantages of this technique over

technique 'a' are that all queries are displayed, and
the user is not limited to a predetermined sequence of
data entry.

Figure 58 depicts the use of this

technique.

Is your annual income above $30,000.00 (Y/N)? _
Have you applied for this program before (Y/N)? _
Have your ever been convicted (Y/N)? _
Use down/up arrow key for the next/previous
item. Press DO key when finished.

Figure 58. Using the

Restrict~d-Form-Filling

technique
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A-2.
a.

Computer-guided and User-free-response:
Question-Free~Answer

is a query with answers limited to

the particular values displayed.

The following is an

example of this technique.

What is your annual income?
What is your age?
What is the title or your current position?

b.

Free-Response-Form-Filling offers a table which contains
queries but which does not restrict the values that can
be entered.

The MASH system, for example, utilizes this

technique for the specification of mail attributes (see
figure 56).
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A-3.
a.

User-guided and User-forced-choice:
Expert-System-language is what have been used in the
consultation process in expert systems, since queries in
the consultation process can not pre-determined.

Figure

59 includes a sample session using the Ruler system
(Tsakiris 1984).

[stringJ e
e
2J

In what capacity are you emploved?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Administrative ~ Clerical
Business Professional
Systems Analyst
Other

[stringJ
options: '?f
?g
?r rnLlm
?d goal
"?w

d i SD 1 a'l f~nowns
display goals
display rule (default = all)
display clauses needed to prove the goal
why mode, whv question is asked

::J
In what capacity are you employed?
a)
b)
c)
d)
[strlngJ

Administrative L Clerical
Business Professional
Systems Analyst
Other

'?vJ

tll'Whv Mode: keep hitting 'w' for "ne::t level down**
hi t any other key to e:: i t mode
At level 5 I ani pursLling rule 415.
I already know that:
You already know the general tvpe of software vou need
If:

Your duties mav indicate your software needs
admin-int
T
Then: end

Figure 59.

The dialogues of the Ruler system
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b.

Input-in-the-Context-of-Output offers the user the
capability to evaluate the outcome resulting from the
data entered, while the interaction takes place
iteratively on the same screen.

This technique is often

used by the model oriented applications which also
utilize graphs or diagrams as the means of evaluation.
Figure 60 is an example of using this technique.
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I *
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*
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* *

90
60
30
0
1
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5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12

months

enter the estimated price: 102.34

Figure 60. The Input-in-the-Context-of-Output technique
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A-4.
a.

User-guided and User-free-response:
Fourth-Generation-Data-Base-language is a formal
language which allows a user to access data in the data
base.

Languages such as SQL and QBE are instances of

this technique.
b.

The Mnemonics technique, such as the Air Line data
entry/query, offers the user to perform data base query.
A mnemonic is used to represent some special code which
is only meaningful to the data base access program.

c.

Text editing, in general, is a user-initiated and
user-free-response technique.

However, recent

developments of context sensitive editing and the
windowing technique could result in
user-restricted-response, and an improvement of the
instruction role.
d.

The computer natural language is a technique offering
conversational English-like language for the user to
interact with the system.

This technique, however, is

effective only in a restricted domain of reference.
e.

The command language has been used as the language for
most main frame computers.

Languages such as Digital

Control Language by Digital Equipment Corporation and
Job Control Language by International Business Machines
Corporation, are used by professional users to access
various operating system utilities.

APPENDIX B

DIALOGUE DESIGN HEURISTICS
I. style: Computer-guided and User-forced-choice

technique: question answer, restricted form filling, menu
layout: 1. several lines for instructions, and space
for data/command entry
2. groups of '1' in different windows
special windows: currency, error, and path indicators
(path indicator is for parent or son activity)

TASK:
task
purpose

to be made clear to guide the user to
comprehend the structure~ dialogue
-(data entered) from general to specific

task
control

simple relationships among data and
few variations

task
duration

short~ cut the social/unnecessary dialogue
to shor.ten duration~ specialized device or
function keys~ duration can be estimated

task
frequency

low

activity
info handling

small amount of input~ single type
(storage or transfer)

morphological
properties

simulate existing language, physical layout,
and movement~ user passive role in existing
practice~ indication of help on task and
device if voluminous, grouping based on
same properties
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functional
properties

dialogue communicate the properties of the
data which are used; learning assistance
grouping based on same properties;
determine sequence

selection
rules

communicate the relationship between data
and selection rules in dialogue

information
scope

narrow

information
detail

hidden transformation algorithm may be
required to achieve the details required by
the model; validation rules

information
accuracy

to be entered by the right person and at
right time to increase accuracy; validation
rules

information
type

drop unnecessary constraints which are
improper for the type (quality versus
quantity) of information

information
age

validation rules

activity
duration

short; cut the social/unnecessary dialogue
to shorten duration; specialized device or
function keys; duration can be estimated;
long duration needs grouping

activity
frequency

low

step physical
properties

simulate existing language, layout, and
movement; determination of defaults which
can be changed

state
variables

currency, path, and error
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USER:
task
knowledge

low; user's model (language and methods)
initially and migration into more
sophisticated task accomplishment through
more powerful dialogue; flexible dialogue
as the user's knowledge increases;
communicate in the same working context
as the user's; anticipate errors

device
knowledge

low; assisting learning device and explain
device behavior; anticipate device operation
errors; consistant across different systems;
flexible dialogue as the knowledge increases

user's
famil iari ty

low; defaults made known to the user

user's
belief

very specific in instructions to increase or
change the degree of belief such as entering
very important data

user's
satisfaction

mechanism to recover, accelerate, and
change the adaptation process

user's
personality

risk averse;

user's
ability

low; grouping into chunks;
anticipate errors

cognitive
process

allow interruption; flexible dialogue to go
backward/forward; allow change to other
processes

cognitive
style

allow experimentation; challenging vs static

learning
stages

early

inte;:-nalizer
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DEVICE:
hardware
speed

high

video
attributes

blinking, reverse, bold: useful for
different or important input entities

graphic
attributes

icons represents different data types

specialized
input

voice may replace the keyboard

window
(screen) tools

dialogue generator is simple, has to
manage various video attributes

graphic
editors

responsible to generate icons

screen
management

window tools + responsible to handle
communication between the application
programs and the tools

graphic
managment

graphic editors + management of icons
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II. Computer-guided and User-free-response
style: question answer, form filling, building record
of previous inputs, overwriting, QBE, prompt with
simple instructions
layout: 1. several lines for instructions, and space for
data entry
2. coexisting with other types of dialogue
3. groups of '1' in one screen with clear dividing
lines
4. groups of '1' in different windows
special windows: currency, error, and path indicators
(path indicator is for parent or son activity)
TASK:

task
purpose

to be made clear to guide the user to
comprehend the structure; general and
specific dialogue (data entered) coexist

task
control

clear structure of data but wide variations
(and split/and join);

task
duration

short-medium; cut the social/unnecessary
dialogue to shorten duration; specialized
device or function keys; duration can
be estimated

task
frequency

low-medium

activity
info handling

small-medium amount of input; can be more
than one type

morphological
properties

simulate existing l~nguage, physical layout,
and movement; user active role in existing
practice; indication of help on task and
device if voluminous, grouping based on same
properties

functional
properties

dialogue communicate functions the properties
of the data which are used; learning
assistance grouping based on same
properties; determine sequence

selection
rules

communicate the relationship between data
and selection rules in dialogue
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information
scope

wide and complicated

information
detail

hidden transformation algorithm may be
required to achieve the details required by
the model; validation rules

information
accuracy

to be entered by the right person and at
right time to increase accuracy; validation
rules

information
type

drop unnecessary constraints which are
improper for the type (quality versus
quantity) of information

information
age

validation rules

activity
duration

short; cut the social/unnecessary dialogue
to shorten duration; specialized device or
function keys; duration can be estimated;
long duration needs grouping

activity
frequency

low-medium

step physical
properties

simulate existing language, layout, and
movement; determination of defaults which
can be changed

state
variables

currency, path, and error
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USER:
medium-high~

task
knowledge

user's model (language and
methods) initially and migration into more
sophisticated task accomplishment through
more powerful dialogue~ flexibl~ dialogue
as the user's knowledge increases;
communicate in the same working context
of the user's; anticipate errors

device
knowledge

low~ assisting learning device and explain
device behavior; anticipate device operation
errors; consistant across different systems~
flexible dialogue as the knowledge increases

user's
familarity

low-medium; defaults made known to the user

uset" s
belief

very specific in instructions to increase
or change the degree of belief such as
entering very important data

user's
satisfaction

mechanism to recover, accelerate, and
interrupt

user's
personality

risk seeking; externalizer

user's
ability

high typing; grouping into chunks (2 & 3);
anticipate errors; voice may reduce
requirements in ability

cognitive
process

allow interruption; flexible dialogue to
go backward/forward; allow change to other
processes

cognitive
style

allow experimentation~ challenging
environment

learning
stages

all
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DEVICE:

hardware
speed

very high

video
attributes

all attributes: useful fot:" different or
important input entities

graphic
attributes

icons and colors useful for different ot:"
important input entities

specialized
input

voice may replace the keyboard

window
(screen) tools

has to handle video attributes and
dividing the screen

graphic
editors

responsible to generate the icons

screen
management

dialogue generator; has to handle
communication between the application
programs and the tools

gt:"aphic
managment

to manage the icons anG colurs
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III. User-guided and User-free-response
style: english like language, 4th generation, mnemonics,
text editing, input in the context of output
layout: 1. space for data/command-entry 2. coexisting with other types of dialogue
3. groups of '1' in one screen with clear dividing
lines
4. groups of '1' in different windows
special windows: currency, error, and path indicators
(path indicator is for parent or son activity)
TASK:
task
control

clear structure of data but wide variations
(and split/and join)~ ill structure of the
control and wide variations

task
completeness

incomplete

task
outcome

as a guide to the user to determine the
next input (data/command)

task
duration

medium-long~

cut the social/unnecessary
dialogue to shorten duration~ specialized
device or function keys~ duration can
be es_timated

task
frequency

medium-high

activity
info handling

medium-large amount of
more than one type

morphological
properties

simulate existing language, physical
layout, and movement (with continuum)~
user active role in existing practice;
indication of help on task and device if
voluminous, grouping based on same
properties

functional
properties

complicated~

input~

can be

dialogue communicate
the properties of the which data are
used; learning assistance grouping
based on same properties~ determine
sequence
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activity
outcome

as a guide to next input

selection
rules

unknown or uncertain

information
flow

no fixed destination

information
scope

wide and complicated

information
detail

hidden transformation algorithm may
be required to achieve the details
required by the model; validation rules

information
accuracy

to be entered by the right person and
at right time to increase accuracy;
validation rules

information
type

drop unnecessary constraints which are
improper for the type (quality versus
quantity) of information

information
age

validation rules

activity
duration

medium-long; cut the social/unnecessary
dialogue to shorten duration; specialized
device or function keys; duration can be
estimated; long duration needs grouping

activity
frequency

high

step physical
properties

simulate existing language, layout, and
movement with continuum; determination of
defaults which can be changed

state
variables

currency, path, and error
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USER:
task
knowledge

medium-high; user's model (language and
methods) initially and migration into more
sophisticated task accomplishment through
more powerful dialogue; flexible dialogue
as the user's knowledg~ increases;
communicate in the same working context of
the user; anticipate errors

device
knowledge

high; assisting learning device and explain
device behavior; anticipate device operation
errors; consistant across different systems;
flexible dialogue as the knowledge increases

user's
familarity

medium-high; defaults made known to the user

user's
belief

very specific in help or errors to increase
or change the degree of belief such as
entering very important data

user's
satisfaction

mechanism to recover, accelerate, and
interrupt; redo or undo

user's
personali ty

risk seeking; externalizer

user's
ability

high typing; grouping into chunks;
anticipate errors; voice may reduce
requirements in ability

cognitive
process

allow interruption; flexible dialogue to go
backward/forward; allow change to other
processes

cognitive
style

allow experimentation; challenging
environment

learning
stages

mature
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DEVICE:
hardware
speed

high

video
attributes

all attributes: useful for different or
important input entities

graphic
attributes

icons and colors useful for different or
important input entities

specialized
input

voice may replace the keyboard

window
(screen) tools

has to handle video attributes and
dividing the screen

graphic
editors

responsible to generate the icons

screen
management

dialogue generator; has to handle
communication between the application
programs and the tools

graphic
managment

to manage the icons and colors

APPENDIX C

DESIRABLE CHARACTERICS IN DIALOGUE DESIGN
1.

"Controllable" means the flow of input control is at the
user's hand, and the user must be able to select the
type of outputs and terminate the process of output.

2.

"Helpful" means various help tools are available during
the input process.

3.

"Predictable" means the reaction of the system should be
consistent, and t:

~

specific knowledge, common sense, as

well as past computer experience could be applied.
4.

"Consistent" means various systems should follow certain
conventions.

5.

"Continuous"

means the work flow should not be

intervened with unrelated dialogue, and the dialogue
subsystem have to provide means for the user to
accomplish his task in a sense of continuity.
6.

"Instructional" means the dialogue is self explained and
carries enough information to instruct the user of
necessary actions.
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7.

"Tolerable" means the system can stand all possible
mistakes and not be terminated unexpectedly.

8.

"Patient" means proper delay of the system response.

9.

"Considerate" means more shared knowledge, intimate
relationship between the system and the user.

10. "Selective" means accessability to a particular item of
information of interest to the user.
11. "Associative" means the information to be relevant to
the decision making situation.
12. "Recallable" means availability of previously generated
information.
13. "Comprehensive" means accessability to all related
information for the decision at an instant of time.
14. "Cognitive" means the sequence of information presented
has to match the decision maker's cognitive style.
15. "Reliable" means the ways employed to present the
information has to be unbiased, that is, using the right
scale.
16. "Rememberable" means to force recording information
generated into the decision maker's brain.
17. "Activating" means to stimulate the proper management
action when the information is generated.
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